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tee Organizes With C. Hang the Hopes of the “Beat Roosevelt” Democrats— Said Couniy Attorney Otis In Court This MorningAdvertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
What Pathfinder Poll Shows
Officers Make Three Seizures
Earle Ludwick, Chairman
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
With a full realization that it has
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Alfred E. Smith has spurred his the California registration was more
Owners and lessees of slot ma- machines and their contents were
In 1882. The Free Press was established two important campaigns upon its
campaign workers onward with a likely explained by the fact that
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated hands this year, the Republican statement that his receptive candi- President Hoover is unopposed there chines, who failed to heed the several1 confiscated. Charles A. Perry of
March 17. 1897.
warnings offered by the police and Camden appeared as counsel for McCounty Committee met at the Court dacy for the Presidential nomination in the May 3 primary and that three

TEMPLE BALL ROOM, ROCKLAND
DECORATIONS
BALLOON DANCES
PRIZE WALTZES
DANCE UNDER COLORED SPOTLIGHTS
MUSIC BY

“THE NIGHTHAWKS DANCE BAND”

is bona fide and not a stalking effort, Democrats being in the field—Garner, sheriff departments, found last night j Oowan. Merrifield of Thomaston
but advocates of Franklin D. Roose- Roosevelt and Smith—a heavier Dem- that the officers will no longer tolerate i was not arraigned, because of sick•••
♦
velt continue to see encouraging signs ocratic registration was natural,
indifference or defiance.
j ness.
—
in past and future events.
The indicated victory of the ConThe police seized two machines at j McGowan told the court that he
—
F.ushed with new victories in Wis- servative Republicans over the indeconsin and New York over Smith and pendents for 16 of the 27 delegates the Torrey pool room, near the cor had to take a chance with the
•••
further encouraged by the advice of in Wisconsin outweighed, in the ner of Park and Main streets, this gambling machine in order to make
i Gov. A.bert C Ritchie. Maryland's minds of administration forces, any city; while the sheriffs seized two slot
a living this winter. There are five
favorite for the nomination, that the disappointments due to the heavy
TONIGHT (APRIL 12)
LEAVES THE NEWS
children in his family.
Democrats get behind the strongest Democratic vote. The Hoover leaders
METHODIST AUDITORIUM
man at convention time, the Roose- ' look upon Wisconsin as the most inCounty Attorney Ensign Otis made
"Gus” Merrill Quits Portland
AUSPICES BARACA CLASS
vclt campaigners say only a miracle , surgent of States and to gain a ma
j tt very plain that the county will no
nor can prevent his winning.
i jority of the delegates there was a
longer tolerate the operation of slot
Paper With Other Plans
Nevertheless, those opposing the sure sign to them that the people lean
j machines, and that if they are found
to
conservative
thought
in
critical
New
York
governor
refuse
to
concede
In View
NEW YORK CONCERT ORGANIST
defeat. Suggestions implying that he periods.
again in use there will be plenty
Assisted By
take himself out of the running and
With President Hoover’s renomina
Hugh Augustus Merrill, for four
of trouble ahead for the owners.
tion
regarded
generally
as
certain,
avoid further "embarrassments” apGILBERT LE ROY, Barytone
and one-half years political editor of
"There has been a great deal of
patently failed to impress Smith, and Illinois, Nebraska, Florida, North CarRECITAL OPENS AT 8 O'CLOCK
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
The Portland Evening News, re
his letters to Connecticut, Pennsyl- olina and Delaware, will add most of
public comment and indignation at
vania and California supporters that their 110 delegates for him next week
signed his position with that paper
the prevalence of these gambling de
he was "available” in his own name to bring his total well beyond the;
Friday. Mr. Merrill, who has been
vices,” said Mr. Otis. “The officers
brought favorable reactions speedily half-way mark of the 578 needed to
actively engaged in newspaper work
have been instructed repeatedly to
nominate.
Counting
Wisconsin
’
s
16
from
them.
for 34 years, will enjoy a brief vaca
To date it has been a parade for (or him, he now Iras 270 of the 292 j
warn proprietors of the places where
tion for which he and Mrs. Merrill
Roosevelt, with his opponents taking selected.
the machines are in use. To a cer
are planning several motor trips,
Neutral observers are now looking ]
but two delegates outside their own
after which he will enter in business
tain extent these warnings have been
State.
This
week
Roosevelt
manag

to
Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania
and
as a consultant in newspaper man
heeded, but tt became evident that
ers look confidently to Nebraska and California to answer definitely the
agement.
.,
Is glad to announce that their Eight Piece Band will open for
I Michigan to add 54 delegates to his question: "Can Roosevelt be stopped?
an example must be made, so yesterHe
has
held
positions
as
news
edi

Dancing at
already commanding lead of 174 The first two States hold primaries
tor and associate editor of the Ken
| day I gave the officers word to go
instructed, pledged and claimed total. April 26. California's comes May 3.
nebec Journal, news editor of the
j ahead.
GLENCOVE GRANGE HALL, FRIDAY, APR. 15
Roosevelt also has a good chance, they i The Smith people are just as conWaterville Sentinel and managing
I “Unfortunately after one or two
say,
of
winning
Kentucky
’
s
26,
or
most
fident
of
winning
in
the
Bay
State
as
editor of the Knox Messenger. He
Free Parking Space Will Be Supplied at the Oak Grove Cabins
of them. All three States select on the Rooseveltians are of capturing
j seizures have been made the under has reported sessions of the Maine j
Tuesday.
( most of Pennsylvania's 76 delegates.
POPULAR PRICES
DON'T FORGET THE DATE
! ground telephones get busy and it Is
Legislature for the Kennebec Jour-1
Illinois, the only other State to 1 Whatever the results in these two
nal, Waterville Sentinel,
Press The Election of Earle Ludwick As
] almost impossible to catch anybody
choose
Democratic
delegates
this
week
i
States,
the
psychological
repercusHerald and Evening News. After 20 i Chairman of the Republican Coun
There Will Be No Further Wam- else. It is also unfortunate that
years of service as legislative report- | ty Committee Means an Energetic ls expected to line up 54 district dele- sions are likely to be felt In California.
gates for Senator Lewis, jts favorite
The contest In Massachusetts waxes , ings. And if the Men Who Place the ! these two who were caught are poor
er he is a candidate for the Demo and Militant Campaign
son. Its four at large, to be named in hotter each day, with most observers j Machines on Commission Persist Iu .
mho,,.-.
cratic nomination for member of the
giving Smith most of the 36 delegates ! It a Drive Will Be Made To Close Up ' menre not the only onpK who
Portland delegation in the Maine ably wide acquaintance throughout convention April 22, likely will go the
Roosevelt
’
s
friends
say
he
will
take
Their
Little
Graft.
—
County
Attorney
|
have
been
operating slot machines.
same
way.
Of
the
58,
Roosevelt
men
House of Representatives.
A meeting of interest to all Blueberry Growers will be held at
the county, and whose skill as an or are claiming 30 after the first ballot, at least 55 and maybe 60 of Penn- I otisi but I do want it to serve as a warnganizer has been well demonstrated if more than one roll call is neces sylvania's 76 and that he is unop------------------ ing, and I will say here that there
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
in his own ward in the past few elec sary.
posed for 4244 delegate votes there.
.
. ..
,
The Smithites dispute this, saying machines and a penny machine at will be no further warnings. If the
tions. He plans a systematic cam
Two
other
outstanding
develop

THURSDAY, APRIL 14, Afternoon and Evening
paign, with no resting periods be ments of the past week were the big [ their man is contesting for 66 dele- Alden* Merrifield’s in Thomaston, and men who are placing the machines
A Steamboat Query
tween now and the first Tuesday of Democratic primary vote in Wiscon- | gates through pledged and unin- a nickel machine and penny machine 1 on commission continue their efforts
CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING WILL BE DISCUSSED
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
November.
sin and increased registration of structed candidates.
at William McGowan's in Camden.
; a very serious and determined drive
Can you tell me when the steamer The feminine element of the party Democratic voters in California com- ,
A Speaker from Orono and Other Speakers will attend
. • • •
The police, sheriffs and county at- | will be made to close up their little
Daniel
Webster
began
running
be

A Public Supptr Will Be Served From 5.30 to 6.30
is well represented in the vice chair pared with a Republican decrease.
The Pathfinder, a widely circulating
tween Bangor and Portland? Per manship, Mrs. Alice Robbins of Union
STATE OF MAINE BLUEBERRY GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
Some of the more optimistic Demo- \ magazine, has been conducting a torney have been swamped with com- \ graft."
haps some of your steamboat readers having been elected to that position, crats saw in these happenings evi- presidential poll and finds that Presi- plaints concerning slot machines, andI Judge Butler promptly assured the
ARTHUR J. CLARK, Secretary
may know.
W. D. K.
and the same is true of Mrs. Ida Sim dences of a walkaway for their party dent Hoover leads the whole list with
Camden, April 11.
mons of Rockland who becomes the in the November elections, no matter . 115,042 votes, followed by Roosevelt announce their intention of proceed-! county attorney of the Court’s conew secretary of the county commlt- who Is nominated. Included in their with 49,626; Garner, 16,956; Smith, in6 promptly against those who tan operation. He said that the machines
^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIII!llllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIIII!llfinillllllllltlllllllllllllllH'£
| tee. The treasurer is Chester B. Hall, calculations was the big Democratic112,299; Murray, 11,541; and totals from !
to obey the edict,.
perhaps tempt youths to the cornPoor Lil’ Brack Sheep
In answer to the query of L. W. S.i,,a well . known Warren. worker
, .___who has vote last month in North Dakota, an- ,4000 to 400 for Borah, Ritchie, Baker, j McGowan and Torrey were ar- , mission of crimes and that it was
I Johnson, Coolidge, Dawes, Pinchot, raigned before Judge Butler this impossible to tell how far they may
in We Wanterknow column of April! lonS ^en Prominent Inown affairs other normally Republican State.
On the other hand, the Republicans j Norris, Thomas, Reed, McAdoo, Rob7, asking if any one could tell where! asJ^n as
®'i<rht was
morning. Each was fined $20 and J have been concerned in the past winthe poem “Poor Lil’ Brack Sheep,” I
I”661111! Salu d A . JL ho were far from discouraged. They felt . inson and Young, in that order.
costs, in addition to which the seized | ter's episodes.
could be found. Mrs. Annie Burkmar Presided over by A. G McDoon who
TO
lias furnished a copy taken from her I has been chairman of the county comJHE
FINGERS
FLEW
I
TONIGHT'S
RECITAL
scrapbook of more than 30 years ago,1 mlttce
J*®.51, t*° yo?r?’ aQC,,„tnr
and It will be reproduced in this now a candidate for State
• i
i
, „
„
paper soon. Mrs. E. J. Morey also has The Republican County Committee | \\ hen Three Schools Com- Charles Leech Gulick, Organ|£>

$1.00 PER COUPLE

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW

ORGAN CONCERT

••• ••• ••• IF House Saturday night and formed an
•••
Little minds are tamed and — organization that is calculated to
subdued by misfortune; but great — make an aggressive fight.
minds rise above It.—Washing- •••
The new chairman is C. Earle Lud
ton Irving.
••• wick of Rockland, who has a remark.*.
••• ••• •♦••••••• ••• ••• ••• IF

.«. •••*•« ••• ••• •••

CHARLES LEECH GULICK

“THE NIGHTHAWKS BROADCASTING
ORCHESTRA”

BLUEBERRY GROWERS, ATTENTION!

WE WANTERKNOW!

I

!

ANNOUNCEMENT

s Soda Fountain and Retail Store Trade =
s
=
~ Our Wholesale Soda Fountain Supply Department is now fully 2
~
EE

equipped and ready to make Prompt Deliveries at
Factory and Boston Prices

~
s

SS

Before stocking your summer supply it will pay you to look over our
High Quality Stocks of

2

Fountain Fruits and Syrups, Soda Fountain Sundries, 2
41
Glasses, Paper Cups, Ice Cream Scoops, Spades,

We can furnish Booths, Grill Toasters, Frankfort and Roll Warmers, ££
Waffle Irons, Pop Corn Machines and Other Necessities
EE
Our Salesmen Will Gladly Serve You

EEE

G. A. LAWRENCE COMPANY

I

ROCKLAND

CHISHOLM BLOCK

44-45

Sale

Rexall

.........

’TSSjKlSrSailfSS-.«

PMed In Shorthand and |

i,t. Will Appear At the

[ Harry Edgecomb.
Typing Contests
Rockland High Seniors Start For National Capital Saturday,
Methodist Church
Concerning The Seagulls
Camden - Carrie Hodgman and
The Knox County shorthand
Charles Leech Gulick, concert or
Joined By Wiscasset Students
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Joseph Brewster.
I have often wondered where the
Cushing—Rose Wales and Leslie < ’■> Pewuting contest was held m Rock- ganist of New York City, who ap
pears in recital at the Methodist
seagulls spend the night. We see Young.
an<^ High School Saturday. There Church tonight, assisted by Gilbert
When the Maine Central train pulls and the United States Capitol. All
them on the water during the day,, Friendship—Mrs. H. L. Bossa and ! were 16 entrants from Camden, Rock- Le Roy, baritone, has toured this
but where do they go when night, William Bradford.
, land and Thomaston. Mrs. Rupert country and Europe extensively and out of Rockland at 8.05 next Saturday guide and admission fees included.
comes? Where do they sleep?
| Hope—Carrie Hardy and S. C. | l. Stratton dictated the material for has appeared In all leading cities. morning it will number in Its passen Return to hotel for lunch. At 1.30
Inquisitive. | Pease.
the shorthand contest, which was When he played In Rockland several ger list the happy students of the p. m. motor coaches will take party
to Annapolis, visiting the United
Matinicus—R. L. Young and Henri-: given at the rate of 100 words a seasons ago he was heard by an audi
senior class of Rockland High School, States Naval Academy and the Capi
etta Ames.
, minute.
ence that taxed the capacity of the getting away to an enthusiastic start tol of Maryland. This trip will con
North Haven—Frank Beverage and , The winners of the shorthand are— church. He comes here tonight,
Foye Brown.
( Evelyn Segal, Rockland, with an ac- while on a concert tour of New Eng on the much discussed Washington sume the entire afternoon. Return
Owls’ Head—Ella Maddocks and curacy of 99%; Mary Haskell, Rock' land in which he will give recitals in trip. At Wiscasset tho party will be to hotel for dinner.
augmented by a delegation from Wis
During this month I will extract Arthur Robbins.
Wednesday, April 20
land, with an accuracy of 98%; Louise Bangor, Augusta, Brattleboro, Ver- casset
Academy, as was the case last
teeth by my painless process for
Entire day free for independent
Rockland—A. C. MeLoon, C. Earle Nash, Camden, with an accuracy of mont, and many other cities.
year,
when
the
class
of
1931
advanced
One-half Price. Other work at a Ludwick and Mrs. Ida Simmons.
' 96%.
sightseeing and shopping.
New York critics were unanimous
the National Capital.
Discount. My main reason for
Rockport—E. Stewart Orbeton and ' The winners of the typewriting are in their favorable reviews of this onThe
Thursday, April 21
excursionists will arrive at
this is, I find many who are not Chester Pascall.
! —Class A. 1st place, Evelyn Segal, program and no one can afford to North Station,
Boston, at 2.30 p. m.
Motor
coaches
will transfer party
earning much this spring and
South Thomaston—Flora Baum and Rockland, 55 words a minute; 2d place, miss hearing it. MV. Gulick has and will be taken to India Wharf
cannot afford to pay from $2 to $5 Sidney O. Hurd.
' Janice Pillsbury, Thomaston. Class broadcast
________ extensively
________ „ ...............
.... .. where they will board one of the to Union Station at 8 a. m. Leave
from manyBaltimore <fe Ohio R. R.,
for having a tooth removed.
St. George—G. N. Bachelder and B, 1st place, Dorothy Ware, Camden, | stations. He will Include in the pro- Eastern Steamship boats for New 9Washington,
a. m. Party will enjoy through
Work done by appointment only. Almon Hall.
- 41 words a minute; 2d place, Isabelle ' gram one or more original compo- York. Dinner will be served on train ride to New York. Lunch will
Thomaston—Mary Bunker and Jo-' choate, Rockland; honorable men-1 sitions. Gilbert Le Roy, New York board and dancing will be in order be provided in dining car enroute.
DR. J. H. D.AMON, Dentist
tion, Walter Barstow, Rockland, , baritone will offer a program of ! from 8 to 11. The”trip through Cape Arrive New York 1.55 p. m.. Motor
Tel. 1203-W
Rockland seph Paquin.
Union—Alice Robbins and H. L. class C, 1st place, Ruth Dondis,' secular and sacred numbers includ- [ Cod Canal will be of special interest coaches will transfer party to the
44Ttf
Robbins.
i Rockland, 38 words; 2d place, Helen j ing Geoffrey O Hara's "Forward To to the members of the party who have Hotel Lincoln, Eighth avenue and
Vinalhaven—Eugene M. Hall.
Pietroski, Rockland; honorable men- ! Christ," which he has been asked , never had that privilege. The official 44th street where rooms will be pro
Warren—Carrie Smith and Chester tion, Richard Spear, Thomaston.
j by the publishers to feature on this itinerary for tlie next seven days is vided. Balance of day free for inde
Hall.
Mrs. Reta C. Robinson acted as tour. Mr. Le Roy is associated with thus outlined:
pendent activity.
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Isle au Haut—C. H. Turner.
j chairman, assisted by Mrs. Ruth B. Nicola Zerola, the former grand
Sunday, April 17
Friday, April 22
Criehaven—Mrs. C. L. Mitchell.
Spear, Miss Elcey Sawyer of Cam opera star and a friend of the late
Presents
Everybody up early to see the great
Morning free for rest and shopping.
den, and Harold Higgins of Thomas Caruso, in the latter's School of bridges spanning the East River and
Remember the Rexall one cent 1 ton.
Opera and all who are interested in the Statue of Liberty. Breakfast Motor coaches will call at hotel at 1
“THE SPIRIT OF ’76”
p. m. and the Uptown-Downtown New
sale, April 14, 15, 16, at Sheldon's
the voice will want to hear him.
provided on steamer.
York sightseeing trip will be provid
43-44
The program:
High School Auditorium Drug Store, Rockland.
Arrive New York, Pier 18, North ed. This ride will end at Pier 19,
camS^TrnS Magnus .'.- S: S I
H “• J" Those. d,r^ng 10 £ North River. Leave Now York, Pier
THURSDAY, APRIL 14
Spring Song ................................. Hollins I tend church service will be escorted 19, North River, Eastern S. S Lines,
NEW WAITING ROOM
Mr. Oullck
to church. The balance of the party 5 p. m. Dancing 8 p. m. to 11 p. m.
Keys made to order. Keys made "Gloria" ............................
We have leased the store in The
M. Buzzl-Peccia will walk to the Battery visiting the
7.30 O’clock
to
fit
locks
when
original
keys
are
Saturday, April 23
Mr. Le Roy
Bicknell, Next South of Gonia's,
lost. House. Office or Car. Code Sonata In C minor ............ Mendelssohn Aquarium, where they will be joined
Tickets—Orchestra 35c; Children
Arrive
Boston
India wharf, 8 a. m.
Opposite Town Clock
Mendelssohn by the church group after services.
hooks provide keys for all locks Spring Song .........................
Breakfast on steamer provided. Mo
20c (balcony only)
Mr Oultok
ROCKLAND, THOMASTON &
_
..
J
,
Entire
party
will
be
escorted
to
Balwithout bother.
Scissors and
CAMDEN BUS LINE
43-46
And Waves"
Waves" ................................
Me' Ye Handel 1 tl,nore * O!lio Station, Pier 12, North tor coaches will meet party on arrival
43-55
And
Knives Sharpened.
"Moon Marketing" ........... Powell Weaver j River, where motor coaches will and proceed on four hour-tour of
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
Mr. Le Roy
) transfer party to trainside at Jersey Cambridge , Arlington. Lexington,
Sng (toi^Z~Z..Le'ebaSffi
^vet}JeT,8fy City’ BdUroore Concord, Weston, Waltham and
Marche- Nuptlale ......................... Gulick
Ohio R. R., 11 a. m. Luncheon Brookline, the most historical and
Mr. Gulick
! will be provided in dining car on train educational trip in New England.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND "Forward To Christ'%
Ride will end at North Station In
- ------------- O'Hara enroute to Philadelphia.
Telephone 791
Mr Le Roy
Arrive Philadelphia 1 p. m. Motor time to leave Boston on the Boston
Concert Overture In E flat ........ Faulkes
96-tf
coaches will take party on sightsee 6 Maine R. R. at 1.15 p. m. Arrive
Mr. Gulick
ing ride of city immediately upon ar Wiscasset, 6.08 p. m. Arrive Rock
rival, visiting Independence Hall, land. 7.25 p. m.
where the Liberty Bell is on exhibi
Women of Russia recently cele
tion, Betsy Ross House, and Fairmont
Park. Leave Philadelphia, Baltimore brated an international woman's
day for a couple of hours, after
& Ohio R. R„ 3.30 p. m.
New Rates and Time Table Effective April I 1, 1932
Arrive Washington. Union Station, which they went back to clean out
630 p. m. Party will be transferred the stable and guide the plow.—
to F.bbitt Hotel where rooms and all Portland Oregonian.
One Way Round Trip Sp’l Trip
From
meals will be provided during stay
in Washington. Dinner at hotel. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Rockland to Vinalhaven,
$2.00 $3.00 $12.00
After dinner party will be escorted to
Rockland to North Haven,
2.00
3.00
12.00
the Corigressional Library.
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
Monday, April 18
Rockland to Stonington,
3.00
5.00
15.00
and
listen to some music at least once
Tuesday—Thursday—Saturday
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loee
Party will be escorted to the Na of
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
Vinalhaven to Stonington,
2.00
3.00
15.00
tional Museum, Smithsonian In
Leaves Rockland for Camden, Bel
stitute
and
Washington
Monu

CROSSING THE BAR
fast, Bucksport, and Bangor at 5:00
North Haven to Stonington,
2.00
3.00
1 5.00
ment. Return to hotel for lunch. Sunset and evening star.
a.m. Leaves Rockland for Boston at
At 1.30 p. m. motor coaches
And one clear call for me!
North Haven to Vinalhaven,
2.00
3.00
12.00
8:00 p.m. Staterooms as low as $1.50.
will take party to Arlington National And may there be no moaning of the
bar.
Cemetery, visiting the tomb of the
When I put out to sea.
Round Trips Must Be Used Same Day
S.S. "WESTPORT" sails for RrooUin,, Monday, Wednesday,
Unknown Soldier, New Amphitheatre,
and Friday, at 730 a.m. Sails for Bar Harbor, Tuesday, Thursday,
and final resting place of our Na But such a tide as moving seems asleep.
Too full for sound and foam,
Leave Rockland: 8 A. M.
12 Noon
4.00 P. M.
tional Heroes. Coach will continue to When
and Saturday at 5:00 a.m.
that which drew from out the
Alexandria, visiting Christ's Church,
boundless deep
Standard Time
BANGOR: S.S. "BELFAST'' arrives at 10:15 a m. Return sailing
Turns again home.
Masonic Lodge No. 22‘and the Pres
at 2:00 p.m., arriving Rockland 7:00 p.m.
byterian Church, thence on to Mt. Twilight and evening bell.
i Vernon. Washington's Home. Party
And after that the dark!
BOSTON: Steamer arrives at Foster's Wharf, Wednesday, Friday,
And may there be no sadness of fare
will return to hotel for dinner.
Sunday, 6 a.m. Return sailing, 5p.m., Monday, Wednesday, Friday
1
well,
Tuesday, April 19
When I embark;
STEAMSHIP
Party will leave hotel at 8.30 a. m. For though from out our bourne of
TILLSON WHARF, ROCKLAND
I for a four-hour tour of the public
Time and Place
LINES
The flood may bear me far.
Telephone 547—961-W
buildings of Washington, visiting Bu
I
hope
my Pilot face to face
For rtitriations apply ROCKLAND \\ HARF.
reau of Printing and Engraving, j When toI see
have crossed the bar.
44-46
White House, Pan American Building
—Alfred Tennyson.

DENTAL NOTICE

Mixers, and Equipment of Every Kind

492 MAIN STREET

ARE PACKING THEIR GRIPS

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Thursday- Friday- Saturday
April 14-15-16
SHELDON’S Drug Store
Rockland, Me.

s.s. BELFAST

IXTHA WtA>

WHERE THE WEAR COMEI
♦

SHOE

Three Sailings Weekly

I

REPAIRING
Take Advantage of these new
Low Prices
Men’s Half Soles

EXTRA WEAR

$1.00

Men’s Rubber Heels

.40

Ladies’ Half Soles

.85

Ladies’ Rubber Heels

.40

Ladies’ Leather Lifts,

.30

WHERE the wear comu

Rockland Shoe Repair
491 Main St.
D. H. FULLER, Prop.

Crie Hardware Co.

Mail Orders Solicited
E. G. WILLIAMSON, Mgr.
43-45

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.

to BOSTON
to BANGOR

EASTERN

F very-Other-Day
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KEEPING TABS ON A BLIMP

"ON MY SET”

_______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland. Me.. April 12. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man in the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
April 9. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6176 copies.
W. H BUTLER.

Former Rockland Boy Office Manager For Goodyear
People At Long Island Airport

When Frank R. Stewart was a little pictures of this odd stunt, which was
shaver playing around his daddy's subsequently depicted on the screen.
A blimp was also used in rescuing
dcoryard on Granite street he doubt
two men whose airplane had been
less shared in the liking for balloons forced down in the Florida Evcrthat all kiddies have. That he would | glades.
JOHN MORRILL
some day
sailing over tlie world's
Class 13 had an attendance of
—
How did the name blimp originate?
largest city in a blimp, and almost The Goodyears explain thus:
Who Was a Mighty Player In j nearly 2000 in Portland Sunday,
shaking hands with the Statue ot
Sanford-Springvale leading thc
"Non-rigid
airships are
also
j Liberty was farthest from his called blimps and dirigibles. The
That Earlier Generation of out of town groups with 575. As
Rutherford, N. J. had less than
thoughts.
1 best British non-rigids used during
Today, however, he is office mana- the war were designated as B type
900, the contest was easily won
Baseball
ger of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber 1 of iinlD airship, as distinguished from
by Dr. Merrill’s organization.
i Co.'s airship base at the Holmes Av- the rigid airship. Quite naturally
The broadcast over WCSH
The death of John P. Morrill calls
port, Jackson Heights, Long Island. B-iunp ships were popularly conshowed plenty of inspiring music
attention to the career of one famous
and thinks no more of making a traded into blimps by the public, and
with the Waldoboro Band get
FROM
in the older days of baseball. Tlie
[light over New York City than some : the name has stuck."
ting a good hand. Among the
Boston Herald editorially says:
of us would of climbing Middle Street
Dirigible literally means a balloon
hymns sung was "Throw Out thc
hill. As manager for the Goodyear that jg equipped with motors and
Life Line," composed by the late
“There have been more brilliant
people he handles all of tlie office rec- | steering apparatus to make it dirigiRev. E. S. Ufford, for many years
stars in baseball—men who could
ords. makes out the reports, and at- bje or directable, so that any motored
a resident of Rockland. Ran
pitch, field, or bat superlatively
dolph Brooks thc 12-year-old
well—but, we are told by his
Washington. D. C.—Maine is well tends to the hiring of the many nghtcr-than-airship can be called a
_ dirigible. The term is correct, but
contemporaries, none has ever
trumpet soloist, received an ova
represented here this week at the extras needed in the service.^
Mr. Stewart is a son of Georce T. the designation airship is preferred.
surpassed John P. Morrill as an alltion.
annual convention of the Red Cross.
around player. He made his reputa
The airship is further distinguished
Among those attending are Miss Re Stewart, one of the veteran members
tion as a catcher in the “Past day"
In thc spring the young man's
becca Douglas of Rockland, repre of the Postoffice staff, and a product from the heavier-than-air plane by
game on Boston Common in 1876
fancy lightly turns to — thc
senting the Knox County chapter; of Rockland High School. After the fact that it floats in the air as a
when his team of amateurs played
broadcast of the major league
Miss Lucy A. Barker and Miss Jessie graduating from University of Maine surface ship docs in the water, while
the Boston professionals, his strong
baseball games, which begin this
B. Sutherland, both of Belfast, rep- ir. 1929. he entered the employ of the the airplane keeps aloft by the fact
throwing-arm nabbing six men off
week.
1 resenting the Waldo County chap- Goodyear Company in the statistical of rapid forward motion and the lift
••• ••• •••
base. The next year he Joined the
! ter. The Lewiston-Auburn chapter department in Akron. Ohio. He was ing effect of the air on the slightly
Nationals and they won the cham
What next will they broadcast? j has eight delegates attending, and. later transferred to thc retail sales tilted plane of its wings.
pionship. a feat which they duplicat
The Defender, flagship cf the
I tuned in Sunday night on ; in addition, are a number from Port department in the same line of work.
ed in 1878. For ten years he cap
and last September was sent East Gcodycar fleot is 184 feet long and 43
W'MCA and found the an
land.
to
take
charge
of
the
New
York
a.ij
feet
jn diameter, and has a helium
tained the team, playing almost every
• • • •
nouncers giving a story of the
position and all of them well. But
I gas capacity of 183.000 cubic feet. Its
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Only two of the 31 loins made in ship base.
it was his quality as a sportsman and
The Goodyear Company' operates ' gyyjgjng radius is about 1000 miles,
Bailey's circus in Madison Square
New England by the Reconstruction
leader that endeared him to the
| Finance Corporation were made in six blimps, one each in New York The pp[en(jer is a 10-placc ship, has
Garden.
crowds and they called him "Honest
and California and two each in two pQOt Ecat5 with dual control and
••• ••• •••
i Maine.
Florida and Ohio, and is assembling has ^ht passcnger
John" and John "Fidelis" Morrill.
The United States Office of
This is the smallest number made a seventh machmc in Akron, to be
Aug j 1931 Goodycar.s helium
When he retired from the game and
Education has been testing the
to
any
one
New
England
State,
with
entered business in Boston, his sturdy
as the Resolute. In hci (j]lfd airE,hips had compiled an agpublic pulse as to favorite radio I the exception of Rhode Island, known
ccmmereial flights these machines
nf
hnllrs in ,hp air
reputation endured through the
programs. Music still commands
which, with Nevada, received no such have taken nearly 75,000 passengers gregate of 16.383 hours in the air
years, bringing him the affectionate
without a single passenger suffering
the
greatest
popularity,
Commis

I
loans.
including some of the most promi
friendship of men in ail walks of life.
sioner Cooper pointed out. Dr. C.
Of the 935 loans made during the nent men and women in the country. injury. During this time tho fleet
He was a notable—and. unfortunately,
R.
Koon,
specialist
in
education
!
period
reviewed.
858
have
gone
to
They have also done some unusual covered approximately 693,841 miles,
rather exceptional—example of the
by radio, stated that although
banks and trust companies, 30 to stunts. On one occasion a Goodyear made 22.906 separate flights, and car
professional athlete who possessed a
more than 60 per cent of thc pro
building and loan associations. 18 to blimp tcck aboard a package of news ried 55,766 passengers in 30 different
sense of proportion and perspective,
grams consist of musical selec ' insurance companies, two to joint papers from the ton of the New York states.
knowing when his time on the dia
Time and again the ships have
tions, the taste of the public
stock land banks, one to a livestock Journal building, and delivered them
mond was over and then going on to
seems to be turning towards j credit corporation eight to mort- to Al Smith, former presidential can proved their air-worthiness by riding
earn a good name for himself in the
The popular 1 gage loan companies, two to agri didate standing in the dome of the out storms, both in the air and on the
less exciting, but equally exacting. I other themes.
portable mast, naturally due pre
cultural credit corporations and 16 Empire State Building.
field of business. His death in | mind seeks variety, and there are
certain programs, like dramatic
to railroads.
On another occasion a blimp was i cautions are taken to avoid bad
Brooklirie Saturday at the age of 77
• * * *
dialogues, which allow the im
ended what must have been an un
leased bv the Paramount News Com weather.
Courier-Gazette readers who go to
agination considerable latitude.
"The situation within thc fishing pany, and a bath tub was suspended
usually satisfying life."
Dinner music programs in which ' industry is more critical than in ag- from the gondola. Flying over the Akron are invited to visit Akron hall
* * * •
there is a wide range of selec I rlculturc. Conditions are more de- Empire State Building at a height ol where thc Goodyear people will be
The editor of this paper, vacation
tions, both instrumental and ; plorable than at any time within the 2000 feet one of the Paramount men glad to furnish them with a guide
ing in Florida, in a personal letter to
vocal, have a wide appeal.
i memory of those in the Bureau.”
was given a shower bath when water who will take them through the en
••• •••
the sporting editor writes:
With these words Commissioner was poured Into a funnel over his tire plant showing the process ot
Some sections of the country i O'Malley of thc Bureau of Fisheries head, by the occupants of the gon manufacture from the crude rubber
“To you younger fans of the pres
call most frequently for old-time ’ begins his report, presented to the dola. Pursuing planes made motion I to the finished product.
ent baseball days the name John
songs, minstrel singing, fiddlers J Senate appropriations committee this
Morrill may have little significance:
and old time melodies. The
week, pointing out the effects of the
NORTH HAVEN
greatest demand of one station is
proposed 10 per cent reduction in apbut to those of us who in the 80 s fol
W
for square dance tunes, jigs,
prooriations for all government delowed the achievements of the dia
Mrs. Amy Ladd who rGently re
polkas, sehottisehes, etc. An j partments.
REAL ESTATE
mond heroes of that time, the news
other states that it is called on
Should this proposed reduction go turned from Sarasota. Fla., where she
of his passing returns upon us many J most frequently lo present bal
passed
the
winter,
is
staying
with
her
into effect it would result in the
TRANSACTIONS
lads and semi-elassical selec
glorious memories—for there were
laying up of the Albatross, engaged daughter Mrs. Frank Sampson.
tions.
Among
the
variety
of
With
the
High
Schcol
holding
on
investigations
of
the
Great
Bank
giants in that period r.o less than to
musieal programs sought most j fisheries on the North Atlantic, such sessions in the K. P building the boys
day—and greater ones, it seems to
frequently of the various stations
as cod. haddock and mackerel. It have been obliged to discontinue
Hattie L. Merriam. Owl's Head, sold ,
me in this backward cast of the mind.
are: Music appreciation, old
would further necessitate, says Com meetings there. Efforts toward • oth
land in Owl's Head to Walter E. Ross j
familiar songs, Hawaiian music,
missioner O'Malley, "a discontinu- er arrangements are being made.
I dare say there are others within the
The soloist at tlie church services of Owl's Head.
fiddlers, barnstormers, piano, ' ance of marketing studies and insound of my pen who can hark back
mclodeon, varied programs of
vestigations aimed to reduce the Sunday was Barbara Stone.
Rebecca F. Thorndike of South ;
to those rare but memorable occa
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse F. Ames made
dinner music, hymns, songs and
heavy losses of immature and undcr- E™2T,Sj*5S&'K
$£"
-555““!
sions when they sat in the Boston
piano. Other programs include I sized fish taken with gear now in
orchestra and sob, classical
use.
bleachers and thrilled to the natural
broadcasts of glee club and or I "This division is in direct contact Boston in their car they came to Thomaston.
and easy skill of those artists George
Sophia P. Thompson, Walter F.
chestra concerts, minsireLs, or
with the fishing industry, endeavor North Haven in the plane Friday
and Harry Wright, Sam Wise. Billy
chestra and vocal classic music,
ing to solve the many problems con- morning. They spent the weekend Thompson, Ada J. Rackliff, Susie G.
Nash—and sturdy John Morrill bril
and chamber music.
j fronting it. Considering the aid with Mrs. Eunice Brown and returned spear heirs of F. N. Thompson ot
J given to farmers, the fishermen feel to Boston Sunday morning. Miss , camden sold land and buildings in
liantly covering first base.
Tlie Mills Brothers return to I that the federal government is giv- Marjorie Huse accompanied them. Camdrn to Eugene Y. Thompson and
“I count it as a thing of Interest in
I
thc air over WNAC tonight at ! ing them but very scant attention." returning to her studies at Pembroke, , John c Thompson of Camden.
my life, that long years afterward I
University.
Laufa sjdelinger of Washington '
7.30 accompanied by an orchestra,
A petiyon bearing the names of
After having Cleaned out the j sojd jand and buddings in Washing- ,
composed of thc stringed instru i 10,120 veterans and citizens of Maine
should come to have acquaintance
ments in thc violin family. This | urging immediate cash payment of bu*neci timbers from the old^high j ton to Frpd B]ynn sideliijger of Bur- j
with two of those players—George
new series brings the famous
veterans adjusted service certifi- rahocl building indications seem to lington, Vt.
Wright, founder of the Wright & DitMills Brothers to New England 1 cates was presented to the House be that there is considerable material
Fred L. Gilkey of Camden sold land
son sporting house, and prominent
fans on Tuesday and Thursday
Ways and Means Committee on Fri- that may be salvaged towards the new I in Camden to Kenneth B. Heald ot
evenings at the :ame hour.
leader in National sports, who. in his
. day. The petition was given to the building or for other purposes.
»
Miss Nye and Miss Cole, also Mrs. I Camden.
cc.nmittee by the Veterans of For Haskell,
eighties continues a regular votary of
teachers in the grade schools
Charles G. Waterman and Walter
eign
Wars.
Petitions
from
every
THE RIFLE SHARPS
golf, and Morrill, his business assoreturned to North Haven Saturday to C. Waterman of North Haven sold
,
j j ••
.
.
_i
_____
i State in the Union representing more
land in North Haven to Town of North
ciate and daily partner at the game.,
Tlinmastnn lhan 2'5C0 000 signatures appealing resume their school duties.
imncrh the nmv
inomaston for payment of the service vouchers During the past winter Charles I Haven.
It was through
New Fnffinnd
England rxocKiana ana
Brown has been busvat work on a 46A!onzo Wa!ter of Friendship sold
Senior Golfers' Association that this
Clubs In Close Matches— were given to thc committee by the oot cabin cruiser. No one can look ,and in Friendship to Warren T.
veterans'
organization.
at the graceful lines of this boat, and , n ,
nf Pripnr>chin
acquaintance arose—and when I add
A Trip To Gardiner
The petitions were presented to the fine workmanship throughout 1 De'ano of Frlenc:shlP'
that I was looking, forward this com
Warren T. Delano of Frienashlp
men-bers of the committee on the without recognizing the fact that Mr.
Two close matches were shot at the steps of the Capitol after a parade Brown is a real boat builder. In sold land in Friendship to William
ing June to taking part in a four
some with these two players, the Main street gallery of the Eastern had been staged by veterans from ail earlier years he constructed a fine Delano of Friendship.
Zclma M. Dwinal of Camden sold
other to be that prince of good fellows Division Rifle Club iast week, the parts of the country. Permission to 66-foot schooner. In a gale this
parade through the Capitol grounds schooner went to pieces at one of thc
Julius Mathews, president of the sort of matches where scores tell was given to the veterans by Vice worst points along the coast, that has lot of land in Camden to John L.
Stahl of Camden.
Seniors (and a Rockland-born boy) nothing definite until the last one is President Curtis and Speaker Gar been the grave of so many good
you will understand why in the death in. And a baseball umpire has a soft ner, The 10.120 Maine signatures ships -Cape Hatteras. Mr Brown
job compared to what an official , were collected by state posts of the does not expect to launch his cruiser their sweet songs, raise their families,
of John Morrill I hear the sound of scirer is up against in this game.
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
until September. Among those as- destroy insects, and contribute to the
a personal note."
Monday night the crack rifle team
tsting him have been Lee Wither welfare of garden and farm. Boys
from the Forty Club invaded the
spoon and Daland Brown.
ought not to molest them or shoot
It's a golden opportunity for a boy them with air rifles. And in regard
The Parent-Teacher Association is Eastern Division's hunting grounds
dr girl in North Haven to begin les- to air rifles, the National Humane
planning a mammoth card party in with every intention of lifting scalps,
•ons on thc violin, viola, 'cello, saxo Review makes this appeal to parents:
Temple hall April 20 with this com but after the smoke had cleared away
phone or bass viol. Anv so interested "Do not place weapons in the hands
mittee in charge: Mrs. K. C. Rankin, and Dr. Scarlott's pipe was once more
are asked to meet at the church next cf your children, even in the shape
chairman. Joseph Blaisdell. Mr. and drawing well, it was found that John
Wednesday night at 7 o'clock.
of toy guns or pistols, air guns or
Mrs. Herman Hart. Mrs. John Flana Snow and some cf the others had
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis of Akron, Ohio rifles. In the local papers cf almost
gan. Mrs Joseph Emery, Mrs. Arthur been merely practicising on the
ire visiting at the home of Mr. and every city can be read accounts of
F. Lamb. Mrs. Russell Bartlett, Mrs. match targets in preparation for
Mrs. Tolman.
accidents to children and adults, as
Oliver Hills. Mrs. Walter C. Ladd. shooting for the refreshments. The
Mrs. Mabel Stone met with a pain well as injuries to animals and birds
Mrs. Harold Burgess. Mrs. Perley match was won by the Eastern with
ful mishn Fridav burnirz one of
from weapons cf destruction'.” A |
Damon, and Mrs. Hcrvey Allen. 20-odd points to the good.
Wednesday night the Thomas’on
hands. Dr. Woodman is successfully weman in the Bronx, New York, gave
Tickets will be on sale by members
treating it.
an air-gun to a minor. As a result j
of the committee at once, and anyone Rifle Club came over for a return
Mrs. Burdis Brown is recovering o' a shot from thc gun in the hands '
wishing to make reservations by tele match and although its scores were
from a sprained wrist.
, of the boy, a girl of five years goes
phone is asked to call Mrs. Rankin, averaging well up the Easterns man
Monday the Boston boat made its ’ through life handicapped by thc toss
154-R. This party will afford oppor aged to take the match and hold to
first trip of the season to Rockland, of an eye.
tunity for individual clubs to form the practice of alternately winning
Belfast and Bangor. The Westport ,
____________
their own groups if desired. There from and lasing to this Club.
Friday night the Thomaston boys
began its thrcc-a-wcek-round-trip
The new rates and time table of
will be manv attractive prizes. The
chcdule Tuesday. Spring is surely the Maine Air Transport Inc. efproceeds will go into the general fund went to Gardiner and shot a match
Club, winning
hcre and summer not iar off.
| fcctive Anril 11 are: Planes leave
of the Association which carries on , with the Cobosee Rifle
. „„
Mrs. H. T. Crockett and son Lloyd Rockland 8 a. m.; 12 noon and 4 p. m.
notable work in the schools, particu- ! le match handily by 90-odd points
were weekend guests of Mrs. Crock- j Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or
larly in providing milk for under!
-r-i .r-a-mrett's sister Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham. North Haven, $2.00, round trip $3.00
nourished children.
I
PARK 1 HEAT RE
Rockport, and attended Pomona at special trip, $12.00; Rockland to StonPleasant Valley Grange, Saturday.
ington, $3.00. round triD $5.00, special
Vibrant with the personality of a
Mrs. Hcrvey Allen won the $25
Mr and Mrs. Herman Cooper were $15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha
offered bv Brewer, Warren & Put-4 new and lovelier Dolores Del Rio,
in Camden over the weekend.
| ven to Stonington, $2 00. round trip
nam to booksellers submitting the ‘Girl cf the Rio," is to bo at Thc
Murray Stone spent Sunday with $3.00, special $15.00; North Haven t<
best "squib" on thc new novel “Love Park Wednesday and Thursday. The
his family at Camden.
Vinalhaven, $2.00. round trip, $3.00,
Lightly." The contest was open to role, that of a cafe entertainer in a
Robins, song sparrows and other special $12.00. Round trips must be
all retail booksellers in the United typical Mexican border town, is par
birds are a great asset to the island ! made the same day. Sailings are on
States who cared to enter. The name ticularly colorful in view of the set
They build their nests in trees, sing (standard time.
44-46
of the author of the novel was not ting with its bustling industry of
divulged and the point of the 100- gambling games, vaqueros ar.u coivBRITISH ACTRESS INSURES
word squib v..i., lo express an opinion bovs at play and love and the in EYES
FOR $100,000. During her
as to what prominent writer of the evitable drama of hates and passion role in a London production, Miss
present day produced the book. Tlie possible only in this type of resert.
The second lead is played well bV Jean Colin, British actress, main
publishers state that no one guessed
a fixed stare and moves with
the name of Margaret Sangster, Norman Foster, himself a star on the tains
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe
mechanical gestures of a doll
whose writings up to now have been stage though he is rather new to the the
for
more
than
two
hours.
Because
confined chiefly to short stories, screen Others cast are Lucille Glea of the strain on her eyes, according
many with religious backgrounds, and son. Stanley Fields and Ralph Ince — to a report to the Better Vision In
authorship of “Love Lightly" was at adv.
stitute of New York, she has insured
tributed to Katherine Brush. Faith
them for twenty thousand pound,,
Remember
the
Rexall
one
cent
Baldwin. Margaret Pedler, Margaret
approximately $100,000. Even the
sale.
April
14.
15,
16,
at
Sheldon's
Widdemer. Vilda Hurst, and others.
43-44 ordinary work inipostd on eyes dur
Stvle, subject matter, etc., were con Drug Store, Reckland.
ing this century, point out physi
sidered in selecting thc prize winner.
cians, imposes an increasingly large
BOATS
tax on the resources of nervous
energy, so that eye-strain frequently
Tlie first Knox County Republi
BUILT TO ORDER
can to file nomination papers was Skiffs, Dinghies and Square Sterned leads to insomnia, headaches, indi
gestion and other ills. Seven out of
E. S. »Vose of Cushing, who seeks to
Row Boats on hand
ten headaches are caused .by over
be representative in his district. Mrs.
Arthur
B.
Packard
working or misusing the eyes. Look
Maude Clark Gay of Waldoboro, can
TIIONE 616-J to your eyes as Miss Colin has,
didate for State senator, lias filed her GLENCOVE, ME.
42-44 1 says the Institute,
primary papers.
354
“Fresh from the Gardens”

Therefore to him that knoweth to
do good, and doeth it not, to him it is
sin.—James 4:17.

LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

$100,000 Eyes

t

GENERAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS
From the Monthly Bank Letter for April Issued by The National City Bank of New York

in the over $2,000,000,000, have become
banking situation during the so apparent, the review states,
past month have been favor that the Administration, the
of Congress and of both
able, but the general course leaders
of
business has been disappointing, parties, and the weight of opinion
according to the April 1 review in the country, fully agree upon
of The National City Bank, which the necessity of balancing the
adds that the usual seasonal ex budget in the fiscal year 1933, for
pansion has not been realized. which a deficit of $1,250,000,000
The improvement in the banking is at present indicated. Accord
position, the review continues, is ing to the leaders, most of the
unquestionable and is not con members of Congress share that
fined to the United States, and view.
this with the confidence gained
The most formidable of all the
thereby constitutes the first step obstacles to recovery, the review
in general improvement.
states, are those in the way of
Commenting upon the British international trade, including the
situation, the review states that uncertainty as to the status of
developments in London during the reparations and intergovern
the past month have done much mental debts upon the expiration
to strengthen confidence there of the moratorium year on June
and elsewhere in the stability of 30 next. “Meanwhile,” the re
the British financial position, and view states, “the uncertainty that
this of course has a favorable in exists is destructive of trade and
fluence in all financial centers.
business confidence and the policy
Sentiment, both here and of the nations in seeking an everabroad, according to the opinions increasing degree of economic
and self - sufficiency
expressed in the review, has been isolation
disturbed by the uncertainty re through tariffs, import quotas,
garding the Government’s fiscal licenses and other forms of trade
program. The threat -of this warfare, undoubtedly is reducing
situation, which it is hoped has not only the aggregate of world
been removed by the most recent trade, but also their own produc
turn of events has been respons tion and consumption which mea
ible for the fresh fears in sure their prosperity.”
evidence.
Discussing the Lausanne con
The consequences to the invest ference which will meet next June
ment market occasioned by thc to consider the question of repara
heavy borrowing made necessary tions, the review states, “The
by the Government's deficit of Lausanne conference will be a
evelopments

D

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

-Quldcm
like to shop
—where they are treated
with the same courtesy
as grown-ups. You can
send the children to
any NATION-WIDE
store with confidence,
and know that the
grocer will not try to
sell them items of ques
tionable quality.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
SPECIALS—WEEK OF APRIL 11

Straight

LA TOURA1NE

J Macaroni
Elbow

Macaroni
or Spaghetti

EXTRA

PER LB

NATION'WIDE

COFFEE

PER POUND

3 ZSe
pi,

Pancake Flour 1

Pkg.

11

FANCY

PAPER SHELLED

OREGON

Walnuts
PER POUND

w

GENERAL KNOX
Peanut Butter

15

ONE POUND
BARREL

Cri.p, golden-brown Cookies made
with pure coconut.... an old-time
Family Favorite .... Delicious ....
Healthful... Nourishing...
POUND

NATION-WILi,

Gelatine Dessert
PACKAGES

THREE PUKE

V.

SUNSHINE
FLUTED COCONUT BARS

S5‘

VICK’S

Cough Drops
GOOD LUCK

Jar Rubbers j
soap
BARS XOC

PandG
2 OZ.
BOT.

35Cbalf Ib.

TEA

w

NATION-WIDE

Salada Brown Label

hoit iniu

vitally important one, exerting a
dominant influence upon the
economic outlook. A settlement
of the reparations question in a
manner to strengthen the credit
of Germany, so that she may ob
tain capital for her industries, is
essential to the welfare of Europe
and therefore of all the world,
and it can be said that nothing
else could so stimulate the eco
nomic activity of all the world.
In truth it might well signify the
end of the depression.”
Evidence of a decrease in the
hoarding of currency, according
to the review, is shown by the
fact that the circulation of bills
of denominations larger than $10.
which might be considered to be
hoardable currency, has declined
to a greater extent than has that
of bills of smaller denominations,
which might be regarded as handto-hand currency. During Feb
ruary, the review states, both
groups declined, the former by
$8,000,000 and the latter by $11,000,000. “This,” it continues, “is
the- first reduction in the hoardable group, and while small, it
was distributed over every de
nomination except tbe $20’s.«The
evidence is that hoarding receded,
and it may reasonably be assumed
that the greater decline in March
represented a greater return ol
currency from hoards.”

BEARDSLEY’S ACME MUSTARD 119c
SPLENDID MALT SYRUP
Pe c.n4qc
STATIONERY
Per b»x 24c
PIPES
Each iqc

YOU KNOW THE OWNER

2g<

F.very-Other-Day
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Page Three

At a meeting of the executive
H. N. Brazier of Rockport Is a can
The meeting of the Woman’s Mis
COURT OF HONOR
didate for the county commissioner sionary Society has been postponed board of the Parent-Teacher Asso
ciation last week it was voted to offer
nomination on the Democratic ticket, to Thursday of next week.
a> a prize for the best Washington Many Merit Badges Awarded j
and it is reported that the nomina
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Mrs. Delilah Cunningham of scrapbooks a frame for the fine
April 12—Gullck organ concert at tion will also be sought by Maynard
At Session Here — One
Methodist Church, auspices Baraca Class. A. Spear of Thomaston.
Granite street was taken into mem Washington pictures (copy of the
April 12—Camden—Com. Donald B.
famous
Gilbert
Stuart
portrait),
one
Boy Gets Six
bership at thc meeting of the BPW
MacMillan lectures at the opera house.
At the masquerade Saturday night' Club Thursday evening.
to a room in each grade. The Asso
April 14—Warren—W. H. S. senior
at
the
skating
rink
prizes
for
the
play, “Fingerprints.”
ciation will have its usual milk fund
Scvcnty-flve Scouts and Scouters
April 14—Cantata, “Spirit of ’76,” by best dressed went to Mrs. Gertrude
Jack Riley and His Rhythm Kings ball, with Dr. James Kent as chair attended the April session of the Boy
pupils of Junior High School.
April 14-16—Camden—Community Car Pettee and Carl Cavanaugh; worst! announce a May ball in Temple hall man.
Scout Court of Honor in the vestry
dressed to Dick Searles and Jack May 2, an event certain to interest
nival at the opera house.
April 15 — Thomaston — “Digging Up I O’Brien,
Jf the First Baptist Church, Friday
A
pleasing
feature
of
the
Rotary
the
dancing
public.
This
orchestra
the Dirt.” by T. H S. seniors.
meeting
was
the
rendition
of
Mrs.
night. Twenty-four boys from four
has
for
its
mascot
a
German
police
April 15 (3 to 9.30)—Woman’s Educa
The Rankine cottage at Crescent dog, which answers to thc name of Blanche Ellsworth's Maine Song ad troops received 37 separate awards
tional Club meets at Copper Kettle
Porch.
Beach recently bought by L. E. Mc
mirably by Mrs. Vivian Hewett witli and badges from Judge A L. Miles,
April 18—Boy Scout Rally at R. H. S. Rae has undergone extensive repairs “Solo.”
Mrs. Louis Walker at the piano. The
auditorium.
April 19—Warren—Guest night of and improvements, and is now one
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets song carries the true spirit of Maine; who conducted the Court.
Woman’s Club
I of the most attractive structures at for work Thursday afternoon. Six the murmur of the pines, the crash
Eagle Scouts Howard Chase and
April 19—Patriot’s Day.
o’clock supper will be in charge of of the sea on rock bound shores and Lynwood Aylward of Trodp 2, Rock
April 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist that resort.
Men's League.
Mrs. Mildred Condon and Mrs. the beauty of its hills and streams.
April 21-22—Official trials of S. S.
The Sewing Circle of Ralph Ulmer Lillian Judkins, and the evening de This fine piece of work by a Knox land, and Russell Morgan of Troop
Monterey on Rockland course.
Camp
Auxiliary
meets
tomorrow
aftI
voted to convention plans and prepa County woman was given a cordial 10, Thomaston, receive tne bronze
April 22 (7.30 p. m.)—Rubinstein Club
ernoon at 2 o’clock at Legion hall. ! rations.
guest day.
reception. Miss Virginia Walker ac palms for which they qualified at the
April 2
Anniversary observance of, Supper at 6.30 for Auxiliary mem
companied Mrs. Hewett with the March session of the Court. After at
Knox Lodge I. o. o P. at First Baptist j bers and Comrades will be in charge
taining Scouting’s highest rank, that I
Carl H. Sonntag, John M. Pomeroy, j violin.
Church.
Tibbetts,
of Eagle, a Scout may qualify for
April 25- Annual meeting of Scribblers', of
„ Mrs. Nena
.
..
_ chairman.
_
, , O. E. Wishman and J. G. Thomp- |
Club at home of Mrs. Mildred Putnam Mrs. Elia Lurvey, Mrs. Eva Crockett son of the Lawrence Portland
Mrs. Eliza Jones wose ability as palms by earning five additional merit
in Camden.
and Mrs. Amelia Vosc. The evening Cement Co., leave today for a Port a reader is well known through her badges.
April 29-Camden—C. H. s. senior business session will be at 7.30.
Scout Richard Anderson of Troop
play. Meet Aunt Sally."
land Cement regional safety confer appearances before many of the lo
April 30-May 7—National Boys' Week.
2, Rockland, was awarded the rank
ence
in
Albany,
N.
Y.
Manager
cal
organizations,
celebrated
her
90th
Writing from Kobe. Japan, under
May 2—Monthly meeting of the City
the home of \ oi Star Scout for which he qualified
Government.
.
.date of March 21, John L. Goss of Sonntag is to be general chairman birthday Friday at
Addie Russ, in March. To become a Star Scout,
May 6 (3 to 9.30) Annual meeting of Ro^tnn and Stonington saw “On our of the conference at which 16 com her daughter, Mrs
Woman s Educational Club.
| Bo7 , ana otonmgion says, un our panies will be represented.
HOOVER
Rockport. Open house was kept, 1 a *>oy must be a first class Scout and
If you want to learn the very amazing values they repre
Msy 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary i arrival here from Shanghai I reand
callers
from
Rockport,
Camden,
;
have
five
merit
badges.
SILVER
JUBILEE
clubs at The Thorndike
, ceived a bundle of Courier-Gazettes
latest facts in scientific rug sent, aud to tell you of our
Thirteen members of the Educa- ! Rockland, Thomaston and other
Scouts Harry Burns of Troop 2 and
May 6—Bird and Arbor Day.
, urpiph T was verv triad to get You
May 13 Rockport—R. H. S. minstrels. *
n *
“ ,ge.1. „.
SPECIAL OFFER
cleaning, leave your name special offer, in effect while
tional Club have reported collecting j towns paid their respects to this Henry Simmons of Troop 6 received
May 27—Annual meeting ol the Rotarv j may be interested, to know that we
rank of second class Scout,
ONLY
they ure here.
with us—the Hoover fac
Club
I were within six miles of Chapei when $2.50 or more during the drive for energetic “young” woman, who was
members. Others who have indi remembered with flowers, cards, let- Scout Joseph Emery, Jr., of Troop 6
May 27—Annual meeting of Rotary'was ghot to pieces by the Japs."
*
*
*
tory experts will call and
Club.
______
vidually collected ten or more mem ters and attractive and useful I received five merit badges. This was
M»y 30—Memorial Day.
\ „
give you authoritative in If you have a Hoover,
June 10-13—Bates College commenceGolden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., held a berships are asked to report at the articles. Mrs. Jones’s son, Charles the largest number of awards made to
ment.
j successful meeting Friday night, the meeting, Friday night so that their Jones of Thomaston, also observed 1 anV b°y and is tbe maximum numformation on rug care. They these men will inspect your
DOWN
ber that may be received at one ses
supper .being in charge of the men. names may be added to the list of his 70th birthday on the same day.
machine free, and make
WEATHER
sion of the Court of Honor. Scout
are here to give home dem
with George L. St. Clair and E. E. key women for 1932.
master Harold W. Whitehill of Troop
BORN
Suggestive of the line storm except Stoddard at the helm. The degrees
onstrations of thc remark skilled replacements at
Balance in greatly reduced
for and received the Merit
Kenneth Roberts, the well-known McINTOSH—At Knox Hospital, Rock- 2~ qualified
.
monthly (taymentu, for a Sil*
in date is the heavy rain with cast were conferred upon Miss Annette
able new Silver Jubilee minimum cost. Telephone
land. April 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Badge for carpentry.
Segal. The entertainment program Maine author, who is in Italy work
ver Jubilee Hoover and I)u«t>
wind which began last night and was embraced piano duets bv Mrs. Helen ing on a new book, writes that the
Alfred McIntosh, a son. Sylvester Al- j Firtmanship led the Merit badges
for
this
serviee.
Hoovers, to explain what
ing Tools or DiiHtette.
Ired. Jr.
still going strong enough this morn Wentworth and Mrs. Afta Dimick; citizens of the little town of Porto
in number at this session. Twelve 1
—At Dexter. April 7. to Mr. and
ing to make it advisable to sound the musical readings bv Mrs. Blanche S. Stefano, where he is stopping, arc CLUKEY
Mrs. Bernard Clukey, a son. Richard boys received firemanship merit:
Morton,
with
Mrs.
Wentworth
at
the
Bernard.
much
excited
over
the
kidnapping
of
badges. Other merit badges included
no school signal. The storm leached
ripley—At Stickney Corner. April 2. to' plumbing, cooking, dramatics, music, j
Boston ard Massachusetts yesterday piano, and vocal solos by Mrs. Eva the Lindbergh baby. Daily bulle
Mr and Mrs. George Ripley, a daugh- public health, metal work, weather I
Wisner.
tins were put up in the local postand was featurea in tne alterr.oorr
r-?xk,™°?,y™nnR
! and leathercraft.
I
office.
GAMMON—At Warren. April 9. to Mr
news despatches, while a raw east
The University of Maine dean's
Leather belts, knife sheaths and
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Gammon,
a
son.
Earl
wind and heavy clouds gave warning list for the flrst half of the spring
William.
The annual meeting of the Rock
Scout Certificate cases, tinware, a
cf its approach here. Noon tempera semester includes these names; Cole- land Garden Club takes place April SIMMONS—At Warren, April 6. to Mr. book-shelf, a stand, charts, written
ture was 45. and it was 40 this morn-a, man C. Randall, West Appleton; 26. Meantime those who are con
and Mrs. Herbert Simmons, a son.
reports and other articles were pre
ing at 7 o clock. The weekend was | j
B
Thomaston; Luthera H
sented for the Court’s inspection as
fair and moderate with south winds. Burton, Thomaston; Marion L. templating membership are remind
MARRIED
activities, but
The forecast for tomorrow is fair Davis, Port Clyde; Ivan C. Sherman, ed that now is an advantageous time NORWOOD-PARTRIDGE
uuuuvD-rnm nitAjL —
— AI
At Union. I evidence of the Scouts'
.
to join as the spring work is just
April 5. by Rev. r. h. Moyle, w. Orris tnc crowning achievement came when
and colder.
Union; Beulah M. Starrett, Warren; being taken up. Memberships may
Norwood of Hope and Miss Luella Star Scout Richard Anderson pro_ W. „
. ,has moved. from
,
Wesley
M.
Wasgatt
Rockland; be arranged by getting in touch with
Partridge of Camden.
j duced a custard pudding to prove that
GEORGE NORWOOD
The waiting room for the Camden- and proceeding to Bangor. The I
C.
Proctor
The, Thelm
ya Blackington>
Rockland;
SHAW-COLTART-At
St. George
’s 6Eplshe COUld
cook
Thcmaston
bus
line
is
now
located
North
Haven
made
her
regular
trip
I
Mrs.
P.
P.
Bicknell,
secretary.
copal
Church.
St.
George.
April
bv
°
,
.
u
„
Bicknell to 17 Eecch street.
J Paul E. Morgan, Thomaston; Emily
Rev. Ralph H. Hayden. George I. Shaw
the next session of the Court of in The Bicknell utilizing the store up from Swan’s Island. The West- ) Thc Northend was saddened by the
F. Pickering, Deer Isle; Edith R.
Leaving early this week to confer
of Richmond and Miss Ruth E. Coltart Honor will be May 6 in connection formerly occupied by the G. A. Law port will delay her trip east to con- ■ sudden death of George Norwood,
George Wood of Upper Limerock Stevens, South Cushing; Margaret
of
Rockland.
ncct with the Belfast. The Maine which occurred March 26. He had
with Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok,
' with the Rockland district rallv. At rence Co.
street who underwent a major opera R. Young, Camden.
Air Transport planes did not fly.
founder of Curti? Institute of Music
been ill but a short time and was sud
this rally entrants in the Council
tion at the Veteran’s Hospital in
DIED
Harold Horrocks who has recently
of Philadelphia, Will C. Mcfarlane, MCDONALD—At Thomaston. April
denly stricken with heart disease.
wide Jamboree in Lewiston, May 21,
Portsmouth. N. H„ Tuesday is report
Ralph Stickney, sexton of the First
Ranlett Ross, cadet on the U. S. S.
He was a faithful employe of the
will be chosen. The public is invited entered the employ of John Bird Co.,
Miss Margaret McDonald, aged
ed as doing as well as conditions per- j Nantucket, returned to Roxbury. Portland’s municipal organist after
years, 10 months. 21 days.
has returned from Rockland, Mass., Baptist Church was giving final • Lime Company, possessed a genial,
to the rally and the jamboree.
mit. He will probably remain there Mass., Thursday, after visiting Mr. May 1, and Louis E. White, chairman
accompanied by Mrs. Horrocks. Mr. touches to the big auditorium early kindly disposition and will be greatly
of the Portland Music Commission, TIBBETTS—At Hampton. Va April 6
about two months.
Charles Edward Tibbetts, aged 43
and Mrs. John S. Ranlett at Rock- hope to establish a measure of tan
and Mrs. Horrocks are at Tlie Sunday forenoon when tlie silence missed by his associates.
years,
7
months.
%
SOUTH
WARREN
_.
• ville. Mr. Ross has just returned gible cooperation between the Insti
Thorndike until they can locate a was rudely shattered by a terrific
Mr. Norwood was born in Union,
OBRIEN
—
At
Utica.
N.
Y..
March 28.
There will be a rehearsal of the from a cruise during which he visited
crash, followed by complete quiet. Dec. 19. 1883, son of the late Willis
tute
and
the
Portland
Municipal
Or

house for occupancy.
Lisle
D..
widow
of
Capt
Herbert
Rvbinstem Club Chorus Friday , Oibraltar, Palermo, Athens. Turkish
Tie
fishermen
are
building
their
The
startled
sexton
hastened
to
the
I
O’Brien, formerly of Thomaston, aged
afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. ports and Algiers. After one more chestra.
weirs, and let us hope it is a sign c'
front of tlie structure but all ap- and Hattie (Brown) Norwood. He
83 years.
E. F. Berry. 25 Grove street, to work cruise, Mr. Ross will graduate from
warmer weather being on the way.
Steamer Belfast of the Eastern pcari^ in order. Seeking further for leaves besides his widow, one daugh
SIDELINGERAt
Washington.
April
11.
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie goes to Water
on “The Field Sparrow," by Carrie the Massachusetts Nautical School.
Laura A., wife of William PidelinRer.
Kenneth Fales remains quite ill. Steamship Lines made her first trip the cause of the disturbance he ter, Erna Christine Norwood; his
aged 36 years. 4 months. 21 days. Fu- Mrs. Addie Counce and Mrs. Bernice of the season down from Boston Iasi
Burpee Shaw, to be used on the He has already earned the rating of ville tomorrow where she will at
titered the clock tower and there mother, Mrs. Hattie Norwood; and
eral Thursday at 1 o'clock from late Bucklin are ill.
tend the Methodist conference, her
club's program Friday, April 22.
|
night
in
spite
of
the
storm,
arriving
ound
that the 500 pound weight two brothers. Irvin W. of Gardner,
second mate. Mr. Ross is tJhe son of particular
residence.
attention turning
to
i
at
this
port
at
7.30.
The
high
wind
which
operates
the striking mechan- Mass., and Roger A. of Union.
“Jimmy" Ross formerly of this city
DOTY—At Warren. April 8. Percy A.
The funeral was from his late home,
Palestine Commandcry K. T. of who was a noted High School ath Thursday's session which is known
Awnings are cheaper. Let us make j made* tying up at Tillson Wharf a sm of tlie Butler Memorial clock had
Doty, aged 47 years. 9 months, 19
as “Missionary Day." Mrs. Tweedie
days.
your awnings now—help create em- I matter of seme hazard and after re- iroken its chain when near t ie top Rev. J. Charles MacDonald officiat
Belfast is to have a birthday celebra lete.
is president of the Woman’s Foreign
ployment and save money at thci moving several piles from the dock if its 20-foot lift and in its fall ing. There were many beautiful
tion April 27 and the first three offi
CARD OF THANKS
same time. This is a local concern ' front in an attempt at landing the caused damage to the driving motor floral tributes. Interment was in thc
cers and past commanders of Clar$-<
Los Angeles despatches dated April Missionary Society of the local
We
wish
to
express
our
thanks
to
inont Commandery are invited. Rev. 4 tell of the death of Dr. C. Ellwood church, a position she holds with neighbors and friends for their kindness all year round service.l Rockland ship ran out into mid-harbor, anchor- ind other equipment which will en- family lot in Union. The bearers were
Ashley A. Smith of Bangor and Rt. Nash, 77, pastor and educator. Dr. marked efficiency. She will be the during the long illness of our husband Aivning Co., 16 Willow street, H. E. ing in the lee of the breakwater and orce silence on the voice cf the clock two brothers of the deceased, a
Em. David L. Wilson of Bath arc to Nash was born in Allamuchy, N. J. guest of her daughter, Mrs. Rayfnond and father; also for the beautiful Simmons or J. M. Richardson.
awaiting abatement of the storm be
or several days. The time keeping nephew, and Herbert Larrabee, an old
flowers sent.
fore landing passengers and freight nechanism is not affected.
b? thc principal speakers.
employe of the Lime Company.
21-23
■
He was formerly general superin Giroux, while in Waterville.
Mrs. Mark B. Crouse and family.
Thomaston.
*
tendent of the Universalist conven
Outstanding among the violin re tion, governing body of the Univer
I WANT a clock that will strike and
UNION
citalists of the world. Mischa Elman, salist Church, with headquarters in
keep reasonably good time. Don’t care
There will be a rehearsal of the how old it Is. Will pay a dollar or pos
will be heard in 'Portland. Thursday Boston. He also served as pastor of
dollar and a half for It. Write
evening at 8.15, fourth in the mu- churches in Brooklyn, Akron. O., Rcbfkah degree team Thursday eve sibly
P O BOX 441. Rockland.
44-45
VC
ning at 7.30.
n.cipal a,1-star concert series. His Stamford Conn., and Ncwtonvillc.
[S--— h= \
. —’J f*
'
numbers will include comnositions of Mass before going to
Angeles 25
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
Handel, Mendelssohn, Gluck, Bee- I years ago. The deceased was a son
Si) „
thoven Chopin, Brahms and other
the lat,e Rev. C. A. Nash, at one
MW
of the
noted composers.
time pastor of the Universalist
i Church in this city, and some
The Knox County Baseball League readers may recall when he lived for ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK, ROCKLAND
which comprises the Pirates of Rock a time in this city.
.
as shown by its books
:: ~~~
land and teams from Whitehead.
South Thomaston, Rockville, Clark
MARCH 16, 1932
fe
A meeting of Huntley-Hill Post,
I'land and the Coast Guard Cutter Veterans of Foreign Wars was held FRANK W. FULLER. President
A. B. BLACKINGTON, Asst. Treas.
Kickapoo, will get away to an early Sunday evening at 360 Main street, EDWARD .1. HELLIER. Treasurer
SIDNEY II. PIERCE, Asst. Treas.
start. May 15, being thc tentative with good attendance. Seven ap TRUSTEES—Nathan F. Cobb, Frank W. Fuller. W. A. Glover, A. L. Orne,
datq South Thomaston won la't plications for membership were re
R. K. Snow, M. E. Wotton
. - V - \\ /
year while the Pirates landed in thq
ORGANIZED APRIL 18, 1868
dungeon. The latter are making bold ceived. The entertainment commit
tee, consisting of Harry Mealey,
talk this spring, however.
______________ ASSETS
John Guistin and E. D. McWilliams,
was
appointed.
MenibersJiip
drive
PUBLIC
FUNDS
The St. John's Day committee is
United States Government ..........................................................$ 19,219 99
sponsoring a public card party to be and other matters were discussed.
.... l
Dominion of Canada ...................................................................
28,759 99
given in Temple hall Friday evening John H. Lindahl was appointed of
In Maine ..........................................................................................
39,625 99
with playing at 8. Buffet lunch wifi ficer of the day. The commander
b" snrved and the prizes will be was authorized by unanimous vote
Out of Maine ................................................... -............................
90
Provinces of Canada ...................... ........... ....................................
94,325 99
many and attractive. Reservations of thc post to forward communica
tions
to
members
of
the
national
may be arranged with any one of the
FEDERAL AND JOINT STOCK LAND BANKS
13,509 99
committee, comprised of Lucius York, legislative bodies favoring immedi
STEAM
RAILROADS
ate
payment
in
full
of
adjusted
com

chairman. George I,. St. Clair. Wil
In Maine ......................................................................................... 175,336 25
The next
liam T. Flint. Capt. J. A. Stevens and pensation certificates.
Out of Maine .................................................... •••.......................... 390,715 95
meeting will be held in the city gov
Dr. J. A. Richan.
Canadian Railroads ...........................................................................
24,68750
,<
ernment rooms Sunday at 7 p. m.
38,67500
S. H Hall has returned from a four Members are. requested to take a TELEPHONE COMPANIES ....................................................................
months’ tcur cf Florida which tcok comrade.
X.
OTHER PUBLIC UTILITIES
WA
him aicr.g both coasts and into the
ln Maine ............................................... -........................................ 202,075 59
interior. Homcsickne'”, might have
The new officers of Rockland Lodge
Out of Maine ............ ...................................................................... 663,685 34
got the uroer hands of him if he had B.P.O.E were installed last night by
CORPORATIONS
OTHER THAN UTILITIES
not fallen in with a Lewiston man District Deputy A. C. Jones acting as
In Maine .......................................................................................... 428,013 99
who proved a most congenial com grand exalted ruler. He was assist
Out of Maine ...................................................................r.............
69.525 99
panion. They were together during ed by other past exalted rulers in
80,502 59
the entire winter, and enjoyed sight these capacities: Grand esteemed GUARANTEED MORTGAGE BONDS ............................................
seeing and Florida diversions to the leading knight. G. W. Bachelder. STOCKS
utmost.
grand esteemed loyal knight, E. W.
27,200 99
BANK STOCK ........................ ................
Pike; grand esteemed lecturing
142,500 59
OTHER STOCK ......................................
Tap-dancing, vocal and instrumen- knight, G. B. Butler: grand secretary, LOANS
tol music and a plav constituee next F. E Follett; grand treasurer.
271,691 25
ON MORTGAGES OF REAL ESTATE
Friday Education Club plans by the Thomas J. Foley; grand chaplain, E.
16337 99
ON COLLATERAL
enterprising award-winning sopho W. Larrabee, and grand esquire. Al15,099 90
TO MUNICIPALITIES
mon
P.
Richardson.
The
new
officers
more Dorothie Harvie, director. Dr.
27,500 99
TO OTHER CORPORATIONS
are:
Exalted
ruler.
W.
H.
GlendenEthel Crie. osteopath, of Thomaston,
550 99
PERSONAL ...............................................
and Miss Margaret McKnight. rural nirg. Jr.: leading knight, E. B. Bar REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
9,009 99
ron;
loyal
knight.
Dr.
P.
R.
Damon;
religious instructor, are afternoon
3,465 19
FORECLOSURE ACCOUNT
soeakers. Executive board meets at lecturing knight, J. N. Southard: sec FURNITURE AND FIXTURES
303 30
retary. Wallace E. Spear; treasurer.
2 p. m.
75,225
56
CASH
ON
DEPOSIT
......................................
Edward F. Berry; tyler, John H. Mc
7,317 79
CASH ON HAND....... ........................................
When a Southend man saw a Grath; trustee for three years, Percv
stranger leaving Samuel Aylward’s L. MCPhee; representative to Grand
52,874,943 72
premises with a hen under each arm Lodge. Percy L. McPhee; alternate.
It is in these homes that the vast majority of Rockland’s
thc other night his suspicions were E W. Pike. The first official act of
LIABILITTET
aroused to the extent that he notified the new exalted ruler was to make
“buying decisions’* are made, whether thc purchase be
P-putv Sheriff Ludwick. The latter these appointments: Esquire. Rob DEPOSITS ...................$2,551,425 87
investigated with customary prompt ert Brewer; chaplain, E. W. Larrabee; RESERVE FUND .........
231,692 32
one directly concerning every membsr of the family or
ness, with the result that Winfred inner guard, Thcmas Arastasio: or UNDIVIDED PROFITS
82,926 88
Blanchard was turned over to hls ganist. A. C. Jones; chairman of the CHRISTMAS CLUB ....
an individual purchase by an individual member cf that
8,898 75
custody bv Patrolman Carl Christof- house committee. George W. Bach
family.
ferson and it was discovered that the elder; chairman of entertainment
$2,874,943 72
man had disposed of the biddies on committee, Thomas Anastasio. The
the Point. In Municipal Court Sat Lodge presented Percy McPhee, re
SANGER N. ANNIS,
urday he was found guilty of break tiring exalted ruler, with an Elks pin.
Bank Commissioner.
You as a merchant should therefore, be sure that jour
ing. entering and larceny in the
The new rates and time table of
“store news” is being placed in the hands of ALL of
night t’me, and Judge Butler sen
the Maine Air Transport Inc. ef
tenced him to six months in jail.
these potential buyers BEFORE these family “buying
j1-1
..2ry;
fective April 11 are: Planes leave
Located on B icon
The Speech Readers’ Club meet' Rockland 8 a. m.: 12 noon and 4 p. m.
decisions” have been reached ... To cfo so economically
tomorrow afternoon at 2.30. In ad Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or
Hih A rx' ’o tht
dition to the State conference which North Haven, $2.00, round trip $3.00
State Houst
is to take place in Portland on May special trip, $12.00; Reckland to Ston
4-5, the club is showing livelv in ington, $3.00. round trip $5.00. special
terest in the second conference of the $15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha
eastern zone of the American Fed ven to Stonington. $2.00. round trip
eration of Organizations for the Hard $3.00, special $15 00; North Haven to
iatlRKF''.'-TlSu _____
of Hearing, in Worcester, Mass., May Vinalhaven, $2.00. round trip. $3.00.
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
14. Since the eastern zone has four special $12.00. Round trips must be
past presidents of the Federation in made the same day. Sailings are on
and shopping centers
44-46
its circle as well as many people standard time.
Ro tms without hath
?o uf>; with *>ath 9 j.0 up. CompFic Restaurant and Cafeter.a Service.
whose reputations are outstanding in
There will be a dance Wednesday
BEACON STREET
the nation, this conference promises
to be unusually interesting. SeverW evening at Owl’s Head Town hall
BOSTON MASS.
members of the local Club plan to under auspices of the Bay View So
ciety.
—
adv.
attend.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Let the Hoover experts —now in town

— show you how to clean your rugs

8^50

Central Maine Power Co.
Phones 529 and 530

<f... and The Courier-Gazette
delivers your ‘store news’ to
6,193 HOMES like these,”

r

CONCENTRATE YOUR ADVERTISING IN
THE

COURIER-GAZETTE

Hotel Bellevue

HEART
^OF THE
0 NORTH
BY

WILLIAM

BYRON
MOWERY
I

THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Six bandits come
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun,
while she Is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry In
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmomun.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mounteo,
draws his gun In the face of the
covering rifles and fires upon the
ruffians. He is shot . through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry.
CHAPTER
II.-—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits in the
big police launch with the corporal
and four constables.

CHAPTER III—Reaching the
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her in the care of Alan’s
fiancee, Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan is alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
is thrilled when the police Launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him; then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She is happy now to perceive
from his halting talk that the
planned marriage Is not definitely
certain.
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Younge,
one of Alan’s men. discovers in
MacMillan’s fur shed a. bale of pelts
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
evidence incriminates Dave so
strongly that Alan is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
father. Alan leads his expedition
up the Big Alooska. Compelled by
Haskell's A’oolish orders to divide
the party, Alan falls to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.
CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who Is
Alan’s active enemy and is trying to
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
failure and orders his demotion to
the ranks. He flatly denies that he
ordered Alan to split the police
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
second expedition against the ban
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
after the bandits and clear Joyce's
father from the charge resulting
from the obviously planted.* evid
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
condition that he signs a paper to
the effect that Haskell did not give
the order to split the expedition.

CHAPTER VI. CONTINUED
' "“'With a handclasp, a final word of
cheer about her father, he stepped
Into the motor canoe, started the
engine, headed the boat out from
the shore.
Looking back, he
watched Joyce’9 slender figure
grow more and more wraith-like
In the mist until his eyes no long
er could see her.
•

*••••

Every-Other-Day
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Over at the MacMillan trading
post Joyce was awaiting a visit
from Bill Hardsock. A young I.oucheux, John Tabanask, had brought
a note from Bill, saying he would
be along some time late this eve
ning.
This last week had been a fe
verishly busy one for her. With no
hesitation she was sacrificing the
entire trading stock. Word of her
good bargains had gone out by
moccasin telegraph, nnd the pel
try was rolling in beyond all her
expectations. Her days were from
twenty to twenty-four hours long.
Hasty meals for herself and old
Dad Pence. Sleep in broken bits
when she could snatch an hour or
so. Rortlug and grading furs as

It Was Work for Any Two Men

and She Was Doing It.
expertly as any man. It was work
for any two men, and she was do
ing it lone-handed, earning the furdollars to fight her dad’s battle.
Faithfully carrying out Alan's in
structions, she had done a bit of
detective work on her own account.
But she failed to glean the slight
est hint of information.
The mystery of the bandits’ sud
den appeurance engrossed tier, as
It hud Alan; and with good reason
It made her keenly uneasy. Those
men were hiding in the Thal-Az
zah, not many hours distant. Know
ing In her heart that her father
was innocent, she believed that
they had put that fateful pack of
furs in the shed because of some
animus against him. Their hostil
ity might extend to her, his daugh
ter; and they might make some
attempt against her. There were
times, when she thought of those

vicious brutal criminals so near
her, that she wanted to flee hack
to the safety of the post and the I
mothering of Mrs. Drummond.
Before she left Endurance. Bill j
had told her that Alan had bought j
out and had severed relations with
the Force for good and all. That j
was the news which Joyce had J
been brooding about. Elizabeth ;
had wanted him to get out of serv- j
ice. He was out now. Elizabeth j
had wanted him to take that Vic- .
toria job. He probably would take
it now. Elizabeth had had her !
way with him. The thing which j
had held her and Alan apart no i
longer existed.
For more than a year Joyce had I
seen Alan Baker slipping away j
from her, little by little. She had i
fought for her secret hopes as one ■
will fight in the face of death. She
wanted Alan! her days were like
a passionate cry for him. He was
the meaning and purpose of life to
her, and she could no longer bear
up under her racking doubt. She,
too, had come to the parting of the
ways, and must take some irrevoc
able step.
In the twilight she heard the
drone of Bill's motor canoe down
the Alooska. When the craft swung
around a bend, she stood up and
waved. Catching sight of her on
the jutting rock, Bill glided in
alongside.
He held a warm place in her
heart. He had a man’s stubborn
will power, he was honest and open
as daylight, he was loyal clean
through. Joyce knew that Bill
loved her, in a dogged hopeless
way, asking nothing more than to
do favors for her and be always
dependable when she needed some
one. She was sorry for him, ter
ribly sorry he loved her. For his
sake she had several times rebuffed
him; but It hurt Bill so visibly
that she had stopped.
She invited him: •‘Bill, let's go 1
up to the post. You’re tired. And
I’ll get you a bite to eat.”
“I can’t, Joyce,” he reluctantly
refused. “I’ve got to light out for
Endurance. I just wanted to drop
past and see that everything is all
right with you. How've you been
making out?”
“Better than I even expected. |
I’ve taken In an awful lot of furs."
“That’s good. But I mean, any
trouble with these ’breeds or 1
Smokies?” He spoke rather belllg- [
erentl.v toward a hypothetical en
emy of hers.
"Not the slightest bit," Joyce as
sured him. That was not exactly I
true; a couple of incidents of the j
last week hud been a little ugly.
But she felt she could guard her- 1
self against those cowardly men.
She asked rather hesitantly. [
"Has anything happened at Fort |
Endurance. Bill?" She was think
ing of Elizabeth waiting there: j
and that beating question crowded
out even her father’s trouble. It j
took an effort to speak of it. Bill 1
knew more of Alan’s plans than j
she did. He might know the an ;
swer to that question.
He said: "No, nothing much has ji
happenedi I moved up to Alan’s
cabin. Haskell has made Whipple ,i
a corporal. Imagine that! The
new doctor for Hershell Island
came past on his way down north, ,
and looked at Larry. He couldn’t I
do any more than Father Claverly
has done. Larry’s getting some
strength back, and that chest
wound is past the danger pointy
but his leg is all busted. Tbe doc
tor said Larry ’ud be permanently
crippled. No hope of anything bet
ter.”
"Have they sent— Is Dad still
there?”
“Yes. We can’t spare a man to
take him out. He’ll be there a week
or ten days yet."
"You’ll tell him about mv good
luck here, Bill? And'tell him I’ll
be with him as soon as I close out
this post?"
Bill nodded. Personally he hoped
that this news might lift Dave
MacMillan out of his despondency.
Dave's state of mind was causing
Bill anxiety. Resenting any kind
ness, he had sunk into a sullen
mood, uncaring, hopeless—a man
brooding self-destruction.
Joyce forced herself to ask,
"Have you heard anything at all ot
Alan, Bill?”
“No. not a word. I don’t expect
to for some time.”
"You must know where he Is
and what lie’s doing. . .
Bill realized she was asking him
to tell her of Alan’s venture. He
wanted to tell her; nnd he knew
he could trust her, but Alan had
asked him not to let her know
where he’d gone, and Alan might
have personal reasons for it.
He lied: “No. I don’t know. I’d
1 Just be guessing.”
"But he’s coming back, someI time, to Endurance?” Joyce perl sisted.
“He may come back and may
not. But not to stay. He’s out of
| service, broke away complete. He
turned his cabin and things over
i to me. ne Isn’t Intending to come
I back. I know definite. He’s going
to take that Job in Victoria. Told
j me. One of the last things he
I said.”
There was a moment’s silence.
Bill looked at Joyce curiously. She
was staring down at the rock,
plucking with trembling fingers at
the wnlffoot moss. She was pale.
“Did Alan say—” tbe words came
slowly, like reluctant footsteps—
“say anything about when he’ll get
married?”
"He didn’t exactly say when, but
It’ll be as soon as lie's carried
through this scheme of his.”
A question came from Joyce;
"He and—and Elizabeth—have
decided definitely, then, Bill?”

“Yes. She’s waiting for him to !
come for her or send for her.
They've made plans to be married
In Edmonton and have their honey
moon in the Selkirks and then go
on over to Victoria.”
Joyce asked one last question.
She asked it calmly, without falter
ing or even pausing on the preci
pice edge.
"Did Elizabeth say that, or did
Alan?"
“Alan said It. I overheard them,
that night he left. They planned

It together, there In his cabin. . . .•
•
• •
•
•
•
«
Joyce was roused by old Dad
Pence calling for her. ltaisiug her
head from her arms, she looked
around. Gropingly she realized
that she was there on the jutting
rock, numbed with cold—with a
cold that was more than physical.
Dawn had come. The dark hours
had passed. It took her moments
to realize. Time had stood still for
her since she told Bill good by.
Before going up the river bnnk
she had the presence of mind to
go down to the water edge and
bathe her face and hands and
smooth back her hair.
She went back to the trading
store with old Pence, and prepared
breakfast for him. Over his birchmarl pipe old Pence began whit
tling again at the "story-stick’' he
was carving these days. The stick
was a long-standing ambition of
his, for with his razor-keen, sixbladed knife he was carving the
story of his life. And he was go
ing about it in earnest, carving
steadily every day. It was as j
though he had some dim fore
knowledge of the black wings hov
ering—a warning to hurry.
Noticing Joyce’s exceeding pale
ness and her exhaustion, he bade
her:
“Now you got to go an’ rest. gal. j
I’ll tend to th’ furs this moniin',
if anybody comes.”
Joyce went into her room. It
seemed so cold: she could not get
warm; the chill seemed to have
pierced her through and through.
She kindled a fire iu her small
sheet-iron stove and put in wood,
and then lay down on the bed.
From the dresser Alan's picture
was looking down at her. She did
not glance away, but looked at it
steadily, as she lay there so mo
tionless and still.
The exhaustion that had drained
her had left her very quiet of
mind. She could think clearly, in
thoughts precise and rational. . . .
You fought this battle once,
Joyce, and you won it; and then
you hnnded the sword back to your
enemy and gave him power over
you again. When Bill first told
you last fall of Alan's engagement
—do you remember the heartbreak
of those weeks, Joyce? You final
ly rose above It, you conquered.
But then you permitted yourself
to hope again. When Alan merely
came past here on a patrol, after
staying away from you all winter,
you went wild with hope.
Last night Bill came to you once
again; and after he left,’you col
lapsed there on thnt rock. Joyce,
don’t lay yourself open to agony
such as that. You must forget
Alan Baker. You must, you must!
You cannot turn this way or that;
you cannot evade it; you must
walk that path. You must never
again look back. You have been
punished for looking back, and
your ppuishment has been terrible.
In self-preservation you must for
get Alan Baker.
As she lay there gazing up at
Alan’s picture and seeing her
course so clearly, it seemed to
Joyce that if she could destroy bis
image there on the dresser, if only
she had the courage to do that, it
would be a symbol of destroying
his image in her heart.
After a little while she got up
from the bed; and going over to
the dresser, began taking out nf it
all of Alan’s letters to her. They
dated back across six years, ad
dressed to her here, at her college,
at Ottawa—all of them carefully
treasured. Pack by pack they
went Into the stove.
There was good augury for Joyce
In the firm and unhesltant way
she set about burning them.
He had given her more than a
few presents: a costly old-fash
ioned lavalllere which had been his
mother's; a miniature hope chest
of India-silk kerchiefs which had
been the envy of her college
friends; a gold-and-lvory hunting
knife; a wrist watch for gradua
tion present, and a dozen less ex
pensive gifts. Joyce laid aside
the lavalllere to send to Eliza
beth ; hut the other gifts she de
stroyed by fire.
She took his picture from the
dresser, and burned It.
Afterwards she sat by the table
writing a long letter to her bureau
chief In Ottawa, telling him frank
ly about her father, her hope to
see her father vindicated and then
to bring him over to Ottawa with
her; and asking him if his former
promise of a position whenever she
wished to return was still good.
At noon, hours later, when old
Pence looked in, he was pleased to
find her plunged into a dreamless
sleep. The secret worry he had
noted on her face this last week
seemed to have gone now. Her
features were pale, but there was
a look of peace on them, of some
strange spiritual peace at heart.

ten days from tbe fastest time of
tbe fur-company boats.
In those lonely hours, ns he
stared in reverie at the shimmer
ing pine hills, it was borne in upon
Alan that he had forever cut him
self off from the life here in this
North country He felt ns though
he had been torn up by the roots.
The system he had founded at Fort
Endurance had been his own crea
tion. He had been a builder in his
own right. From the ground up.
Fort Endurance belonged to him.

FREAKISH WINTER

By Lone Camp Fires.
»7’
Gfc
HAT gray dawn when he said
/9
good-by to Joyce at Fort En
■H
<8 *5
durance, Baker set off alone on a
Journey of a thousand miles. In
stead of heading northeast toward
the Thal-Azzah where the bandits
were hiding, he turned his canoe
2«
it
prow directly away from them and
*5’ •’ «
?
1
r
«•
tj
started south, up the • Mackenzie.
He did not delude himself about
his plan. It was little better than
x j
a desperate gamble, and he knew
.
.11
It. But tbe usual man-hunting
1
methods were useless against those
criminals: and his plan was the
last thing in the world they would
be expecting.
By traveling In his own motor
canoe, depending entirely on his
SOMETHING JACK BUILT
own resources, he expected to cut
Little Jack is drawing some
thing he says a boy named Jack
built. I guess you know what
it is before you take your pencil
Gilchrest
and join all the numbered dots
Monumental Works
together, starting with dot num
Main Street
ber one and ending with dot
Thomaston. Maine
number twenty, don’t you ? How
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
ever, perhaps you would like to
Telephone Connection
see it anyway.

Ik TAe WEEKS

NEWS

Caused by Solar Radiation
and Lunar Pull, He Says.

Washington.—A theory for tlie
freak weather a large part of the
world has been experiencing has
been advanced by Herbert J.
He and Curt and Jimmy had cut
Browne, celebrated long-distance
the very timber for barracks and
weather forecaster, of Washington.
cabins. The work had been his
While his explanation is looked
particular work in life. “Sergeant
Raker of Endurance” stood for upon by official United States
weather bureau men ns merely u
something. There was but one
theory, to many persons It sounds
such man in the Dominion. Now
he was cut off from it, an alien
plausible.
of lost identity, never to he a part
Browne’s system Is built upon
of it, the guiding genius of it,
the observations of a scientific man
again.
of the highest rating—Dr. Charles
On the third day he met a loneGreeley Abbot, secretary of the
fire Indian, a young Chipewyan
wandering aimlessly, with some se Smithsonian Institution and discov
erer of variability in tbe sun’s radi
cret personal tragedy preying on
.
him. Alan took him into the mo ation.
tor canoe, and together they trav
Browne believes the sea reflects
eled on. Hardly speaking a dozen
solar changes, gradually gaining anti
words a day, they worked on up
then gradually losing heat, with the
the Mackenzie, sleeping bj- turns,
gradual Increase and dlminuation in
spelling each other at the motor.
Raising a blanket sail to a north the Intensity of radiation from the
big luminary, through the 11.20east wind, they scudded across the
vear swing which Doctor Abbot has
island-dotted lake from Resolution,
fixed as the length of the cycle.
and whipped up the Quatre
Fourches delta toward Fort Smith.
Moon Also Responsible.
Watching the dim clouded stars
With
due allowance for a lag of
above him, Alan looked steadily at
about three years, to give time for
the two girls who had loomed so
ocean currents to effect a distribu
large upon his manhood. In this
lust week a cataclysm had hap tion of tbe waters throughout tlie
pened in his life, breaking into the seas, from the equatorial to the
old order, blasting the even routine
most northerly and southerly nnd
of week and month and season. It
hack again. Is the groundwork of
had opened his eyes in a deeper
Browne's theory.
way than ever before to the pre
He also takes Into consideration
ciousness of his intimacy with
the cyclical changes in the position
Joyce, to the priceless quality of
of the moon, with what he presumes
their former comradeship. Now.
tn he Its accelerating drag upon the
when It was Irrecallable, he was
asking himself whether the motive currents, as well as its tidal uplift.
and powerful circumstance which
Now the lunar cycle Is of 18.6
had actuated him were humanly
years. Thus at a given point (say
justifiable. Had not he and Joyce
In the maritime area to the south
hud a right to happiness? Hud he.
east of the Florida coast) the com
in his stern sacrifice, been blind
to the'needs of the human heart? bination of Influences of maximum
solar radiation and the maximum
Tired out by days of incessant
lunar pull would be felt only once
travel, he fell asleep at last, aud
in 55.8 years.
dreamed that in his cabin it had
been Joyce, not Elizabeth, whose
And this, says Browne, is just the
arm had been around him and who influence which, in that area, re
was waiting for him when this cently has been approximating its
lone adventure should be ended.
climax.
At Fort Smith the heavy rains
The result, he asserts. Is the crea
had rendered tlie sixteen-mile por
tage impossible to teams and to tion of barometric conditions which,
the motor trucks which plied that moving inland to the northwest
stretch. Alan dared not wait; his ward, not only are giving much of
days were too precious. In his de the country its peculiar warm
cision to go on, his young Chipe winter hut also hnve been giving
wyan friend stuck with him.
It increasingly peculiar weather for
Shouldering their craft, they several years past
plodded stoically across that slip
Severe Winter Felt.
pery, red-clay stretch to Fitzgerald.
Among the north-bound crowd
The Gulf Stream, under the same
waiting there, he spotted the tall,
Influence, lias penetrated much far
slightly-stooped figure of Superin ther than usual, past Spitzhergen
tendent Williamson, who was go into the Arctic, where the warmer
ing north to inspect the down-riv water, remaining at the surface, be
er posts. The superintendent was
cause lighter, has squeezed out the
the last person in the world whom
colder water underneath, hasten
Alan wanted to meet. His first
ing Its movement southward along
superior officer when he graduated
from the "Awkward Squad," Wil the European coast and causing exliamson had been good to him and I ceptlonal severity of the winter to
taken a fatherly interest In his | the southeastward.
brilliant work.
What would he
Moreover, the winter has been a
say when he learned that his pro severe one in northwestern North
tege had bought out and deserted
America—in Canada and even, to
the Force? . . . "Your commission
some extent, across the border—for
wasn't forthcoming, so you quit!
Pacific conditions have been similar
Your loyalty to our work went no
ta those in the Atlantic. The sever
deeper titan that!” In his eyes a
ity of Pacific coast weather has
quitter was worse titan a gross in
competent.
been occasioned by the Japanese
Passing by, ten feet away. Wil
current pushing past the Aleutian
liamson merely nodded slightly
peninsula and into the Arctic, forc
and said, “Good luck, Baker.”
ing cold currents to spread to the
Alan understood. He thought;
Pacific coast.
"In civilian clothes, so far away
from Endurance ... He thinks I'm
on some detective detail. Good
New Automatic Rifles
Lord, when he finds I’m out, bought
out—!"
Menace to Airplanes
Williamson's esteem was a pre
San Antonio, Texas.—Airplanes,
cious thing to Alan, as precious
which strafed ground troops with
as a father’s. An impulse swept
such immunity in the World war.
him to talk with the superintendent
will not escape unscathed in the
and tell him the whole sorry story.
next conflict, antiaircraft tests at
But there was the matter of that
Camp Bullis here Indicate.
signed affidavit. Alan refused to
go back on thnt; and even if he
Troops of the Third brigade fired
did he would literally be branding
at a towed target of the approxi
himself a liar. What did his per
mate size of a fuselage. With auto
sonal feud witli Haskell matter
matic rifles, 3.61 hits were regisnow? He was out of the Mounted.
tered for every 100 rounds fired.
And the superintendent would try
Rifle fire scored 2.73 and machine
to stop his venture if he heard, for
guns 1.96.
it was beyond tlie law.
In a sudden air attack, 1,000
He allowed Williamson to go
past.
rounds of automatic rifle and rifle
fire would register 32 hits, accord
ing to this average.
TO BE CONTINUED
The target was towed a t an el
evation of 400 to 600 feet and at
speed of 90 miles per hour.
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
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EXPERT EXPLAINS

Marriage Rate Among
Youths Is Increasing
St. Louis, Mo.—The marriage rate
among young people between eight-.
een and tw’enty-four has been stead
ily increasing since 1890, Peter
Knsius, executive secretary of the
Missouri Social Hygiene association,
said here.
Twice as many girls between the
ages of fifteen and nineteen marry
on the Pacific coast as compared
with the number of marriages be
tween the same ages In the New Eng
land states, Kaslus said.
“Climatic conditions, religious
views, social upheavals and cultur
al, economic and educational factors
Influence such young marriages,”
Kaslus declared.

Perfect Receiver* to
Penetrate Dense Fog
New York.—Photoelectric receiv
ers which will enable an airplane
pilot to pick up light signals
through forg several miles thick
have been perfected, Dr. Irving
Langmuir told the American So
ciety of Mechanical Engineers. The
receiver, he said, was from six
to 13,000 times as sensitive In pick
ing up light signals as the human
eye.
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BELIEVES IN ADVERTISING: Everett Eagler of Venice, Cal., did not
allow the depression to dampen his hopes of getting a job. He parked
his car and his sign at a prominent street corner every day until he
obtained work.

HOLLYWOOD’S NEW “IT"
GIRL, Sari Maritza, who has
been chosen successor to Clara
Bow, former “It” girl of the
movies. Discovered in London
by Charlie Chaplin, she will have
a starring role in her first pro
duction.

BETWEEN THE ACTS Bettlna
Hall, star of the Broadway musi
cal success “The Cat and The
Fiddle," selects the vita-fresh
packed coffee of General Foods
Corporation to serve in her dressingroom between acts at the
Globe Theater. Incidentally, the
theater is next door to Broad
way's famous doughnut shop.

DR. FREDERICK WOLTER,
who is starving himself to death
in Washington, D. C., as a proteat
against unemployment, is devot
ing 5 hours a day to reading the
Bible—in which he does not be
lieve—because he is paid $10 a
week to do so by a Seventh Day
Adventist.
•

UNDERSTUDIES MOTHER.
Little Bruce, 5, shows mother,
known to millions of radio fans
as Alice Joy, the Dream Girl of
the Prince Albert Quarter Hour,
just how to do it. He’s using a
home-made tin-can microphone
while mother listens approvingly.

CASTINE
Pleased With Guest Speaker
At the special meeting of the Wom
an’s Club held at the home of Miss
Anna Witherle, with Mrs. A. E. Chit
tenden guest speaker, there were 49
present. Mrs. George Coombs, presi
dent, filled the chair. Club collect
was read by Mrs. Edna Harquail, first
vice president, and “The Pines of
Maine," the Federation song, was sung
in chorus. The records were read by
Mrs. Ralph Norton who is acting as
secretary in the absence of Mrs. Har
old Phiibrook, and the treasurer's re
port given. Miss Mary B. Bills, chair
man of the music committee an
nounced that the regular meeting for
the month would be April 16, at the
home of Mrs. W. A. Ricker. Two
baskets of groceries have been sent
cut to needy families since the last
meeting, also milk sent to some fami
lies with children, and the club voted
another sum of money to be used for
the same purpose. It was also voted
to give $10 lor the Junior Prize
Speasing. Miss Anna Witherle, chair
man of the program committee re
ported that the May meeting would
be the second Saturday of the month
and the following committee was ap
pointed to take charge of the lunch
eon on that date: Mrs Gilbert Leach,
Mrs. Raymond Bowden, Mrs. Rodney
Gray, Mrs. Arthur Patterson, Miss
Beatrice Spurling, Miss Edith Farns
worth, Mrs. Oscar Olson, Mrs. W. D.
Hall, Mrs. Harlan Bean and Mrs.
Henry Devereaux.
Miss Anna Witherle introduced
Mrs. A. E. Chittenden, president of
the State Federation of Women's
Clubs, who gave an inspiring and
hclplul talk concerning the work in
general, especially emphasizing the
desirability of clubs being federated.
She stiessed the important points
tnat the wished the clubs of Maine
to entry out during her administra
tion.
Mrs. Chittenden's remarks
were followed by a violin solo by Miss
Edith Farnsworth which was also
much enjoyed. During the social hour
while ice cream and cake were being j
served the members improved the!
privilege of meeting and conversing ,
witli the guest speaker. The commit
tee in charge of refreshments was I
Mrs. Gcbrge Coombs, Miss Anna
Witherle. Mrs. H. E. Small, Mrs. Carl |
Warriw 11. Miss Gladys Milliken, Mrs.
T. E. Hale, and Mrs. Merle Goodwin.

BRISTOL

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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14

b
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8

21
w
2b
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34
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w
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r

24

35

44
49

52
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5b 57
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bo

41
w
45

48

47

4b
W
\\\>
50
51

53

54
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bl
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bb

lol

bb

b9

HORIZONTAL
1-Orient
$-Style of type
10-Bone of body (pi.)
14- lrritate
15- Heavy black wood
16- Large lake
17- Smlle
18- Garment
19- Account
20- Least fresh
22- Places upright
23- Trap
24- Catch of fish
25- Size of shot
27- Powerful explosive
(abbr.)
28- Makers of saddles
32-A fabric
34-Obligations
36- A number
37-Alcoholic beverage
(pi.)
39-Extinction
41- A prima donna
42- Baseball teams
44—A cut of beef
46- Support
47- Set apart by
ceremony
49-Middle
51- Left side (abbr.)
52- Father of Ares
(Gr. Myth.)

30 31

3b

w
40

34

43

42

55

13

SW
24

23

37

12

W 19
w:
22

18
20

it

lb

15

17

32

10

9

1
b3

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
53-Rasps
12- Feathered creature
55-Placed on a string, 13- Perceives
as beads
19-Shirt buttons
58-Small sticks of
21- Go ashore
t?
wood
22- Sorrowful
60- Core
24-Speed
61- Scraped linen
|25-Mark
62- Protectlve
26-Contradiet
embankment
'28-Commonwealth
64- A single time
29- Wrong doing
65- Round-up
30- Riotous feast
(Western U. S.)
31- Knots
66- Charles Lamb's
33-Be undecided
pseudonym
33-Conquers
67- Lyrlc poems
38-Violent attack*
63- After part of a ship 40-Famous American
69-Depression
statesman
43-Odor
VERTICAL
45-Slay
48—A month (abbr.)
1- Unit of work
GO-Transferred by
2- Ventilates
signed document
3- Narrow openings
53- More delicate
4- Occupant of rented 54- Fashion
property
55- £3e off (InterJ.) i
5- Turned back
56- Gare for
6- Fat
57- Competition of
7- Largest quantity
speed
8- An insect
58- Await
9- The Empire State 59- Ep:dcrmii
(abbr.)
61-Fr‘s
10- Summoned again
63-Co,-rode
11-A metal
,65-Right side (abbr<

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Miss Mary Robinson of Round Pond
visited her brother Guy at Loudville
L E s s
A B u II w F 1
s
over the weekend.
1 S L E
R A T s
A T|O|N E
Orriel Teel has gone to Teel's Isiand
E N U N c 1 A T 1 o N s||d E
to visit his father.
S E R 1 A L 9 E N D s SHh O O
Miss Oriana Barter has gone back
L A Ws
to her work at Waldoboro after a ^5 R O tJBb R A
visit with her mother Mrs. Fred Teel.
s E E N
B E E R
p E N
Air.s; Loud and Guy Robinson were
A D D
v/ E E D R E A D E R
in Round Pond Wednesday.
B E
R o A N
L A N □■r E
Miss Lois Prior and Cecil Prior are
E N T E R s| S 1 R s SB h • E
with their mother Mrs. Lettie Prior at
R A
A P e9 B e!f F
Loudvilie for the vacation.
S L 1 P ■ i R R S Hg A R
Millard Robinson and Jewett Po
T A p
A R 1 A TE R E s A
land were at Loudville last week after
A T
A R R A N G p” N E N T S
provisions.
R 1 N s E
L A O N
s c U P
Mrs. Lettie Garland called on Mrs.
T E N s
S N A p S
s C A T
C. N. Rcbinson last week. Mrs. Orriel
Teel was another recent caller.
Frank Elwell has been staying with C. N. Robinson was at Franklin
Guy Robinson wnile his mother Mrs. Island light station for a week’s visit.'

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
AM. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
land about 9.30.
Return- Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 2.30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B. H STTNSON. ueneral Agent.
140-M

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials
EAST UNION, MAINE

4-tf
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Every-Other-Day

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

Moderns Perfect Ideas
of Ancient Machinists?
Speaking of steam-driven coaches.
Prof. John 8. Worley, of the Univer
sity of Michigan, says there was a
steam engine In Alexandria In 300
B. C., thousands of years before
James Watt sat and watched his
grandmother’s tea kettle bubble. The
steam engine Invented by the scien
tist, Hero of Alexandria, was por
trayed in a scientific book in 1000.
The engine was merely a toy, hut
the outgoing steam whirled a large
globe on the ornate apparatus and
blazed the way for power by steam.
The water turbine Is supposed to
be a modem Invention, but Profes
sor Worley points out that one was
created by the Roman, Vitruvius, In
300 B. C. and was, historians say,
used to grind grain,
“Looking It all over,” Professor
Worley suid, “modern man must
find gratification in the invention of
several key Instruments that have
made the perfection of old discov
eries possible. We take, for in
stance, the Invention of the Besse
mer converter, with the resulting
steel tools, the construction of
forges and the building of Intricate
gauges. These are things thnt our
generation has contributed to hringIng Into use the discoveries of the
ancient
machinist, who labored
“
alone and unrecognized in his lab
oratories to produce brain children
that people centuries later were to
claim as their own.”

Thetfome andlkat Goy ofVouhS
By F. H. CHELEY

CONSIDER THESE FACTS
rp YOU are in the least skeptical ★ start? That Is a fair question and
about the very definite influence ihe answer mo6t undoubtedly Is, at
of homes poorly adjusted emotion home during those eurly Impression
ally, on growing children, regard able years when that unfolding per
less of good schools and good or sonality first ventures out to con
ganizations without end, consider tact Its environment. Unquestion
ably other later experiences add
these startling facts.
fuel to the fire and contribute their
A study of more than one thou
full share toward the condition of
sand unselected college students,
grown up life, but the weakness,
juniors and seniors, has shown
the trend, the first impetus, were
that fully half have emotional dif
planted at home, absorbed more
ficulties that will prevent them
than likely out of the very spirit
from realizing their highest pos
of the place rather than from any
sibilities, while fully 10 per cent
definite teaching or lack of teach
have maladjustments serious
ing, or perhaps out of the fact that
enough to warp their lives and in
some eases lo cause mental break
the home, a perfectly reputable one,
downs unless properly treated.
has weaned the boy physically all
right but failed utterly to wean
study
of
one
hunAn intensive
him psychologically, z
unselected
college
dred and four
Perhaps he is one of those un
freshmen gave the following refortunate chaps who has never
suits:
been allowed to make a decision,
Eighty-five suffered from self- to experiment In conduct; never
consciousness, timidity, stage fright, been allowed to buy his own clothes
fear of reciting or anxiety when or select his own friends or even
meeting people. These attitudes say his own prayers. Many a boy
were so well marked that the stu is dumped Into the ocean of life
dents themselves felt they consti without a rudder and then criti
tuted a severe handicap to their cized because be goes round and
social adjustment.
round.
Seventy-two had friction nnd con
Furthermore, it is exactly these
flicts with either one or both par armies of poorly adjusted folk in
ents so marked that it made them young years who drift into the
distressed and unhappy. Fifty-five mildly insane of later years—neu
had problems relating to their love rotic cases, they ure called, but us
and sex life that needed adjust a matter of fact, the nervous break
ment.
down of the forties are tlie fruit of
Where and how do all these baf the poorly adjusted of the twenties.
fling fears and complexes get their
(©. 1U32. Western Newspaper Union.>

THE AI.LEMANNIA FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate ............................ $159 369 79
; Mortgage Loans ...................... 2,149.329 88
Stocks and Bonds ................... 3.623,455 88
I Cash In Office and Bank ...... 393.271 20
Agents' Balances ................... 281.606 09
Bills Receivable .......................
45 61
Interest and Rents .................
59,026 22
: All other Assets .......................
54 25

United States Branch
HALIFAX FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
Halifax, Nova Scotia
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Stocks and Bonds ...................$2,280,474 97 '
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 297,878 89 I
Agents' Balances ..................... 113,910 84
Interest and Rents .................
11,171 00
Gross Assets ........................$2,703,435 70 I
Deduct items not admitted .... 273,406 97

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate .............................. $14,189 32
Mortgage Loans ...................... 332.725 00
Stocks and Bonds .............. 1.304,199 50
Cash In Office and Bank
222,977 45
Agents’ Balances ................. 245.514 23
Interest and Rents .................
16.597 08
All other Assets ......................
13,346 40

Gross Assets ..........................$2,149,548 98
Admitted .........................i..$2.430.028 73 Deduct
items not admitted .. . 313.810 10
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $145,719 00
Admitted
............................$1,835,738 88
Admitted ..............................$5,930,434 G3 Unearned Premiums .............. 781 216 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
All other Liabilities ............... 718.188 77
Heron Neck
i Boothbay. The pair were accomLIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
Cash Deposit ........................... 350.000 00 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $33,587 00
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $349,040 55 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 434.904 9G Unearned Premiums ............. 315.623 74
After spending the vacation with 1 panied by J. D. Payson, proprietor
All other Liabilities .............. 119.598 84
Unearned Premiums
....... 2.316.831 54
.
. „
„
I ot the Cosy Harbor House, and himAll other Liabilities
.......
87.302 36 Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,430.028J73 Cash Capital ............................ l.OOO.boO 00
his parents at Heron Neck Light S2jj fOnnerjy a clergyman. These
•Surplus over all Liabilities .... 366.929 30
Reserve for Depreciation In
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY”
Clarence Bennett has returned to j affairs are doubly interesting to Mr
Secur............................... 330.596
33
New
York,
New
York
Total
Liabilities and Surplus $1,335,738 88
Cash
Capital
............................
1.200.000
00
University of Maine where he is a Knight, coming in contrast with the
* Valuations approved by National
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,646.663 85
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
isolation encountered on the Squirrel
Convention
of Insurance Commissioners.
student.
and Bonds ............. $92,069,659 06
Total Liabilities andSurplus $5,930,434 63 Stocks
Philip Bennett is spending the Point and Goose Rock light stations
8.336.363 23 SOUTHERN- FIRE-INSURANCE COM~
Cash In Office and Bank
11,746,453 84
PANY OF NEW YORK
Agents’ Balances ....
“"BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
spring vacation with relatives in —the former in particular. East
48,091 26
59 Maiden Lane, New York, New York
Bills Receivable .......
Toronto, Canada
Boothbav is located on the road to
Manset.
Interest
and
Rents
542,550
(X
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Tug Sommers N. Smith recently i Ocean Point from Boothbay Harbor,
1,554,998 90
All other Assets .....
Stocks and Bonds
$3 325.644 49 I
Stocks and Bonds ............. $2,971,570 6d
went by with barge in tow loaded near the mouth of the Damariscotta
Cash
In
Office
and Bnnk
281,691 79
Cash in Office and Bank ...... 278.995 59
Gross Assets ...................... $114 348 116 29
with curbing and paving cut by J. R‘v«. 1 Jas fou;?d «>ere were
....
171 337 20
142 303 62 Deduct Items not admitted 2,100.196 91 Agents' Balances
Agents’ Balances
Interest
and
Rents
.................
17.315 00 |
Bills Receivable ....
6 00
bad, , so’me frost holes on the Ocean Point
Leopold Co. Owing to the
.... ---All
other
Assets
....................
5,702 00
9,043 83
Interest and Rents
1
road.
The
interior
of
this
church
is
Admitted ......................... $112,247,919 38
weather very few vessels have been IoaaLIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets ...
....... $3.-^i,690 48
seen out this way for some time.
| one of the most attractive in this
Gross Assets ..........................$3 401,919 68
$6,496,118 00 Deduct Items not admitted .... 249.439 56
1 Deduct items not admitted .... 593,677 14 Net Unpaid Losses ...........
Mrs. Andrew Bennett is visiting , S€Ct’on
* a • »
I Admitted ............................. $2,808,242 54 Uneurned Premiums .......... 38.710.887 00
friends in Vinalhaven.
Admlitted ............................$3,552,250 92
All other Liabilities .......... 28.782.320 69
Cash Capital ........................ 24.000.000 00
Joyce Bennett is entertaining her ,
Petit Manan
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Surplus
o.
’
er
all
Liabilities
14,258.593
69
friends, Misses Pauline Sanborn and
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $161,987 00
, Net Unpaid Losr.es ................. $183,785 00
April 3 in a stiff breeze a black
Unearned
Premiums ............. 932 827 00
| Unearned Premiums ............. 1.334,549 72 Total Liabilities and Sur
Elizabeth Gray at a house party on duck went through one of the panes
All other Liabilities ............. 942.737 72
I Res. for Dep. of Securities .... 314 498 10
plus
....................................
$112,247,919
38
Heron Neck Light.
in the lantern. The glass was 32
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000,000 00
i All other Liabilities ...............
45,018 47
WLSTERNASSIRANCECOMPANY
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 514.699 20
[ Deposit Capital ...................... 200,000 00
by 31% inches and a quarter of an
Toronto, Canada
i
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
730,391
25
inch thick. The duck was traveling
Hendricks Head
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,552 250 92
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
I Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,808,242 54 Stocks and Bonds ................. $4,737,813 97 STAN DA U D^ACCI DENT ' INSURANCE CO.
Eieht new members were taken I before the wind and one can imagine
into the Epworth League here last ^th what force it hit that plate
Detroit, Michigan
|
CAMDEN FIRE INS .ASSOCIATION” Cash In Office and Bank . ...
4,91,250 07
Camden, N. J.
Agents' Balances ................. 272.289 33
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
week of which Lawrence E. Knight.I ?lass- A bran‘ 8°°se al?> strack the
Bills Receivable .......................
1.942 00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
the keeper's son, is president.
IlaKtem but dld not
through. Tne
Estate ............................... $1,443,545 40
40,179 00 Real
Storks and Bonds
14.651.032 80
i Real Estati .............................. $183,383 73 Interest and Rents .................
The local Ladies’ Aid provided the light was kept burning.
Cash
In Office and Bank
699.275 10
Mortgage IJoans ...................... 1,892.692 50
Gross Assets .......................... $5,543,480 37
Mrs. Pagonde returned from Beals
3.492,481 62
supper Wednesday night for the
Stocks and Bonds ................. 9.357.450 O’) Deduct Items not admitted .... 763,600 70 Aeents' Balances
Bills Receivable ....................
55.919 95
Cash In Office and Bank ...... 42? 298 31
Civic Club from this section, which April 5, also Kenneth Beal and Mari
and Rents ................ 109.675 39
Agents’ Balances
Admitted ............................$4,779,879 67 Interest
met this year at Southport town hall. ner Beal. Mrs. Fagonde has been ill
All other Assets
550.285 31
Bills
Receivable
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
The ''lighthouse road,” so called with a bad cold but is better now.
Interest and Rents
Gross Assets ..................... $21,002,113 77
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $423,903 00
All other Assets
locally between the West Southport Kenneth and Mariner Beal went Man Has No Monopoly
133.818 20
Unearned Piemlums ............. 1.934.805 70 Deduct Items not admitted
postofflee and this station (seven- back to Beals April 6.
Res.
for
Dep
of
Securities
302,511
20
Gross
Assets
........................
$13,112,971
45
of Sense of Gratitude
The
lights
visible
from
this
station
Admitted ............................$20 838,297 57
tenths mile in length; has not af
Deduct Items not admitted .. . 105.558 61 All other Liabilities ............... 107.839 05
Gratitude In a human being Is an
Deposit Capital .................... 400,000 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
forded good auto travel, or any other are Bakers Island, Nash Island,
Surplus
over
alt
Liabilities
....
1.610.820
72
Admitted
............................
$13,007,412
84
Narraguagus,
and
before
an
easter

indication of culture of heart. Those
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $9,496,818 02
kind of travel for that matter, for
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31,
1931
Unearned
Premiums.............. 6.250.041 07
ly
the
reflections
of
Moosepeak,
who give their lives to uplifting,
the past ten days but is improving
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,779,879 67 All other Liabilities
............... 1 411.133 20
Machias, Seal Island, Gannet Rock spiritualizing their fellows, and are
a Sunday guest at the home of Capt. Net Unpaid Losses ................. $760,234 00
____________________________
41
-T-47
fast now.
Cash
Capital
......................... 2.500,000 00
ROCKPORT
Unearned Premiums ............. 4.979.760 71
Rock.
and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
Surplus over all Liabilities .. 1.210.305 28
LLOYDS CASUALTY COMPANY
Trawling in Sheepscot Bay is and Mount Desert
All
other
Liabilities
...............
297
207
19
often
rewarded
by
crucifixion
upon
• • • •
At the home of Mrs. Addie Russ, Cash Capital .......................... 2,000.000 00
75 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
starting up again. The fish are re
the tree of indifference, wonder
“At the End of the Rainbow," a Commeicial street a very pretty affair Surplus
Total Liabilities and Surplus $20 868.297 57
over all Liabilities .... 4.970.210 94
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Franklin Island
ported late in arriving this year.
sometimes If it is a humanity, a comedy in three acts was presented took place Friday evening, a recep
U. S. Branch
Real
Estate
.............................
$158,752
44
The keeper lost his largest hen
Now spring has driven winter quality peculiar to man by which Friday evening at Town hall by mem tion in honor of the 90th birthday an- Total Liabilities and Surplus $13,007,412 84 Mortgage Loans ...................... 140.800 00
SUN INSURANCE OFFICE, LTD.
New
York, N. Y.
and the flock rooster the other night, away, it might come again but not he may be distinguished from other
6,00000
YORK INSURANCE CO. Collateral Loans
niveisary of her mother, Mr'. Eliza CITY OF NEW
Stocks and Bunds, Conven
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
so he presumes foxes still exist on to stay. The robins and other kinds beings, says J. Otis Swift, in the bers of the Epworth League before Jones.
Beautiful flowers, coming
tion Basis ............................. 2.993.075 48 Stocks and Bonds .................. $5,684,315 00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Southport Island. Last fall there of birds have come and that is a New York World-Telegram. Tlie in appreciative audience. The parts from friends as far distant as Penn
Cash tn Office and Bank
118961 73
367.466 80
Mortgage Loans .................... $17,500 00 Agents' Balances .................... 781.372 08 Cash In Office and Bank ....
were rumors of either bobcats or sign of spring. Mrs. C. N. Robinson
.vere
well
taken
and
the
story
Agents’ Balances .................... 780.199 56
sylvania, adorned the various rooms. Stocks and Bond3 ................. 5 200,244 76 Accounts Receivable
wise cultivate gratitude to their en
76.412 18 Interest and Rents ...............
lynxes seen here.
56,255 44
and Mabel were at the lighthouse for
centered about a coiitge football game The numerous guests who came tc, Cash In Office and Bank ...... 718.173 76 Interest and Rents
Again through the courtesy of Rev. a week and they thought it was still vironment and the universe us an
Agents' Balances .................... 442,042 71 All other Assets ...................... 290 931 79 All other Assets ...................... 137,691 71
pay
their
respects
to
this
remarkable
was
full
of
interest.
The
cast:
Rob

Bills Receivable ....................
5.243 75
John Stevens the keeper had the winter, for it rained and snowed and attribute that. In giving, will make
Gross Assets ....................... $7,025,928 51
Preston, a lawyer, George Crock old lady included many from Cam Interest and Rents ............... 34.621 00
Gross Assets ........................ $4,592,208 60 Deduct Items not admitted .. . 150.611 52
privilege of attending the monthly hailed and blew all the time they them sought after, will surround ert
All
other
Assets
......................
494.226
74 Deduct Items not admitted . ..
den,
Rockland,
Thomaston
and
other
ett; Douglass Brown, football player,
98.277 79
them
with
friends,
and
return
to
meeting of the Lincoln County were here. Keeper Robinson is
Erickson; Dick Preston, the nearby towns as well as a host of
Admitted ..............................$6,875,316 99
Gross Assets ........................ $6.912 052 72
them in wealth—since wealth Hows Emil
clergy, held on this occasion at East alone now cn the light for a while.
Admitted ............................$4,493,930 81
’room, Vere Crockett; Hawkins the friends from Rockport. Standing Deduct Items not admitted .... 27,960 68
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
toward those who are - beloved; butler, Keith Crockett; Ted Whitney, beside Mrs. Jones was her son
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $698,957 00
Admitted ............................ $6,884,092 04 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,549,212 95 Unearned Premiums ............. 3.843.882 52
whose personalities attract friends. captain of the varsity team, Ernest Charles, whose 70th birthday anniUnearned Premiums ............. 045.025 44 All other Liabilities ............... 223.455 03
WHITE HEAD
VINALHAVEN
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
The celandine, gone wild from some Crockett; Jake Austin. Preston's sec tersary occurred on the same day.
All other Liabilities ............. 198.630 08 Statutory Deposit .................. 400,000 00
Net
Unpaid
Losses
.................
$438,332
00
The
gifts
received
were
many,
and
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
beloved garden of the grandmothers, retary, Ben Morong; Marion Dayton,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley
Curti? Webster attended limerock grateful for the long summer, stays ward of Preston. Ruth Miller; Nellie i included gold coins from Rockland Unearned Premiums ............. 893.931 00 Surplus over all Liabilities... 1,101.051 34 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.709.022 44
All other Liabilities ............. 2,747.713 30
were overnight guests Sunday of Valley Pomona in Rockland Satur
Liabilities and Surplus $6,875,316 99
green long after other plants are Preston, the bride, Solveig Keistad; Past Noble Grands and the Rockport Cash Capital ............................ 1.500.000 00 Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,493,930 81 Total
ARTHUR L. ORNE. INC . Agts.. Rockland
last week of Capt. and Mrs. Albert day.
Surplus
over all Liabilities .... 1,304.085 74
Baptist
Sewing
Circle,
the
latter
beLouise
Ross,
known
as
Miss
Greyson,
Knox County
MECHANICS INSURANCE”cOMI»ANY‘
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes entertained at sere, nnd even after the first snow Gertrude Noyes; Phyllis Lane, foot I ing presented by Mrs. G. F. Currier
Hayes in Rockland, Mrs. Kelley re
Philadelphia, Pa.
THE TRAVELERS EIRE INSURANCE CO.
maining over Monday to attend the bridae Saturday evening at her home flurries. It gives Its yellow juice ball enthusiast, Beatrice Graffam; who also read a very appropriate Total Liabilities and Surplus $6 884,092 04
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Hartford, Connecticut
F ED E It AL~M I) TLAL~ FIK F,INSURA NtE
to color Christmas ball dresses of
League of Coast Guard Women’s on Chestnut street.
Lathlcen Knox, chairman Rushing : poem. Mrs. Jones has always been
Real Estate ............................. $490,318 06
COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
milkwood
silk
for
fairy
ladies
of
The
season
is
opening
early
at
bridge party and also visited Mrs.
Mortgage Loans ...................... 400.750 00
211 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
Committee, Augusta Noyes; The Imp, very active in these organizations a'
Shore Acres and these camps were Queen Mab’s court. The weeping Mary Veazie; Emily Elliott, with a ,I _
Stocks and Bonds ................. 3,473.806 01 Mortgage Loans ...................... $250,000 00
well, as
Fairfield Moore.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
, ,the Order of Eastern Star and
in Office and Bank ......
91,273 70 Stocks and Bonds ................. 12.929,879 02
Lionel Carr of Spruce Head has, occupied Sunday: Camo Merrie Macs, willow, Salix Babylonica, among the conscience, Dorothy To’.man; Gene, ^;^kahs_he^p_ameJrequenUy ^ap- Stocks and Bonds ................. $724,129 69 Cash
Agents’ Balances ................... 182,644 25 Cash in Office and Bank ..... 1.770.344 84
been visaing his brother Herman Camp Alvocca and Boulder Cottage. first to put out color in spring, with a taste for literature, Mary pcaring on their programs in dra Cash tn Office and Bank ...... 65.657 41 Bills Receivable
4.107 03 Agents’ Balances .................... 1,233,742 49
E. A. Smalley spent the weekend gratefully stays green until after the Veazie; Mrs. Brown, stepmother, matic readings. Her artistic ability Agents' Balances .................... 56.487 47 Interest and Rents
51.497 4z Interest and Rents ................ 129.835 06
Carr at the Station.
6,348 54
Interest
aud
Rents
................
9.255
53
All
other
Assets
130.702
14 All other Assets ......................
Mr. Stanley and two sons of Rcck with relatives in Rcckiand.
3.395 67
first snows to cheer a world that Virginia Noyes; members of the and aptness to fine handwork is well All other Assets ....................
Mrs. Dewey Brown entertained the
Gross
Assets
....................
$16,320,149
95
known,
and
it
is
remarkable
that
a
’
iand have been in town clamming
Gross
Assets
........................
$4,825,098
01
Gross Assets ........................ $858,925 77 Deduct items not admitted ....
Rainbow Club Friday evening at her made it smile through its tears all Theta Phi Fraternity, Polly Prime, the age of 90 she still retains these
90.313 08 Deduct Items not admitted .... 409.645 37
for the factory in Thomaston.
Virginia
Noyes,
Elsie
Ernest,
Flora
summer.
Drooping
itself,
It
defied
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
171,859
40
faculties. The hostess served re
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay Goff and borne.
Admitted ........................... $15,910,504 58
Admitted ............................$4,734,785 52
sadness In others as when “by the Wellman, Marjorie Arnold, Olive freshments of punch and cake assist
Miss Edith Nickerson who has been
Admitted ............................. $687,066 37
son of Westbrook were recently
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
towell;
Marie
Swift,
Beverly
Well

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
rivers
of
Babylon,
there
we
set
spending
the
nast
week
with
her
par

ed
by
Mrs.
Ada
Clough,
Mrs.
Ada
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1931
” guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beale
man; Molly Bruce, Lois Burns. Be
Net. Unpaid Losses ................. $338,951 93 Net Unpaid Losses ................ $958,408 00
ents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lerov
Nickerson,
down,
yea,
we
wept,
when
we
re

Libbv,
Mrs.
Marie
Bisbee
and
Mrs.
Unearned
Premiums .
, 9,050.140 1
Net
Unpaid
Losses
.................
$
29.829
55
at the Light.
Unearned Premiums ............. 2,979.447 65
tween acts a vocal duet by Virginia
membered Zion. We hanged our and Gertrude Noyes ar.d a baritone Mildred Rhodes. The guests were Unearned Premiums ............. 343,317 94 All other Liabilities ............... 190.137 92 Security Depreciation Reserve 519.756 00
Miss Eleanor Beale came home returned to North Haven Monday.
All
other
Liabilities
...............
372.160 22
All
other
Liabilities
...........
29,670 19 Cash Capital .......................... 600,000 00
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Doughtv have harps upon the willows in the midst
ar.d presented by Mrs. Min Cash Capital ........................... 100.000
from Normal School for a week’s va returned
00 Surplus over all Liabilities . 626.248 02 Special Reserve ...................... 1.181.435 05
tnd saxophone selection by Vere and received
from a few days' visit with thereof.”
nie
Pincr.
This
was
the
first
of
sev

Cash Capital .......................... 2.000.000 00
cation, and she is now recovering rela'ives in Rockport and Rockland.
Leith Crockett were enjoyed. The eral affairs to be held in Mrs. Jones Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 184.248 69
and Surplus $4,734,785 52 Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 1 828.605 22
from
an .....
attack of measles.
’ntire affair reflected much credit on honor one being given the following Total Liabilities and Surplus $687,066 37 Total Liabilities
_ ,,
„
Miss Louise Libbv returned Friday
Knox County
Total Liabilities and Surplus $15,910,504 58
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle who evening at the home of her son
E. M. Mills, Wilson Carter Noyes frcm Wcl!aston, Mass., where she
FRY & MERRIAM. Rockland, Maine
OE PHILADELPHIA
Basis of valuation of securities Is the
Not a Nice Pose
coached the participants. Sincere Charles in Thomaston, and at the EIRE401ASSOCIATION
Alley and Leland Beale attended the epent the vacation with her parents
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
THE METROPOLITAN CASUALTY IN National Convention of Insurance Com
The famous duke of Wellington appreciation is felt toward all who
League of Coast Guard Women’s w, and Mrs charles s L!fcby
missioners valuations adjusted by se
SURANCE CO., OF N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
meeting of Maiden Cliff Lodge of Re
curity depreciation reserves.
was sitting for the sculptor, who aided in making it a success, especial bekahs Wednesday evening another Real Estate .................,........... $75,206 93
10 Park Place, Newark, New Jersey
bridge party m Rockland last week, i Mrs. Charles Webster entertained
was unsatisfied with the pose of the ly members of the Rockland High observance will take place.
Mortgage Loans ...................... 3 040.512 46
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Racklifl and the Sewing Club Thursday evening at
T1IE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Stocks
and
Bonds
..................
21.545.055
86
School who loaned football suits and
son Harold and daughter Ethel of h;r home.
Real Estate ............................... $449,669 91
Hartford, Connecticut
famous general.
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
......
592.421
65
Mortgage Loans ...................... 1.734.500 00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Wheeler s Bay’ were guests Sunday I The Friday night dance at Town
Agents’ Balances .................... 1,422.370 28 Stocks and Bonds ................. 7.960,427 75
“As I am going to make a statue Roland Richards for posters, etc, used
of last week of Mrs. J. K. Lowe.
I hall was well attended. Music was of your grace," said the sculptor, in advertising.
Interest and Rents ................ 211.660 73 Cash In Office and Bank ...... 234.591 51 Real Estate ........................ $21,675,811 62
Mrs. Mary E. Thomas
All other Assets ...................... 110,389 30 Agents' Balances ..................... 2,097.118 12 Mortgage Loans .................. 115.921.897 85
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear is visiting
------------------I furnished bv the Fakers.
276.244.768 00
“
can
you
not
tell
me
what
you
Funeral services for Mary Eleanor
Bills Receivable ......................
93,727 68 Stocks and Bonds
lelatives in Massachusetts for a few
You would have thought wouldn't j Mrs. L. R. Smith entertained the
Gross Assets ...................... $26,997,617 21 Interest and Rents ............... 109.G75 55 Cash In Office and Bank .. . 10.807.470 65
were doing before, say, the battle of weeks.
Thomas, widow of Augustus Ingra Deduct Items not admitted . .. 4.591.830 00 All
you, that woman suffrage might I. H. Club Saturday night.
Interest
nnd
Rents
.............
other Assets ...................... 501.957 82 Gross Assets — Casualty 8.477.897 43
Salamanca? Were you not gallop
Mis. Mabel Withee entertained the ham Thomas were held Friday at the
have resulted in the improvement oi
Miss Alice Creed was hc'tcss to a
Dept...................................... 101.814.659 34
Admitted ............................$22,405,787 21
Gross Assets ........................ $13,181,668 34
conditions in government bureaus? group of friends Friday afternoon at ing about the field cheering on your Saturday Night Club at her home on home of her daughter, Mrs. Lucy S.
(Jeduct Items not admitted .... 923,933 26 All other Assets .................. 127.351.702 77
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1931
men to deeds of valor by word and Mechanic street.
—Arkansas Gazette.
her heme.
Unpaid Losses .................$1,556,502 00
Gross Assets .................... $662,294,207 66
Rev. F. F. Fowle is *n Waterville to Wentworth, Rev. Ralph H. Hayden Net
An entertainment was given at the action?"
Admitted ............................$12,257,735 03 Deduct
Unearned Premiums ............. 10.453.253 10
Items not admitted
773.200 69
Girl Scout meeting Thursdav night
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
“Bali!” said the duke, "if you attend the Methodiot conference, of St. Thomas Episcopal Church of All other Liabilities ............. 1,643.935 12
at Union Church vestry, the first part
Admitted ......................... .$661,521,006 97
The remains Cash Capital ............................ 5.600.000 00 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $5,337,767 51
really want to model me as I was □wing to his absence the regular Camden officiating.
Premiums
3.661,63920
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
a radio broadcast: Guv Lombardi's on the morning of Salamanca, then Thursday evening prayer meeting will were placed in the receiving tomb at •Surplus over {Ml Liabilities . .. 3,152.096 99 Unearned
All other Liabilities ............... 1.248 461 7(
$41,916 32
orchestra bv the second natrol of do me crawling along a ditch on be omitted this week.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $22,405,787 21 Cash Capital ........................... 1.000,000 00 Net Unpaid Losses .............
Mountain
View
cemetery
awaiting
950.026 83
• Valuations approved by National Con Surplus over all Liabilities. 1.009,866 67 Unearned Premiums ..........
At the Friday evening meeting of
Girl Scouts all in full dress suits. my stomach, with a telescope in my
Liabilities
—
Casualty
Dept.
75.300.308
92
vention
of
Insurance
Commissioners.
burial
at
Lincolnville.
The
beaters
Fred A. Noiwood W.R.C., Grand
Morton Downev re-'resented bv PhvlAll
other
Liabilities
........
542.915.037
38
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$12,257,735
08
hand."
Rheumatic Paine Stopped; Now
Army Day was celebrated by the ■ were O. P. Jackson. Cant. George *51AT|6naT-BEN FRANKLIN FIRE IN?
lis Nelson: Earl Nelson, Elsie Holm
Cash
Capital
........................
20.000.000
00
Knox County
SURANCE CO.
Runt to Catch Street Car
Surplus over all Liabilities 22.313.717 52
nembers and this pregram present- Lane, Herbert Clough and Albert
quist; Mills Brothers, Cleo Drew,
THE
TALBOT
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Pittsburgh,
Penna.
Quick relief from
Camden. Me
?d: America’s Creed and Lincoln's Carroll.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Total Liabilities and Sur
the agonizing paint, Cecile Columb. Bertha Hcalev. Eliza
Unavailing Worry
COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS
Mrs. Thomas was born in Lincoln
Gettysburg Address; reading, “Antieplus .....................................$661,521,006 97
of rheumatism, lum beth Grav; Tschaikowsky, announcer
Real Estate ............................. $191,770 96 ___
Rockland.
Me
There are many men who have ’am,” Mrs. Cacilda Cain; playlet, ville Jan. 5, 1848, daughter of John Mortgage Loans ...................... 79+ 866 70
bago and neurltli le and orchestra director, Elisabeth
Basis of valuation of securities Is the
reported by sufferers Clavter: Kate Smith, the Southern
and
Sarah
Cross,
and
the
greater
Stockb and Bonds .................. 2 822.553 40 WESTCHESTER URE INSURANCE CO. National Convention of Insurance Com
felt
positively
suicidal
In
that
“
cruel
’
Friendship,
”
with
a
cast
including,
who gave up hope ol
110
William
St.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
missioners
valuations adjusted by securi
In Office and Bank ...... 1+8.787 03
hour before the dawn when men see Mrs. Cain. Mrs. Emma Torrey, Mrs. part of her life was spent in the town Cash
ever being well, and Bird, Joyce Bennptt.. Tlie radio pro
ty depreciation reserves.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Agents' Balances .................... 827,187
took Ru-No-Ma No gram was followed by a one-act play,
of
her
birth.
When
very
young
she
Louise
Melvin,
Mrs.
Stella
Simonton,
themselves and their failures at
Bills Receivable ......................
20.806 50 Mortgage Loans ..................
$348,410 00 VICTORY INSURANCE~COMPANY Of"
opiates or narcotics—
and Rents ..............
44 934 95 Stocks and Bonds
PHILADELHIA
12.928 520 05
Is absolutely harm "Housekeeper Wanted,” with this
their worst"; but the next morning, Miss Jennie Ingraham, Mrs. Maud was married to Mr. Thomas and of Interest
All other Assets ......................
81.037 9' Cash In Office aud Bank
401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
less
Regardless of cast: Mr. Winklegram, Elizabeth
Peterson;
solo,
"In
the
Gloaming."
the
union
were
bom
six
children
1 061.849 92
when daylight and a reawakened
Agents
’
Balances
836
678
8(
how IonX V°u’ve suf- Gray: Mrs. Kelly, Cleo Drew: Mary
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets ........................ $4,931,945 43 Bills Receivable
fered, If comfortlnc
vigor has enabled them to think Mrs. Torrey , who also read two four of whom are now living, Mrs.
213 326 8^ Real Estate ............................... 51.866 74
poems; singing bv the Corp'; followed Mertie E. Pendleton of Lincolnvil.c, Deduct Items not admitted.
118.240 28 Interest and Rents
'
relief don't result Prentice, Cecile Columb; Almira
87.445
5:
clearly about their problems, and md the program closed with the Flag Mrs. Minnie E. Heal of East Sears
Loans ...................... 315.687 50
from flrct 3 doses druggist will refund Gooseberry, Elizabeth Clayter; Mrs.
All other Assets .................
14.958 15 Mortgage
Stocks and Bonds .................. 1,254.197 77
money
Why waste time with anything
Admitted
............................$4,813,705 15
mont, Maynard E. Thomas and Mrs.
Dip-’lehcoper, Bertha Healey; Dolly see their bogeya In proper propor Salute.
that doesn't stop your pain? If Ru-No-Ma
Cash
In
Office
and Bank ..... 121.332 12
Gross Assets ..................... $15.401.189 38 Agents’ Balances
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
docs that you know you will get wall
Mrs. L. E. Harper of Brookline, Wentworth of Rockport. Being of a
ZO2.352 82
Dinglehooper. Nathalie Smith; Buster tion, they have found themselves
Deduct Items not admitted
1.182 031 17 Interest and Rents
Delay only means suffering.
Net
Unpaid
Losses
................
$338,979
43
16.263 18
full of renewed courage and faith, :.rass„ is the guest for two weeks of quiet unassuming nature she found Unearned Premiums ............. 2.710 208 24
D’nglehooper, Jennie Tuomi; Dinah
All
other
Assets
....
7.637 47
$14,309,158 21
C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street. Black, Joyce Bennett.
and have wondered why they were her daughter Mrs. Mildred Holmes.
her greatest enjoyment in her home, All other Liabilities ............. 194 996 64
LIABILITIES DEC.
. 1931
Mrs. Ida Ingraham of Camden was showing marked devotion to her Cash Capital .......................... 1.000,000 0t
Rockland, Maine
Grass Assets ......................... $1,969,337 60
ever so foolish as to allow them
Net Unpaid Losses ...........
$926,601 86 Deduct items not admitted . .. 321.995 05
The new ra’es and time table of
selves to fall victims to unreason
children. By her thoughtfulness of Surplus over all Liabilities .... 563,520 84 Unearned
Premiums
6.715,606 29
NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY CO.
the
Maine
Air
Transport
Inc.
ef

others and her strong personality she Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,813,705 15 Be « rve for depreciation In
ing despondency.—London Tit-Bits.
Admitted ..............................$1,647,342 55
of New York
Knox County
fective Anril 11- are: Plan" leave
securities ............................. 1.346.804 18
endeared hersplf to all with whom
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
FRANK A. WHEELER. Rockland. Me.
All
other
Liabilities
...............
297.733
75
Rr'kland
8
a.
m.:
12
noon
and
4
p.
m.
she met and will be greatly m^»ed
Real Estate ........................... $6,295,491 21
Unpaid Losses ................. $33,512 00
Cash Capital .......................... 2.000.000 00 Net
GIRARD
EIRE
&
MARINE
INS
CO.
Mortgage Loans
Unearned
Premiums ............. 236.308 79
225,300 00 Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or
both in her circle of acquaintances
Persians First in Field
Surplus over allLiabilities .... 3.022.412 13 All other Liabilities
Philadelphia, Penna.
Collateral Loans
...............
72.398 97
75.000 00 North Haven. $2 00, round trip $3 00
and
in
the
home.
During
the
later
The
fellow
who
thought
of
the
Stocks and Bonds .............. 14,230.936 50 ■■.necial trip. $12 00: Rockland to StonASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Cash Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00
; years of her life she spent the wi..- Mortgage Loans ...................... $331.1(X) 00 Total Liabilities and Surplus $14.309.158 21 •Surplus over all Liabilities .... 305.122 79
Cash In Otflce and Bank
469,674 52
automatic
toy,
or
the
mechanical
Agents’ Balances .....
ACCIDENt“TnsU|T3.766.078 25 invton, $3.00. round tr'n $5.00. special
, ters ..'iui her daughter at Rockport Stocks and Bonds ................ 4.517.293 33 NORTH AMERICAN
cartoon In which silly things get
ANCE CO.
Interest and Rents .......
97,029 15 $15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,647,342 55
In Office and Bank .....
170 346 33
and it was there that the end came, Cash
Chicago, Ill.
All other Assets ...........
• Valuations approved by National Con
618.316 63 ven to Stonirvton $”00. round trip
themselves accomplished by elabo
Agents’ Balances .................... 692 055 47
■
peacefully
following
a
six
days
illvention of Insurance Commissioners.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Bills Receivable ..................
9.699 77
rate, hut nonsensical means, seems
Gross Assets ..................... $25,778,626 35 $3.00, special $15 00: North Haven to
! ness from pneumonia. Every care Interest and Rents .............
40.750 28 Mortgage Loans .......................$1,073,175 00 MILL OWNERS’ MUTUAL”FIRE INSURDeduct Items not admitted
816.017 88 Vinalhaven. $2.00, round trip. $3 00.
to be just about 700 years behind
23.357 05 Collateral Loans .....................
ANCE COMPANY OE IOWA
1,500 00
was given her, and two trained All other Assets ..................
special $12.00. Round trins must be
Des Moines, Iowa
the times. The Persians heat him
Stocks and Bonds ................... 1.222,494 36
'
nurses
in
attendance,
but
due
to
Admitted .......................... $24,962,608 48
Gross
Assets
........................
$5,814,602
23
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
......
146.861
36
madp the same day. Sailings are on
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
to It way back In the Thirteenth
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Deduct Items not admitted .... 100.590 53 Agents’ Balances
i
age
she
was
not
able
to
combat
the
53.431
11
standard time.
44-46
........................... $681,997 66
century and made elaborate draw
Interest and Rents
29.441 23 Real Estate
Net Unpaid Losses .............. $9,301,515 85
disease, although up to her last
Loans .................... 392.934 27
Admitted ............................. $5,714,011 70 All other Assets ....
Unearned Premiums ......... 6,172,404 14
259 360 72 Mortgage
ings of their foolish devices In beau
,
illness
she
apparently
enjoyed
ex

Stocks
and
Bonds
................ 1.143.572 50
•AU other Liabilities .......... 2,488,688 49
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
SOUTH WARRF.N
In Office and Bank . ..... 102,302 94
tiful books which are now among
cellent health. Other near surviving Net Unpaid Losses ................ $339,001 09
Gross Assets .........................$2,786,263 78 Cash
Cash Capital ......................... 4.500.000 00
Agents'
Balances
....................
82
Sidncv Course of North Arson has
282 935 19 Interest and Rents ................. 169,640
Surplus over all Liabilities 2.500.000 00
the priceless treasures of the art
relatives are three sisters, Mrs. Unearned Premiums ............ 3.040.847 76 Deduct Items not admitted
71.691 03 1
been visiting friends in this place
All other Liabilities ............. 299.617 68
Clara
McWain
of
Newton,
Mass.
All
other
Assets
....................
14.559
12 '
world.
Admitted ........................ $2,503,328 59
Total Liabilities and Sur
and in Thomaston.
Capital ........................... 1.000,000 00
Mrs. Evelyn Sparrow of Boston, Mrs. Cash
plus ................................... $24,962,608 48
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1931
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
1,034.545
17
Gross
Assets
.......................
$2,576,698
34
Mrs. Clara Dow and son Lorin of
• Includes Special Reserve
Ella Barney of Oakland, Calif., and
6,581 59
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $339,471 91 Deduct items not admitted ....
West Pcckrort were guests Sunday
Depreciation of Invest
Stone Age Relic?
six
grandchildren.
The
floral Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,714,011 70 Unearned Premiums ............. 1.196.199 14
ments ................................ $1,000,000 00 of Mrs. Mabel St. Clair.
Knox
County
Admitted
.............................
$2,570,116
75
All
other
Liabilities
...............
209.041
49
tributes were many and beautiful.
The skull of a rhinoceros that
•Voluntary
Reserve
for
Michael Frederick Brooks, Rockland, Me Cash Capital ............................ 400 000 00
Merritt Rcbinson of Lynn was in
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Contingencies ..................
$177,641 44
E.
C.
Moran
Company.
Inc..
Rockland.
Me
might
well
have
been
the
target
of
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
358.616
05
38-T-44 town Sunday and; looking up old
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $87,141 21
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
Stone age spears is among the ex
"old COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY
Premiums ............. 1.190.015 48
THE EMPLOYERS’ FIRE INSURANCE friends He was called to Thomaston
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,503,328 59 Unearned
Hartford,
Connecticut
Boston,
Mass.
All other Liabilities .............
88.142 53
CO’tPANV
hibits In the Field Museum of Natu
bv the death
his wife's brother-inTHE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COM Cash Capital ........................... Mutual
ASSETS DEC. 31. J931
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1931
Boston, Massachusetts
’aw. Mark Crause.
ral History, In Chicago. The ani
PANY
OE
AMERICA
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
...
1,204.817
53
Mortgage Loans ...................
$312,500 00 Mortgage Loans .... -...............
$6,500 00
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Newark, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Johnson r
mal was a woolly rhinoceros, coeval
Stocks and Bonds ....
20 678.118 25 Storks and Bonds. June 30.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,570,116 75
Stocks and Bonds ................. $4,452,572 83 Cwl's Head were calling on friends
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Cash In Office and Bank
1.730.823 36
1931 values ........................... 8.232.751 14
In Europe with the great hairy
r-cH-i- noiee n-id Bank ...... isim
Agents’ Balances ....................
2.027 14 Casli In Office and Bank .
101.662 57 Real Estate ............................ $57,967,951 69■ THE FRANKLIN FIRE INSURANCE CO.
mammoths nnd other beasts now I «
Agents' Balances ................... 408.177 47 here Sunday.
Interest
and
Rents
....
100.567
54
Agents
’
Balances
....................
269.794
63
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mortgage Loans ..................1.152.446.052 52
The Grange Circle will meet in the
Ipipv 9
**’
All other Assets ....................... 2.107.441 10 Bills Receivable
extinct that roamed the valleys dur
21.556 30 Collateral Loans ................. 218 652.341 40 1
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
Interest and Rents ...............
34.609 87 ’’all Thursday afternoon and a 6
48,783
76
Interest
and
Rents
Stocks and Bonds .............. 1.140,790.373 17' Real Estate ............................ $167,120 52
ing later Ice age times. The speci
All other Assets .......................
c.zuj r~ o'clock sunoer will he c-<-rVpd
c-,P
Oross Assets ............
$21,931,477 39 All other Assets ......................
25,761 32 ! Ca^h In Office and Bank
13.064.422 17
men was sent by the Royal museum,
Deduct Items not admitted
3.861.025 93
Agents' Balances .................
3.082 35 Stocks and Bonds ................. 19.148.504 80
Gross Assets .........................$5,064,298 60 'adies to the men, they being victors
Gross Assets ........................$8,703,809 72 Interest and Rents ............. 43 182.266 96 Cash In Office and Bank ...... 1.175.454 00
Brussels, Belgium.
Deduct Items not admitted .... 554,314 38 'n the recent contest held in the
Admitted ............................ $21,070,451 46 Deduct Items not admitted .. .
38.923 28 All other Assets ................... 72.783.409 62 Agents’ Balances ................. 1,380.560 16
Interest and Rents ................. 124.193 00
I EADER in national fight against
Grange.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Admitted ..............................$4,509,984 22
Admitted ............................. $8,667,886 44
Gross Assets ...................$2 698.890.399 88
Several from the Grange here
spread of one of America’s Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,621,840 00
Gross Assets ....
....$21,995,832 48
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Deduct items not admitted 6.192.179 23
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
’isited Limerock Valiev Pomona at
most prevalent ills, ringworm of Unearned Premiums
........ 7,649,830 70
Deduct items not admitted .... 154.898 40
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $289,375 30 °learant Valley Grange Saturdav and
Security DepreciationReserve 661.853 00 Net Unpaid Losses ................ $381,338 17 1
the
toes
and
feet,
commonly
known
Admitted ......................$2,692,698,220 65
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,750.365 0(
All other Liabilities
........ 1.193.311 32 Unearned Premiums ............. 1.624.814 51
Admitted ........................... $21,840,934 08
as athlete’s foot.
Photograph Special
All other Liabilities .............. 446,996 81 besides other interesting things had
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Reserve ...................... 2,275.698 40 Reserve for difference between
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000,000 0C ’he pleasure of listening to tho adshows the founder of the Foot Cash Capital ........................3 ooo ono on
Net
.
•
4.
V Unpaid
KZ 44 .4 ■ Y4 4J\J
Losses
.>OV O ■■.■•••«••..
...............
. «p4.
$24,675,532
. U I vZ . ^04. 58 ,
secur. values June 30. 1931
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.023.247 11 iress of Allison P. Howes. State LecClinics of Boston, Dr. Joseph Surplus over all Liabilities.... 4.6C7.918 04
and Dec. 31. 1931 ................ 2.054.689 15 Unearned Premiums .......... 12.528.669 531 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,021.629 00
All
other
Liabilities
............
2.586.459.961
23
Unearned
-----5.743.198 00
Lelyveld, famous podlatric author Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,070,451 46 All other Liabilities .............. 203 050 02 Cash Capital ........................ 2.000.000 00 All other Premiums
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,509,984 22 urer These who attended were Mr
Liabilities .............. 9.039.694 45
Cash Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00
ity, completing research studies in
The National Convention of Insurance and Mrs. F. H. Fernald, Mr. and Mrs.
Surplus over all Liabilities 67.034.057 31 Cash Capital ............................ 3.000.000 00
Basis of valuation of securities Is the Surplus over all Liabilities.
Commissioners’ Valuations have been O. A. Copeland. Mrs. Laura Cope
connection with National Foot National
NOSE DROPS^_______
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.036.412 63
based values Dec. 31. 1931 .... 3.400.994 59
Convention of Insurance Com
used to determine the market value of land. Mrs. Annie Page and Mrs. Rose
Total Liabilities and Sur
Health Week to be heid April 17th mlssloners valuations adjusted by securi
securities.
„ .
plus
.................................
$2,692,698,220
65
Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,840,934 06
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$8,667,883
44
MEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS
to 23rd.
_ , ty depreciation reserves.

Couldn’t Walk
Without Pain

Toes’ Best Friend

Catching Coh(?
VICKS

44-T-50 Marshall.

Gross Assets ............................ $6,666,158 92
Deduct Items not admitted .... 735.724 29
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WARNED BY SMOKE

1

REXALL Ic SALE
Thurs., Fri., Sat., April 14,15,16
GARDINER’S REXALL DRUG STORE
WARREN, MAINE

FinnwcT op

gpnprai

motors with root pt fisher

Fire From Furnace Probably’
Caused Destruction of the
Warren Farm Buildings
The Warren home of Samuel E.
Norwood, valued at considerably
more than $5000. was destroyed by
fire early Monday morning. Heavy
smoke awoke Mrs. Ella Lewis, a
Iwarder. who immediately called tne
other members of the household. ,
The telephone wires were burned, (
and a call for the fire department. I
was sent in by a neighbor's phone.
Fire evidently started in the base- i
ment around the furnace. A brook
dammed up by the firemen was used (
as a water supply. Some furniture ;
and clothing was saved. The Nor-,
wood home on the same site was de-:
stroyed by fire 16 years ago this
month. The family are planning to(
live in the one and one-half story j
garage. A small insurance was car
ried. Mr. Norwood was a former
representative to Legislature.

SEE IBUHOC'S 35OO-POUND
STRAIGHT EIGHT SEDAN

$OOC

Extinction of Gigantic
“Cat” Hard to Explain
A giant lion—considerably larger
than tlie African animal of today
and representing one of tlie highest
developments of ''killing'' effective
ness in the mammal world—lived in
North America at about the time
this continent first was invaded by
human beings.
Bones of the "atrocious eat,” ns
it lias been named in tlie Latin of
science, have been found in asphttlt
deposits near Los Angeles by pale
ontologists of the Carnegie institu
tion of Washington, together with
bones of about 1,600 other animals
of the eat tribe.
‘'Fells strox” was a true king of
cats, and probably of tbe whole
animal world of his time. In tlie
same deposit were found many
bones of the almost equally fero
cious “smilodon," or saber-tooth eat,
those of a puma closely related to
the present American species, and
those of a wildcat apparently iden
tical with a type still living in Cali
fornia. All these animals were flesh
eaters. They were drawn to tbe
asphalt beds to devour tlie carcasses
of animals caught there, became
trapped themselves, and perished.
Tlie puzzle the paleontologists are
trying to work out is why these
great and frightful creatures, strong
and fierce enough, to get all the
food they wanted by devouring oth
er animals, perished completely at
about the beginning of the histori
cal period, while the little wildcat
lived on Into the present.

LEWISTON BUICK CO.

B.C.W. CIGARS

FOR SALE

♦
»

Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
ROOMINO HOUSE. The Kenmore. 11
10 cents for three times. Six words rooms,
cause for sale, ill health. MRS.
make a line.
HARMON. 29 Park St.____________ 44-46
CONFECTIONERY STORE and pool
room, at Rankin block. Rockland, for
sale. Easy terms. Must be sold before
May 1. Apply AT PREMISES. 604 Main
St.
43-tf
LARGE BUNDLES of old newspapers
EASTER SUNDAY, while leaving Bap for sale. 10 and 15 cents. THE COURIER
tist Church, lost cluster diamond ring. GAZETTE.________________________ 41-tf
Liberal reward Please Tel. 770 or leave
COURIER-GAZETTE
44-46
THE CHARLES ROKES farm is to be
NOSE GLASSES ln black case lost In sold. Fine condition, well equipped.
citv Thursday; also pair tan gloves Tools Include manure spreader, brand
MISS MABEL LAMB. Tel. 786-M. 44*46 new separator, cooling tank, wagons, etc.
Equipment will be sold separately If de
BROWNIE CAMERA found Sunday, sired. For details see ARTHUR ROKES.
corner of Main and Limerock Sts. Owner Phone 880. Rockland.
39-44
mav have same by paving advertising
charges at THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-PIECE overstufTed living room
office.
44-46 suite; also Ford roadster with new bat
tery. $25 each. MRS. C. W. PROCTOR.
Bicknell Block.
44-46
••• •••
w
BRAND NEW power boat for sale. 26
I
feet long, a good trade. JAMES A
♦
44*49
♦
WUBU1UV1
vunugv.
, GREGORY. Vinalhaven.
HEN HOUSE 10x8'2x8 for sale. Inquire
64 MECHANIC ST. Tel. 433-R
44-46
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me.,
CROSSET* LAMBS for sale. MRS H.
to rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully
42*44
furnished, electric lights., hot and cold D. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 83.
water. S. W. L., 138 South Main St.
IRON SAFE for sale. $10 or less. ER
40-tf NEST C. DAVIS at Fullor-Cobb-Davis.
42-44
THREE BURNER Perfection oil stove,
♦ and Singer sewing machine for sale,
♦ both in good condition. TEL. 271-J.43-45
♦ HAY for sale. $10 a ton at the barn.
RALPH C. WYLLIE, Oyster River. War
RENT wanted in Thomaston, single ren. Tel. 169-12 Thomaston.
43-48
house or lower rent of five or six rooms.
DROP HEAD Singer sewing machine
MRS LELAND HAWKINS. Beechwoods
for sale cheap, nice condition; also
St.. Thomaston. Tel. Thomaston 132-3.
43-45 medium size safe. MRS. C. C. KIRK
PATRICK. Brunswick Apts.. Rockland.
PANTS OPERATORS wanted. Must Tel. 1301.
43*45
be all round experienced operator. Good
WHITE CHESTER pigs for sale; also
opportunity for right person.
Apply
horse,
weight
1400
lbs.
H.
H.
WALDRON.
GOODALL
WORSTED
COMPANY.
44-46
Springvale. Me.
____________ 43-46 42 Holmes St. Tel. 1253.
1927 ESSEX coach for sale, three new
MATERNITY CASES taken In my
’ home
Price reasonable. MRS. W. D tires, mechanically o. k . $75. ROLAND
WILLIAMS. 122 Thomaston St. Tel. E. PAYSON. East Union. Tel. Union
43-45
591-R._____________________ _______42-44 18-2.
SINGLE CYCLE 7 h. p. Bridgeport
All Virgin Islands Not
LARGE or small lots of hens wanted.
PETER EDWARDS, 271 Limerock St. motor for sale. Perfect condition with
Controlled by America Tel. 806-J.
42-44 coll, muffler and wheel. $30 Write •’EN
GINE.” care The Courier-Gazette. 43*45
The Virgin islands are a group of
BRAND NEW folding boat for sale
some 40 of the northern end of tlie
cheap. Listed at $90. Our price $35.
MAINE MUSIC STORE.
42-44
Leeward chain of the Lesser An
FOUR GLENWOOD ranges with ele
tilles. They begin about 60 miles
vated shelf and reservoir. New. Must
due east of Porto Rico. About 30
be sold regardless of cost to clear store
of the easternly islands of the
SIX ROOM house and garage to let at house we are vacating. Terms BUR
PEE FURNITURE COMPANY.
42-44
11
Lisle
St.
MRS.
HARMON.
The
Ken

group are British and constitute one more. 29 Park St.
44-46
TWO BREEDING roosters for sale.
of the “presidencies" or govern
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let. Will sell cheap. $2, because season Is late.
mental districts of tlie Leeward heated and lighted. $6 a week. V F Call at 31 MAIN ST.. Thomaston. 43-45
Islands colonial government. Alto STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 41-tf
TWELVE FOOT Skiffs for sale, suit
TWO ROOMS to let. one for light able for tender or rowboats, any kind
gether these British Virgin islands
43-45 boat built to order. C. R. STAPLES. 34
housekeeping. CALL 1067-W
have an area of 5S square miles,
SMALL HOUSE to let. gas. lights Hill St.___________________________ 42*44
and a population of a little more toilet,
NEW MILCH Jersey cow with calf.
garage. 19 McLOUD ST. Tel.
than 5,000.
411-W.
42*44 O. I. C. pigs ready May 1. GEORGE
CAMERON.
Union. Me.
42*41
FOUR ROOM rent at 17 Grove St, to
Larger and more Important are
USED GAS STOVE for sale. Can be
let. Apply to DR R. W. BICKFORD
the westerly islands, formerly con
43-tf seen at CENTRAL MAINE STORE. Main
42*44
stituting tlie colony ot the Danish
ONE SINGLE car garage to let. Price St.. Rockland.
West Indies. The chief of these are reasonable. MRS ROBBINS. 20 Maple ~PRACTICALLY NEW HOUSE for sale.
43*45 Modern, six rooms and bath, oak floors,
St. Croix (S4 square miles.) St. St. Tel. 143-R.
attached garage, on Broadway. F. M
FURNISHED TENEMENT to let. all KITTREDGE. 30 Chestnut St.
43-tf
Thomas (28 square miles) and St. modern
Fot and cold water ln sink,
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
John (20 square miles), having a electric lights, gas and bath. Hot water
heat. Rent reasonable. F L. SHAW modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
total population of about 20,0(Xl.
47 North Main St Tel. 422-J.
43-tf apple orchards, lumber and Ore wood.
This westerly group was pur- |
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
TWO furnished rooms to let. with St..
Camden. Tel. 2537 .
40-tf
chased by the United States in 1917 or without light housekeeping privi
SEVEN-ROOM hov e for sale. bath, fine
44*46
for $25,000,000, They were given leges. TEL. 489-Y.
barn. 14 acre field. Oliver St.,
FIVE ROOM HOUSE to let Good con cellar,
as an official name tlie “Virgin Is
mile from postolfice. Quick sale
lights and water. Rent reason %
$2500.
St.
lands of the United States.” But dition.
able. EVA AMES 28 Elm St. Tel. 1293 Tel. 1080.V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park40-tf
44*46
Americans often bob off the latter
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. toilet, $10.
half of the official name and forget
Junks $10. W. L OXTON, West
fruit trees, also four room bunga Rockport.
Tel. 8011 Camden.
40-tf
all about the Virgin islands which lights;
low. Tel. 1188-M Rockland or 2530 Camdo not belong to the United States. ten. E H. PHILBRICK.
41*4C
EIGHT ROOM house at 42 Pacific St.,
to let
Cemented cellar, lights, fur
nace toilet, ln good condition. A M
Gastronomic Map
FULLER. 260 Broadway
39*44
More than any other country in
FURNISHED tenement to let ln Lathe world, France can be very pleas Rosa. Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
PRACTICAL nurse, best of references,
41-tf would like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH.
antly described not only by its scen
42*47
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms 132 Park St. Tel. 441-J.
ery and its historic locations, lint and
toilet to let. Unfurnished aprtment
b}’ tlie food and drink which its of five rooms and toilet. Inquire 12 < ••• ••• ••• ••• •«•••• ••• •••
•••
chefs and cellarmen are able to put KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W____________33j-tf I
♦
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms
before the tourist. A gastronomic
...................... ....................................♦
to let at 17 Warren St., cood repair,
map of France could be drawn garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN ♦
showing where in Alsace it was pos ST. Tel. 577._____________________ 38-tf
TWO furnished rooms for light houseWYLLIE’S STRAIN S C Reds. We will
sible to get tbe best pate de foie
keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N. deliver by truck or postpaid. April ehlx
gras, where in La Rochelle the finest SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
for $16 per hundred. State accredited
38-tf for white diarrhea. F. H. WYLLIE Ac
snail stew could lie found, where in
40-tf
Normandy the best cider and Ca
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment tc SON. Thomaston. R 1.
QUALITY CHICKS. State tested R I.
membert, where in Brittany tlie et. good location, rent reasonable Reds
and Barred Plymouth Rocks. Order
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel
tastiest fish products, where In Tou- 77.
40-tf ' early and get the benefit of these extra
low
prices
as the quantity is limited; $13
raine tlie finest fruit and nuts, and,
SINGLE house to Ipt at 8 RocKland St
per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000.
of course, a prominent place for electric lights, toilet, garage. MR. All charges prepaid. V. R. WOODMAN.
41*52
Marseilles with its unforgettable SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.40-tf Winterport Me. Tel. 46-13.
R I. RED^CHICKS $15 per 100. State
Bouillabaisse and for Provence with
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic St _
Accredited.
Trapnested and
its famous truffles, with wines from inquire of MRS W. S KENNISTON. 17« tested.
for heavy laying and egg size. W.
Main St. Tel. 874-W.
40-tf bred
L. MERRIAM. Union. Me.
40-tf
Burgundy and Bordeaux,
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 2:
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
^u’ton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT
240 Broadway.
40-tf hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
Tobacco in Old England
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. flue cellar ALBION WOTTON. Box 207. Friendship.
electricity, gas and furnace; extra Me. Tel. 128-11.
26-45
For fifty years after tobacco be collet,
large veranda, large yard. Adulta only
gan to be used in England, all Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
40-tf ( S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatculng
eggs Accredited stock $16 per 100 E
classes smoked, from tbe peers to
FOUR ROOM healed apartment, sult- C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
the peasants. Presently the medical ible for family of two or three, at 11 ren.
40-tf
Summer St. Apply to MP23. FROST
profession abandoned it for use in Tel. 318-W.
40-tf

in the First National store, is leaving
Wednesday morning for Brunswick
where he has a position in the new
At the last meeting of the Girl First National market which will
*
f o. b. Flint, Mich,
Scouts, these awards were made: open Friday.
Silver attendance stars for 90 per
Congratulations are being sent to
This great new Buick four-door sedan with Wizard Control
cent attendance to Alice Tuttie, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Ciukey (Louise
Genevieve Bradlee, June Henry. Mobsman) upon the birth at Dexter
combine: the following vitally important features-features
Elizabeth, Alice and Iva Henry; April 7 of a son, Richard Bernard,
which are causing America to award Buick more than half of
photographer and woodcraft badges,
Mrs. Isaac L. Kaler who has been
WARREN
Jane Miller; artist and scholarship, on a ten days' vacation frbm the
all sales of the fourteen eights in its price range:
P. D. Starrett reports two tulips
Iva Henry; child nurse and house First National store has returned to
in
bloom
in
his
garden
April
3.
keeper. Genevieve Bradlee.
her position.
New Automatic Clutch . . . New Controlled Free Wheeling. . . New
Mrs. Emma Seavey who divides
The Boys' Club and La Dorkasa'
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Rice and
her time among her three daughters, daughter of Framingham. Mass., at Klubo have each donated $5 to the1 Silent-Second Syncro-Mesh Transmission . . . New Valve-in-Hcad
Mrs. Seldon Robinson of Warren, tended the funeral of Mark B. Crouse Woman's Club, to be used toward the
Mrs. Elmer Locke of Portland and Sunday. Other relatives who were purchase of a drop curtain for the | Straight Eight Engine ... Newly -Styled, Newly-Beautified Bodies by
Mrs. B. H. Copeland in Thomaston, called here bv Mr. Crouse's death, stage at the club room. In addition | Fisher . . . New Engine-Oil Temperature Regulator, . . New,
has returned to this town from War and who have since returned to their they have contributed the sum of $10
hemes, are Frank A. Ridlon of Frye each toward a new piano for the j Modernized Instrument Panel . . . New Improved Air Intake
ren.
Right Reverend Benjamin Brew burg; Mr. and Mrs. Guy Crouse of auditorium at the Congregational I
ster, Bishop of Maine, administered Chatham. Mass.. Mrs. Walter Samp Church. This money was earned! Silencer. . . New Hood with Door-Type Ventilators. . . New Regu
the rite of confirmation and son of North Fryeburg, Ernest Crouse from two plays, "Mr. and Mrs. Bor- 1
lator for Adjustable Full Front Seat . . New Adjustable Interior
row,” and "Her Awful Aunt," which ’
preached the sermon at St. John the of North Waterford.
Miss
Margaret
McDonald
died
at
Sun-Visor. . . together with many other important improvements.
were presented last month under the
Baptist (Episcopal) Church Sundav
evening. He was accorded a full her home on Main street in the late direction of Rev. H. I. Holt.
afternoon
Monday.
The
light
has
And remember—you can purchase Buick'sbig 3 500-pound Straight
church. The sacrament was impres
An extension meeting on Child:
sively performed and the sermon gone out of the McDonald household, Feeding will be held at the Mont-;
Eight sedan on the liberal G.M.A.C. time payment plan. Visit
and the town has lost one of the fair
delivered with power.
gomery rooms next Friday evening!
The Community Brotherhood will est and best of its young women.
vour Buick dealer. See and drive this luxurious Eight — today!
at
7.30.
Miss
Therese
Wood.
State
|
It is reported that Charles E. Linobserve odies night this Tuesday soott
who resigned as warden of the Foods Specialist, is planning to be
evening at the Congregational ves Maine State Prison recently, has present and will have some very in- j TWENTY-SIX LUXURIOUS MODELS, $935 TO $2055, F. O. B. FLINT. MICH.
try. Supper will be served at 6 rented the Osborne Sumner house teresting and especially helpful
o’clock. Arthur W. Hatch will speak | now owned by Mrs. Hilda Keyes.
things to say in regard to the prepa- j
on “Wooden Ships and Iron Men.”
Deputy Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick ration and use of foods most suitable 1
Frank Lineken of Worcester, made an official visit to Alden Merri for children, from birth to 16 years
Mass., who is spending a day or two field's store Monday afternoon and of age. Feeding schedules for chil-1
with his sister Mrs. A. J. Henry will seizcd [W0 nickel slot machines and dren of the different ages will also be 51 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL. 238
return today to Worcester.
, several punch boards.
available. Both Miss Jessie Law-1
The Baptist Choral Association
Mark B. Crou-e
rence and Miss Grace Lawrence. R.N.
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BU ILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
have a supper for members only at, The funeral services of Mark B. are to be present. Every one in-1
the vestry this evening. Mrs. Leila Crouse were held Sunday afternoon terested in this subject is invited to
Smalley is in charge.
j in the Baptist Church. In the large attend.
WAS WELL ATTENDED
Leslie Clark spent the weekend number of relatives and others who
CAMDEN
The following committee will serve :
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Clif- gathered were many men. some of the usual monthly supper Thursdav i
ford Clark.
I whom had been his fellow laborers at 6 o'clock at the Congregational |
New G. A. Lawrence Co.
, , , .
in the shipyards of Thomaston. The Church: Mrs. Belle Walker. Mrs. ! W. O. Mann of Concord, N. H„ is
visiting his sister Mrs. Charles Cleveservices were under the direction of
Store Thronged During
C. A. Morse & Son launched a , r€V h g Kilborn, assisted by Rev Elizabeth Munsey, Mrs. Julia Watts, i land Mechanic street.
ra' F!°?,ZCa^Ciy'
trUdC
Commander Donald B. MacMillan
yacht from their shop Friday.
J h. F. Leach. Music was rendered by «Iahn
Saturday’s Opening
ana Mrs. Eleanor Barrett.
| at {he opera house this Tuesday eveRelatives here are informed of the Mrs. Amv Tripp at the organ. StrikJoseph Stickney is doing shingling i ning
dcath in West Poland of Miss Grace : ingly handsome offerings of flowers
The opening Saturday cf the new
Andrew’s Currier, daughter of the were displayed about the casket and at the William Barrows place.
At St. Thomas Episcopal Church G. A. Lawrence Company store in the
late John and Hattie Currier. The pulpit. The bearers were Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Simmons of
remains will be brought to Thomas- Tuttle. Herbert Fales. Joseph C. Ben Pleasantville are receiving congratu Sunday morning. Llewellyn Oswald chishoim Block proved most interestwas ordained to the ministry
thousand visitors who
ton Wednesday for interment in the nett, Edward Keating and Hollis H lations on the birth of a son April 6. Diplock
as deacon. The ceremony was coil- “**
u
family lot.
Young.
Mrs. Flora Wyman of Rockland is ducted by the Right Rev. Benjamin enjoyed the excellent display of modLouis Bean who made a short visit
Mr. Crouse was born in Cushing caring for-the mother and child.
Brewster, D. D., of Portland. Bishop ern oil burning and electrical equipto his grandmother Mrs. Nellie Bean Jan. 26. 1861, a son of Edward and
Dinner guests Thursday of Mrs. of the Diocese of Maine, and congrc- m.er.t. Beginning mid-morning vlsitreturned to Boston Saturday.
Hannah 'Bradford! Crouse of that Amanda Winslow were Mrs. Jane gations from Rockland, Belfast and ors came continuously until 10.30 p.
Lee W. Walker tnent the weekend town. Forty-five vears ago he came Stickney. Mrs. Mary Teague and Mrs. Thomaston were present, also the fol- m. and were warmly greeted by the
at home.
to Thomaston to make his home, and Mary Benner. A pleasing feature of I
clergymen: Rev. Robert j company's five salesmen and factory
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan of here found work in the shipyards and the afternoon was the singing of sev- ! Iow ing
23, '■
1895
Lewiston spent Sunday with nis other industries. Feb. —
“» he eral selections by Rev. and Mrs. Ernest O. Kenyon of Rockland, Rev house. Kelvinator and Silent Glow
mother at her home on Green street. married Mrs. Bessie Jones Powers. Howard A. Welch.
Tom Akeley of Belfast and Rev Companies.
Mr.
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist He bad a family of three sons and
Mr. and
ana Mrs.
Mrs. Bryan
Bryan Robinson
ivooinsoii and
anu , phiui
B. Franklin of Thomastdr.
The display of the new models ot
four
daughters,
and
to
the
raising
Church will have an all-day session
“r',,an^
AoC»l
After the services a reception wis Kelvinator electric refrigerators was
and
educating
of
these
children
he
at the vestry Wednesday, with pic
Rcckland visitors Saturday evening. tendered t0 EiShop Brewster and Mr.' in charge of F. P. Moore of Detroit,
devoted all of his time and ability.
nic dinner at noon.
A son, Earl William, was born,1 Diplock, and the candidate was pre- who explained their merits. A large
In
this
he
found
an
able
helper
in
Mrs. Lisle D. O'Brien, 83. widow of
April 9 to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gam sented with vestments and a purse of display of fancy meats and food
Capt. Herbert O'Brien, formerly of his lwife' “r'
V?i8
mon. Mrs. Herbert Waltz is caring gold. Mr. Diplock is native of Cam- products in these machines was furThomaston, died recently in Utica.I
for the mother and little newcomer. den. son of Charles Edwin and Lillian nished by Perry's Market. Mr. Moore
trade
as
a
ship
carpenter
or
the
more
N. Y.
Funeral services for Percy A. Doty, Young Diplock, and a graduate ot i proved to his many spectators that i
commonplace work of gardening, he
will
_ The
. Federated Mission
..
.Circle
„
,
did his work well. About four years who died Friday morning at Pleas Camden High School, class of '25.! ice cream could be kept indefinitely j
meet with Miss Margaret Crandon | a?0 his hca-h
fail and in antville, were conducted from the He attended Trinity College in Kart- in Kelvinator ice freezing comp&rtafternoon for work.
; the last year he had been obliged home of Lester Dolham Sunday ford, Conn, and obtained his degree , meats and during the day and eve
troupe gave an ex- j
endure much severe suffering. A afternoon, Rev. Howard A. Welch in 1929. He then entered the General J ning, gave away nearly 700 small
hibition at the State Prison Sun- j new view of religion came to him in officiating. Interment was at the Theological Seminary in New York 1 bricks of the famous R-Own ice cream,
cav afternoon which most of the in- tbe last months of his life, which Fairview cemetery.
city and completes his work there in manufactured by the Rockland ProHarold D. Sawyer returned Thurs
mates attended.
They appealed brought hope and comfort. He is
June.
I due? Co..
much pleased with the show and survived bv his widow. bv sons Guy day from a visit of several days in
Rev. Albert E. Luce is in WaterThe new models of General Electric
enjoyed the jokes sprung upon some ! of Chatham, Ernest of North Water - Hartford. Conn. He was accombeing distributed by G. A. Law
of their fellows.
i ford, Mark of Minneapolis, Minn.; oanied by his daughter Mrs. Clarence ville this week, attending the Maine j now
rence Co. and the Central Maine
Seventeen members of the Knox J and daughters, Mrs. Cleveland Samp- H. Adams who remained here until annual conference.
Power Co., needed no introductions
County Men's Chorus came to ' son of North Fryeburg. Mrs. Mildred Sunday.
Mrs. Olive Young is having a vaca and were inspected by many interests
Thomaston Sunday afternoon and Ames cf Cushing, Mrs. Hazel Ridion
Miss Jennie Starrett returned to tion from her duties
as clerk
in the ed in adding modern refrigeration as
,
i •
gave an hour of line singing. They j of Frveburg. Mrs. Albert A. Rice o! Scarboro Sunday after spending two G W. Achorn store
and is visiting a house,lo!d nccessity. The Buckeye
were ably assisted by Miss Bertha Framingham. Mass., also two sisters weeks here with her parents Mr. and ' friends in Boston and vicinity.
refrigerators, a very popular choice
luce with her violin and Mrs. S. T. . Mrs. Nancy Bushnell of this town anr Mrs. Charles Starrett. She resumed
The Business Men s Association will throughout New England, proved to
Constantine at the piano. The j Mrs. Alwilda Davis of Cushing, and her teaching duties Monday.
hold its annual ladies' night An-il 28.
of kecn interest, and the reasonchorus was effectively directed by several grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. H»> N. Hilton have in the opera house. There wul be an
bought the E. V. Oxton place former entertainment, followed bv dancing able prices convinced many that it
Mr. Constantine.
The program; ;
------------------ly known as the Niven Kalloch house with music bv an orchestra irom is needless to go without electric re
Chorus. Unfold. Ye Portals, Gounod; '
STRAND THEATRE
frigeration.
' >ol'n solo, Miss Bertha Luce; chorus, j All the brilliant comedy and ro- and expect to occupy it the first of Skowhegan. Refreshments will be . The Silent Glow range burnrr dis
Wnen We Stand Before the King, mantic appeal, which made "Tonight next month.
served.
play made the visitors happy as they
• « • •
Nevin, scripture, Rev. H. S. Kil- or Never" one of the outstanding hits
Mr. and Mrs. John Claytcr are in enjoyed Iran after pan of hot biscuns
born; chorus, In Heavenly Love of the New York stage last year, for
The Baptist Mission Circle is to
Reading, Mass., called by the death made by Mrs. Ray Greene and served
in5,’.. Blrown-Buttin.: How Long j Thursday and Friday, Gloria Swan- neert Wednesday afternoon at the of her father.
I from the oven of the new Barstow
Montgomery rooms to work upon
Wi t Thou Forget Me? Pflueger- I SOn playing the leading role.
Clarence Fish and Leroy Moon,! °-l burning stove. The baked peas
material prepared by the White
Hartz; prayer, Rev. Mr. Kilborn; ;Melvyn Douglas, the rising young
Olus'
Gne
Sweetly
Solemn { leading man whom Belasco had Cross committee. The shirts finished Stewart Rhodes and Franklin Clough, canned by Black & Gay were aiso
Thought, Ambrose; offertory. Under] -ignpd up for the hero's role in “To- for the boys' school in Africa will of Rockport are in Boston this week' served and praised by the many
e Leaves, Thome, Mrs. S. T. Con- ]night or Never" a year before the pro- also be brought in. Annual election attending a musical entertainment for ' samp.crs H. E. Williams of the Silent
the benefit of the unemployed. The Glow Company explained the efficis.antinc, violin solo, Miss Luce; duction of the play began, is play- of officers will be held.
Chorus, At Midnight, Dudley Buck; ing the same role in the picture ver
Some exquisite hand carving done trip was made in Wilson Moon's car. I ency of this well known burner.
, , , ,
! H. II. Haine of the Wetmore-Savage
The Story of the Cross, Wilson, with sion.
by Mrs. Leino was exhibited at the
I Co., distributors of Westinghouse
violin cbligato; benediction.
The heroine's role was taken in meeting of the Woman’s Club last
Charles E. Tibbetts
products in New England, proved himNew York by Helen Gahagan, and week.
The funeral of Charles Edward! seif a popular man with the ladies.
Members of the Woman's Club
was
at
once
seized
upon
by
Gloria
Seats for the T.H.S. senior piay,
wishing to attend the Colonial Party Tibbetts, 43, was held Sunday after- Hour after hour groups of women
“Digging Up the Dirt,” to be given Swanson as a part she wanted to do given on guest night, April 19, are noon from the home of his sister, listened to the reasons why Westingin Watts hall Friday evening, will be when she saw the play on Broadway. not obliged to dress in costume if not Mrs. Annie M Phillips. Rev. Ralph house electric stoves arc soon to rule
checked at McDonald's Wednesday Its background of romantic comedy, convenient, but if as many as can H. Hayden officiating. Mr. Tibbetts I in the household. Those stoves will
morning. This is a hilarious comedy filled with the night-time gaiety and will do so, it will give much better died at the Soldiers' Home in Hamp- not only cook the complete meal in
wril within the range of high school j ihr°bbing gypsy music of Budapest
ton. Va.. where he bad been for sev- ' record time, but will do it automaticactors, and the action and dialogue
most brilliant capital in Europe fleet.
eral
months. He was in the Soldiers’ j ally after the dials are set so the
Don't forget the senior play to be
are swift and pointed. The distin- ca; t of Parls' give her exactly the op- presented at Glover hall next Thurs Home at Togus for two years, prevl- housewife can go shopping and reguished archaeologist. Prof. Halleck. portunlty she has been desiring, day evening for benefit of the gradu ous to entering the southern Home, turn at meal time to find everything
is digging up prehistoric Indian rc- Mcrvyn LeRoy, director of "Little
He served 18 months in the World ready to serve. F. S Pierce, assistmains near the Mexican border. He | Caesar and Five Star Final,” di- ating class. This play has had the War, having enlisted in the 78th Di- ing Mr. Haine. explained the operacapable
coaching
of
Principal
Dwinal
is assisted by two college boys, who ’eeted the picture for Samuel Goldand Assistant Mrs. Florence Gardi vision. 30’st Artillery. He saw serv- j tion of Westinghouse washing msare forced by circumstances when a wyn.—adv
ice in many of the hardest battles in , chines, electric irons and other
ner.
holiday party of girls and boys de- |
the war and in the Argonne Forest, articles. Earoid Cross, in charge of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
H.
I.
Holt
are
mov
LIMEROCK VALLEY POMONA
was gassed, wounded and shell the wholesale soda fountain supply
scend upon them, to impersonate
ing this week to their home at Rock shocked.
The funeral was conducted department, made many thirsty visit
Indians, in blankets and "war paint,"
port
for
the
summer.
Saturday afternoon and evening
by Arey-Heal Post, A. L., with full ors happy, serving a delightful punch
speaking no English. This gives rise
Mrs. Laura Brackett entertained
to a series of funny situations en Limerock Valley Pomona Grange met the Jolly Five at dinner Thursday al military honors. Deceased is sur made from the fruit6 of the Lenox
vived by his mother, Mrs. Mary Tib Company products, whose quality has
hanced by the professor's discovery at the hall of Pleasant Valley Grange the home of Miss M. Grace Walker.
of buried treasure, an imfromptfu with a gcod attendance. The feature
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner were betts ol Rockland, brother OrrCn of delighted many patrons in greater
of
the
afternoon
program
was
an
ad

dance, a Mexican bad man, a sheriff, dress bv State Lecturer Allison supper guests Thursday of Miss M. Portland, and two sisters. Mrs. Carrie Rockiand.
Garden of Rockland and Mrs. Annie
and Aunt Miriam's firm resolve that howps The other matters were: Ad Grace Walker.
The use of efficient range and fuel
M. Phillips of Camden.
the professor shall not be left to his dress of welcome, F. L. S. Morse; reoils was explained by R. E. Nowell of
Frank Rowe substituted at the
loneliness
The casturincludes:
Ken- : spense. Curtis Webster; reading Union grammar school Monday for
the Penn Va'.ley Refining Co.,'whose
npth
nt
oils are. sold exclusively by G. A.
cfudpnfc
Antnd Wi ham Loomis. Myra Dyer; paper, Mary Nash; poeti- Mrs. Farris who is ill.
them,
Mr.
Hilton
returning.
Mrs.
Fnvinr anHfvoTVa<2i Co ,c^' Rl£barn cal dialogue by the Nash Sisters;
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby were Hilton expects to remain for this Lawrence Co. here. Nu-Way power
v.'J, L doJ0?n,SlnJer,:,Pr0f' Roger song, Robert McIntosh; reading, John guests Sunday of Fred Folsom at
burners, which are qow in operation
Halleck, Richard Bucklin; Sheriff , Thomas; reading .Irene Moran: paper Auburn. The road between Warren week. The reads were found to be in over 200 greater Rockland homes,
breaking
up
very
badly.
Carson, Almon Day; Jose Andrada. i on “Taxation," Past State Master and Waldoboro is reported to have
i were demonstrated by G. A. LawDonald Beckett;
Aunt
Miriam Cbadiah Gardner; vocal solo, Hans several bad holes.
(rence, who explained their operation
Eggles, Blanche Prior; Betty Sher- i Heistad.
HXX RANGE BURNERS
t0 many interested householders.
There will be a stated meeting of
R E. Estes, treasurer of the com
man. her niece. Grace Miller; Nan
After the supper period, the eve- Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., Friday evening. Bear the name Lynn Products Co. No
other burner is manufactured by this pany W3S m charpe of festivities and
and Jane, friends of Betty, Eleanor > ning session opened with the conferMr. and Mrs. Frank Drewett re
courteous greeting to all visitors
Morse, Georgia Young; Allan. Betty's j ring of degree and and this program turned Sunday to their home at company as claimed by the reprebrother, Forest Grafton; Phyllis,1 furnished by the local Grange: Song Erighton, Mass., after spending a few sentative of some firms. If in doubl and prom.p'ness in answering their
Allan's fiance. Ruth Killeran; extra by the Grange; recitation. J. A. Tol- days with Mr. and Mrs. Harold call or write
many questions was appreciated. The
A. C. McLOON & CO.
boys and girls from the dude ranch, man; sorg, I illian Simmon* rec’ia- Drewett.
beautiful flowers were the compli
McLoon Wharf Rockland Tel. 51 ments of Th? Little Flower Shop, and
Evelyn Stevens, Ruby Davis. Janice! tion, Julia Philbrook; yodel song,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry are
30-tf
Pillsbury, Ralph Caven, Vaino John- , Robert McIntosh; reading, F. L. o. moving into the Ida Stevens place.
the cream of tartar and flour for
son, William Keefe, Leonard Stover, Morse; dancing dolls, with music
biscuits served by Mrs. Greene were
The
ice
is
reported
to
be
out
of
Nate Thompson.
Frank McDonald; solo. Hans Heistad; South Pond.
compliments of John Bird Co and the
Miss Leila M. Clark who has been musical reading. Ethel Connon; readRockland. Wholesale Grocery Co. At
Burdeen
Simmons
is
driving
a
1931
1
on a week's vacation from her duties inK- Edward Tolman; music by Frank Ford sport roadster.
the close of a strenuous day. the com
as assistant postmaster returned ' McDonald; song by Ellis Sprague
pany's salesmen. Parker S. Merriam,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pearl
Hilton
started
I
home Saturday.
' and two daughters. The concluding
John Ranlett, Clarence S. Beverage,
for
Cutler
Saturday,
called
by
the
Mrs. Ralph Keyes and sons of Au- number was “Razor Paste,” a monoCharles McMahon and Harold Cross
gusta wer<* in town Sunday.
lo’ue bv Frank McDonald. Mr. Mc- illness of Mrs. Dora Mason, Mrs. Hil- ]
reported many favorable sales and a
David Libby who was employed by Donald's dancing dolls made their Ion'.-, mother. Relatives met them 11 [
34tf r prosperous season is looked for from
the A.&P. store the past two years first public appearance and were miles this side of their destination, |
all departments.
and Mrs. Hilton continued on with'
and for two weeks Jias been assisting 1 greeted with much enthusiasm.

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column ♦

! LOST AND FOUND i

Summer Cottages

»

WANTED

TO LET

•

SITUATIONS

;

EGGS AND CHICKS

combating sickness, but b.v that time
smoking had become fashionable.
Sir Walter Raleigh’s true place in
tobacco history is that long before
bis death, in 1618, he taught the
world to smoke for pleasure.
However, tobacco had enemies
from tlie very beginning, King
James I taking it upon himself to
write tlie “Counterblaste to Tobac
co,” and Dekkar, tbe dramatist, re
ferred to it as “thou beggarly mon
arch of Indians, and setterup of rotten-lunged chimney sweepers.”—
Cleveland Tlain Dealer.
Neanderthal Man
About 50 Neanderthal skeletons
have been found, scattered over cen
tral Europe and Asia Minor. Tlie
first remains of a child of this race,
however, was found at La Quina, in
France, during tlie World war, and
tbe second Qt Gibraltar in 1926. The
race became extinct approximately
50,000 years ago, probably with tlie
advent into Europe of homo sapiens,
tlie ancestor of tlie present human
race.

n WEIMLttMICi-

f MISCELLANEOUS ; ) EMBALMING 4
p
FURNITURE repaired, rcftnlshei and j MOTOR ANBUIANO

remodeled, reasonable rates; repr ucSince 1840 this firm has faithfully
ttons made. Satisfaction guaranteed W.
F. BILL" SIMMONS Tel. 1003-J L nserved the families of Knox County
ton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St..
LADY ATTENDANT
City.
44-49
Day Telephone 45(1—781-1
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock
(and Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden
Oliclted. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-9
BURPEE’S
40-tf
ROCKLAND, IviE.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
,
40-tf
FOR PAINTING, paper hanging and
ceiling work call VAN E. RUSSELL, 7
Bunker St. Equipped to go anywhere.
Tel. 1053-W.____________________ 40*45
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING is a
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Main St.. Rockland.
40-tf
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
cians. Phone 721. 442 Main St. Oppo
TEL. 1250
site C. M. P. Co. office
40-tf 689 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St.
56-tf
opp. foot Pleasant St.
40-tf

FOR SALE
Left Him Guping
The conceited young man bad
talked about himself till the girl
felt she could endure it no longer.
“It costs a great deal more than
one would think to become a broad
minded and intelligent man of tbe
world," lie remarked, serenely.
The girl saw her chance and took
it.
“I suppose so,” she said, “and I
don't blame you for saving your
money.”

Interior decorators say old-fash
ioned horsehair furniture is coming
in again. Where are they going to
get the horses?—Dayton Journal.
The archives of the League of Na
tions now contain 1,042 international
agreements. One or two of which
have been kept.—Judge.

RUUD

JOB
<3 We claim superiority
and we can prove it. Sam
ples of past jobs are gra
phic evidence of what we
can do for you. Handsome,
forceful folders and book
lets are the stuff from
which sales are made.

The Courier-Gazette

Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
.Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf

RADIO
SERVICE & REPAIRS
ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PnONE 58-23

“ALL-AMERICAN"

LOOK AROUND YOUR HOME
... YOUR GUESTS I»O

NOW!

Page Sever!
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SHAW-COLTART

Rubinstein Club Presents State Police Officer and
Rockland Girl Married At
a Fine Program — Helen
Long
Cove
Wentworth New President

Who was Who?

With Kyanizc Self-Smoothing
Lustaquik Finish you can quickly
transform dingy furniture or
drab walls and woodwork. Easy
to apply; no offensive odur;
dries dust-free in one hour;
hardens in four hours! Make
this test. Cover a surface willi
Lustaquik and make a number
of marks on it w ith a nail. Then
watch the wet paint smooth it
self into a perfect finish!

an <xe
SELF-SMOOTHING
PAINTS-VARNISHES-ENAMELS

Listen in on “Captain Whopper”
who tells tall (ales at 6.15 over
WNAC.

JOHN A. KARL
PAINTER
Telephone 745-W
*
305 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
36&38T50

STORES

By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK

George I. Shaw, who is attached
to the Rockland District of the
THE TEDDY BEAR
Maine State Police, was married last
In addition to personal notes regard- '
Mrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh
Wednesday to Miss Ruth E. Coltart ' | 'HE Teddy Bear, essential to
; Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- ' ter Betty Lee who have been with
ment especially desires information of i
of Rockland. The ceremony took
A every nursery twenty years ago
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.. Mrs. Giroux’s parents. Dr. and Mrs.
place in St. George's Episcopal Church
[ Notes sent by mail or telephone will be ' H. V. Tweedie. North Main street, for
and still a popular toy, was of
at
Long
Cove,
and
was
a
quiet
one
i gladly received.
several weeks, have returned to Wa
because of the recent bereavement course named for Teddy Roosevelt,
TELEPHONE ........................ 770 or 794-W terville.
suffered bv the bride through the but how a President of the United
_____
death of her father, the late George States became associated with a
..
.
..
.
Down come the storm doors. Up go the
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Packard and
Dr. F. O. Bartlett who has been in
C. Coltart. Rev. Ralph H. Hayden, humble little stuffed bear is just an
screens. And how the dust flies! Busy
Fruitland Park, Fla., with Dr. Eben daughter of Friendship were in the
rector
of
the
St.
Thomas
Episcopal
I
proof of the so-called "power
.
women everywhere find that Cloverdale’s
J Aiden, for several weeks arrived in city Saturday and called on Mrs. Deems Taylor, and given in connec Church in Camden officiated and the other
of the press."
houseclcaning equipment makes their tasks
New York Saturday on the home- ' Carl Fales, who has bden a patient at tion with the last named composer couple were attended by the bride's
About 1SS8 In a little village ln
much easier . . . and quicker!
ward trip, stopping to visit his son,, Knox Hospital. She also had as was a brief account of the works and sister, Miss Helen G. Coltart of Rcck
activities
of
Edna
St.
Vincent
Millay,
Germany
a
crippled
dressmaker
Dr. Fred Bartlett, in Plainfield, N. J., I visitors her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
land. The bride was married in blue
librettist
for
Mr.
Taylor's
opera
"The
for a few days before returning W. J. Ome of Friendship.
traveling gown, with hat to match, named Margarete Steiff concocted
Brooms good carpet quality , . ee 29c
King’s Henchman.”
home.
|
-------and were a corsage bouquet of mixed out of leftover scraps of material a
Contributed
articles
were
read
by
Sunlight BleachWatcr 2 qtbots 25c
Mrs. Carl Fales has returned to her Miss Mabel F. Lamb and Mrs. Gladys [lowers. Miss Ooltarti's gown was little stuffed bear which she pre
sented to a child of the neighbor
OakitC Cleans a million things 2 pkgs 2 3c
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont, Mass., ! home in East Friendship after re Morgan, on Taylof's opera “Peter blue crepe de chine ensemble.
Wedding breakfast was served at hood. The hear proved so popular
was the guest of her father, William ceiving surgical treatment at Knox Ibbetson;” Mrs. Faith G. Berry, on
Black-Iron Stove Polish botISc
II. Maxey, James street, over tlie Hospital.
The Eastman School of Music; the home of the bride's grandparents. that her brother, Richard Steiff, with
Mazda Lamps
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
B.
Smith
in
Long
an
eve
to
business,
had
other
bears
weekend.
Wet-Me-Wet
pkg
10c
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, on Daniel
Mrs. Ella Robinson and daughter Gregory Mason; Mrs. Mildred Hav Cove, immediately after which the manufactured and put on the mar
Cando Silver Polish
CHIPSO
lS pkg 20c
jar . . . 23c
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston mo Miss Leola Robinson who have been ener, on Dr. John Erskine’s opera couple went to Portland on their ket. The first stuffed bears sold ln
honeymoon
trip.
They
are
residing
Cloverdale
Ammonia
qt bot 19c
spending
the
winter
in
this
city,
have
this country were imported in 1902
Eon Ami Powder
toring to Farmington for the week
“Jack and the Beanstalk;” and Miss at 22 Oak street.
tin . . . 11c
end with Mrs. Thurston's parents, icturned to their home at Wiley's Alice Erskine on Albert Stoessel.
by
Borgfeldt
&
Co.
Mr. Shaw is a son cf Mr. and Mrs
' Mrs. Morgan prefaced her numbers
Mr. and Mrs. Henry White, were ac Corner.
Drano (for hard clean
That same fall President Roose
George E. Shaw of Richmond. He
ing jobs) can 22c
companied -by Mrs. Lawrence Trum
. with a brief account of the composers graduated frem Richmond High velt went hunting in Mississippi.
bull and daughter Virginia who had . Susan Hutchinson who leaves , jyaVj,j Guion and Kathleen Lockhart School in 1924 and after being em- Soon the ever watchful press had
Mule Team Borax
pkg . . . 15c
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Thurston shortly to make her home in Provi Manning. The program:
Dloyed for a while in the shoe shop Informed the country that its Pres
dence,
was tendered a happy surprise
._
., . ,
.
,
for ten days.
O'Cedar Polish
7 ’ —..j
t
i Ensemble singing—America
became salesman in Portland for the ident had refused to shoot a small
party Friday afternoon by Lillian i
(Mrs. Nettie Averill at the piano)
bot. . . . 25c
Cumberland Power & Light Cc. He bear which had been captured and
Salute to the Flag
Noxon Cleaner Polish
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills and grand Pendleton and Anna Taylor at their ; Contralto
joined the Maine State Police Mav 4. brought into camp for him to kill.
—
Swanee
River,
Stephen
Foster
can . . . 23c
daughter Miss Doris Hyler. who have home at The Highlands. Games and
Old Black Joe
1928, and has since been attached to Clifford E. Ilerryman, cartoonist,
Mrs. Lydia Storer
Saniflush . can 23c
been occupying the Maxey apart refreshments were in order. The
the
Belfast.
Portland
and
Rock'and
(Mrs Averill, accompanist)
proceeded to make the incident sub
ments, Warren street, during the win guests were Priscilla and Charlotte Contralto
Sunbrite Cleanser
—Allah ...................... Chadwick districts except for the short time ject for a cartoon in which Roose
Staples, Clarence Childs, Barbara
ter have returned to Warren.
that he was associated with Sheriff
4 cans . . 19c
Mrs. Atwood
Bird's-Eye Matches 6 boxes 19c
Taylor, Henry Dodge. Kenneth Carvelt,
gun
in
hand
and
the
other
(Mrs. Berry, accompanist)
Frank A. Cooper of Waldo County as
Cloverdale Bluing
Waldorf
Toilet Paper 6 rolls 25c
roll, Clayton McMahon, Burton Plano duo—Minuet -...... BenJ. Whclpley a special liquor deputy. He is an raised traffic cop fashion as if to
2 bots . . 25c
Mrs. Ruth Y. Webb of Boston is
Rlgaudon ...... Edward MacDowell
Cloverdale Peaches No.2'/iunite
Mrs. Frances McLoon. Miss Edna Gregory exceptionally efficient patrolman, and prevent such a deed, stood with his
occupying her South Main street Ervins, and the honor guest.
RcdCap Window Wash
Soprano—The Year’s at the Spring
residents of this section are well buck turned to another man lead
sliced or htlvei—Choice Glifomit
can . . . 23c
home.
r
................................. Mrs. H. H. A. Beach pleased to know that he will con
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth went to
ing a tiny bear on a rope. Labeled
,
Mrs. Esther Perry Howard
, i Boston Saturday where she will
2 pl<9’ 25e
Camel Cigarettes . .
tinue his services in the Rockland “Drawing the Line in Mississippi,”
(Mrs. Berry, accompanist)
Mrs Brady G. Ruttencutter of spenc(a (CT days with her mother, Contralto
QUARTER BOX
—Home on the Range ............. district.
Meltex Breakfast Food
tlie cartoon took the country
pkg 2?e
3700 Massachusetts avenue. Washing- Mrs A c white and sisl
Miss
............................................ David Guion
Special
value
every
week
Mr. Snaw had a conspicuous record by storm. Berryman subsequently
ton, D. C., wife of Coionel Ruttencut- ! r ,
whit„
Incense from song cycle "Chinese Im
.
2
lbs 25c
Evaporated
Apricots
.
NBC Fruited Oval
pressions" Kathleen Lockhart Manning in Richmond High School being adopted the bear as mascot for all
ter. United States Army, is in Boston ,
vvmve'_____
3 cakes 19e
Camay Soap .
president
of
his
class
in
1924.
a
mem

The
Answer.
Robert
Huntington
Terry
COOKIES 2lb,25c
as the house guest of Mrs. J. M.
Mrs. Morgan
Miss Mabel Oxton has returned to
ber of the debating team, and a let of his Roosevelt cartoons and Mar
Baldrigc at 177 Commonwealth ave Rockville after several weeks of
(Mrs. Berry, accompanist)
garete Steiffs “stuffed bear” was
ter
man
in
basketball,
baseball
and
Dramatic reading from "The King's
nue. Mrs. Ruttencutter is the daugh
GREAT NATIONAL
Henchman" .... Edna St. Vincent Millay football. He was captain of the bas soon being sold as Teddy's.
BUTTER,
2 lbs 45c
ter of Mrs. George Livingston Baker, nursing at the home of V. A. Leach,
(©. 1932, Western Newspaper Union.)
Mrs. Ruth Whittemore
ketball team in 1923'and 1924, caught
Summer
street.
Fresh Cloverdale Quality
the former Margaret Armistcad Ap
Descriptive introduction. Mrs. Helen for the baseball team and played
pleton of Boston and Baltimore. I
.
,
,
Wentworth
ftsll liiftl package of
right halfback on the football team
Musical interlude Mrs. Averill
Mrs. Ruttencutter. who is related to „Mr'ant?M™' Ul?an Leach and son
LARD,
lb 07c
He was a member of the Citizens
—Melody In G-flat .....................
several distinguished New England HaroM who _have_been occupying an Plano
WHEATIES
Package ro Tub
...................
Charles
Wakefield
Cadman
Military
Training
camp
at
Fort
STONINGTON
(whilo they last)
families, is a member of the Colonial apartment on Summer street during
Miss Margaret Everett
for one rent with every
BANANAS,
4 lbs 25c
Dames of America and is identified the winter have returned to West Ensemble singing—The Star Spangled Adams, R. I. for four summers.
patJingo at this special price
The bride is the daughter ol Mrs.
The new rates and time table of
Banner
Unifruit
with the District Chapter in Wash Rockport.
1
pkg
12c
American flags were conspicuous Gertrude Coltart, and graduated the Maine Air Transport Inc. ef
ington. She belongs also to the
Mrs. Earl McIntosh and Mrs. in the decorations, various potted from Rockland High School in 1921 fective April 11 are: Planes leave
Daughters of the American Revolu
tion and to the United States Daugh Gerald Margcrson will act as host plants also being used. A choral re- Four years later she became a gradu- -tcckland 8 a. m.; 12 neon and 4 p. m.
esses for the card party given by the hearsal was held for work on "The ate nurse at Knox Hospital. Three Rates: Rockland to Vinalhaven or
ters of 1812—Boston Transcript.
And Just think of all the peol
BPW Club Thursday evening.
Field Sparrow" (CarrieBurpee Shaw), vears ago she was a student at Lev- North Haven, $2.00, round trip $3 00, $3.09, special $15.00; North Haven to who were opposed to the League [
inton
’
s
School
of
Chiropody
in
Bos

special
trip,
$12.00;
Rockland
to
Ston

Vinalhaven.
$2.00,
round
trip.
$3.00,
Mrs. A. R. Havener had two tables ,
-------to be used at the final meeting of the
ton, and has since been successfully ington, $3.00, round trip $5.00, special special $12.00. Round trips must be Nation.'- because they were afrsl
of bridge and luncheon Thursday ; It has been necessary to change season April 22.
"“"aged in that business in her home $15.00; Vinalhaven and North Ha made the same day. Sailings are on it would be too powerful.—Southq
evening at her home on Broadway. ; the original plans for the UniversaThe business meeting was devoted city.
Lumberman.
ven to Stonington, $2.00 round trip | standard time.
44-46
with Mrs. John M. Richardson, Mrs. 1 list' Mission Circle scheduled to meet to the presentation of the annual re
Charles Schofield and Mrs. Carl E. j Wednesday at the home of Mrs. ports of the secretary, Mrs. Mildred
Freeman carrying off honors.
Cora Talbot, and hold the meeting Havener, and the treasurer, Miss
in the Universalist vestry, with Mabel F. Lamb. These officers were
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales had as these hostesses: Mrs. Florence Pike, elected:
President, Mrs.
Helen
weekend guests Mrs. Carl Fales and Mrs. Eva Pease, Mrs. Grace Black, Wentworth; vice president, Mrs
daughter Helen of East Friendship. Mrs. Carrie Palmer and Mrs. Clara Lydia Storer; secretary, Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Fales has been a patient at Smith. The regular program of Karl; treasurer, Mrs. Lorita Bick
Knox Hospital for several days.
luncheon at 12.30, relief sewing and nell; executive board, Mrs. Lilian S.
devotional exercises will be carried Copping, Mrs. Hazel Atwood, Mrs.
Mrs. A. W. Hutchinson of Glouces out.
Ethel Lee Hayden, Mrs. Dorothy
ter, Mass., has been spending a few
tu vls
Smalley, Mrs. Katherine Veazie and
days with Mrs. Emma Weymouth at
Mrs. Herbert W. Waldron (Marian Miss Alice Erskine; choral director,
The Highlands and other friends and
Mrs. Faith G. Berry; accompanist,
relatives while her husband, on the Sherer) who has been with a patient Mrs, Nettie B. Averill. Mrs. Atwood
Texaco Boat No. 147. makes a trip in Pasadena, Calif., during the win
as retiring president turned over the
to Bangor. She will join Capt. ter leaves for home this week.
gavel and constitution and by-laws
Hutchinson on his return to Rockland
Mrs. Merle Hutchinson and son to Mrs. Wentworth, with a graceful
and make the return trio with him.
Richard are visiting relatives in speech of congratulation and good
wishes. A rising vote of thanks was
Miss Jeannette Smith entertained 1 Vinalhaven
given Mrs. Atwood for the efficient
the Contract Club last evening at her
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levensaler en way in which she has guided the club
home on Lincoln street.
tertained at bridge and luncheon during her presidency. The unusu
Mrs Marcus Chandler and daugh Saturday evening, honors going to ally successful year drawing to a
ter Eleanor of Camden arc guests of Mrs. Edith Hallowell. Harry Water close reflects her skill and ability.
The final meeting of the season
Mr. and Mrs. II. N. McDougall in Bos man and George Hallowell.
will take place at 7.30, in the Uni
ton.
Mrs. Angelica Glover, newly elect versalist vestry, when a program
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper was hostess ed president of the Methebesec Club, based on "The Favorites of Our Own
to the Breakfast Bridge yesterday has appointed these standing com Musicians" will be presented under
for luncheon at Mrs. Luda Mitchell's. mittees: Program, Literary division, the direction of Mrs. Morgan. The
Mrs. Irene Moran, Mrs. Nina Bev- local “boys" and "girls" who have
The TH E. Club had supper and i crage and Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy; music gone out into the world of music
bridge last evening at. the home of division. Mrs. Irene Walker, Mrs. have named favorite selections, and
Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr., Pleasant street. j Vivian Hewett and MLss Mabel Hol these, accompanied by letters and
brook; social division, Mrs. Mary personal messages, will constitute the
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson go to Southard, Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Miss program, which promises to be one
Boston today fcr the remainder of Helen D. Perry, Mrs. Grace Rollins. of the most delightful of the season.
[ Mrs. Mary Overlock and Mrs. Annie Several original compositions of
the week.
Stevens; benevolence, Mrs. Suella these home folks will also be pre
Donald Parks of Portland was the Sheldon, Mrs. Laura Maxey and Mrs. sented. It will be a guest day. each
j cn st of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Mc- Addie Small; ways and means, Mrs. member being privileged to invite
i Leon for the weekend.
Theresa Millett, Mrs. Orissa Mer one.
ritt, Mrs. Minnie Rogers, Mrs. Clara
Mrs. Sadie Leash of North Main Thurston and Mrs. Alice Karl; dutDr. and Mrs. Perley Damon were
street was hostess to the Thimble ing, Mrs. Julia Murray, Mrs. Bernice
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs C. B.
Club last evening.
Havener, Mrs. Mildred Washburn, Stahl in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Ruth Palmer, Mrs Elizabeth
C. Lionel Wilson has recently re- Davis and Mrs. Nettie Perry.
Browne Club meets Friday evening
j turned frem a trip on the S. S. Kenwith Mrs. Edna French, Summer
I tuckian with his brother, Capt. Ross
Mrs.
Minnie
E.
Mantor
and
daugh

street.
Wile-on. and is with his sister, Mrs.
John O. Stevens, Talbot avenue, at I ter, Miss Agnes Mantor, who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hallowell have
j present.
Laton Jackson, have returned to returned from the West Coast and
are occupying the Billings' house,
Mrs. Harcld Foster and daughter Farmington.
Suffolk and Crescent streets.
Avery have returned to Rutherford.
Rounds Miothers Class holds its
N. J., after visiting Dr. and Mrs. R. W.
annual spring dinner tomorrow at
Miss Myra Joyce who has been a
Bickford. Beech street.
6.30 with the husbands as special patient at Knox Hospital the past
“A friend of mine who works for a large
five weeks, has returned to her home
Mrs. Evie Perry will be in charge guests.
on Orient street.
I of the card party given this evening
stocking company told me how to make my
The Shakespeare Society met last
at Grand Army hall by the Auxiliary
stockings wear.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hodgkins
evening at the home of Miss Caroline
j of Sons of Union Veterans.
Littlefield for the 42nd annual meet of Winthrop, Mass., Mrs. Huse N.
" ‘Don’t wash away the elasticity of the silk,'
Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Pierce of ing. Officers and committees were Tibbetts of Houlton and MLss Faye
she
said—'because then the stocking threads,
Hodgkins
of
Bridgton
Aeademv.
who
Portland spent Sunday at their sum chosen thus: President, Mrs. Kath
mer place, Echo Farm, West Rock- erine Derry; vice president, Miss were called here by the death of Mrs.
instead
of giving under strain, break. The least
Ellen Cochran; secretary, Miss Eliza Clara G. Hodgkins, have returned.
[ port.
little pull, when you bend, stretch or
beth Jameson; treasurer. Miss Lucy
Miss' Louise Moon and Miss Bea
The Diligent Dames are asked to Rhodes; program committee, Mrs.
fasten your garters, and you’ve got
no'.e the change in date and place of Maud Comins, Mrs. Harriett Moore, trice Moon of Portland and Paul
a run!’
this week's meeting which will be Mrs. Maud Blodgett; picnic commit Walker of Belmont, Mass., motored
■ held at the home cf Mrs. Joseph tee, Mrs. Nina Beverage, Mrs. Lena here and visited relatives Friday
"I know Lux is made to preserve
: Emery, 163 Limerock street. Thursday Fales. The plays chosen for study
were “All's Well That Ends Well,”
Every famous man's wife has an
i afternoon at 2 o'clock, for sewing.
elasticity. So I've been washing my
"Measure for Measure," and “Eliza uneasy feeling that something will
stockings in Lux and now even my
Mrs. Vina Ulmer who has been beth the Queen.” The society voted happen to open the world's eyes.—
spending, tbe winter with Mrs. Elmer its annual contribution of $10 to Hartford Times.
sheerest ones wear!"
i
S. Bird. Broadway, has returned to the Public Library for books. The
speaker was ex-Governor William T.
her home at The Highlands.
ELASTICITY
Cobb who read a scholarly paper on
Chapin Class will have supper at "Disraeli.” Tlie subject was one in
the Universalist vestry tonight at 6 which the speaker had a special in
o'clock, with Mrs. C. Alton Palmer in terest, having seen Disraeli many
FIT
WEAR
times at the height of the latter’s
charge.
career at the Peace Congress in Ber
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen of Cam lin in 1878, and the fascination which
Lux has no harmful alkali. Anything”
den entertained Saturday evening as Disraeli had for him he conveyed to
Wish alter EACH wearing, Perspiration
a birthday observance for Mrs. Ruth his hearers who were delighted with
safe in water is safe in Lux.
left in the stocking or lingerie will
Brackett Spear of the Rockland High his presentation of this enigmatic
actually rot the silk.
Don't use too-warm water—it fade*
School faculty. The surprise feature character. Light refreshments were
color. With Lux you use lukewarm
of the evening was the announcement served. The dining room was charm
Such Good Food
Don't ruh with cake soap. It destroys
of the engagement of Dr. James E. ing with a beautiful floral centerpiece
water. No hot water needed.
the
elasticity
of
the
silk,
leaving
it
Kent and Mrs Margaret Flanagan, in the national colors in honor of the
lifeless, apt to break into runs, ill- Wash this 2- minute w
bc<h of Rcckland. Miss Flanagan, j Washington
bi-centennial.
Mrs.
Where Food Prices Are Lowest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John \ Ruth Whittemore and Mrs. Derry
fitting. With Lux there's no rubbing.
1. One teaspoon of Lux diamonds fol
Flanagan of Willow street, is a gradu- poured. The meeting was in charge
each pair.
All Home Cooking
Avoid ordinary soaps —cakes, powders,
ate of Rockland High School and is ! oc the program committee, Mrs. Clara
employed as supervisor in the local Rounds. Miss Caroline Littlefield and
2. Add lukewarm water to Lux,
chips. These often contain harmful
Try our 25,35, 50c Dinners
telephone office. Dr. Kent is the Mrs. Harriette Levensaler, assisted
squeeze through stockings, rinse.
alkali which weakens and fades silk.
son of Mrs. Norah Kent, formerly of j by other members of the executive
For dishes, too
board.
Members,
alumnae
and
guests
Boston and has conducted a success
ful practice as an osteopathic doctor to the number of 40 were present.
Opposite Perry’s Market
Manv women use Lux in the
j here for several years. He is the
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
DISHPAN to give their hands
Remember the Rexall one cent
present lccal health officer. The
Service: 5 A. M, to 7 P. M.
beauty care. Costs only 1< a day.
sale,
April
14,
15,
16,
at
Sheldon's
' couple are very popular, and are beDrug Store, Rockland.
43-44
i ing heaped with congratulations.

’‘everybody's
housecleaninfy

An “All-American” program was
presented at the meeting of the Rub
instein Club Friday afternoon under
the direction of Mrs. Hazel Atwood
who handled the large amount of
subject matter in a skillful and com
prehensive manner. American cotnposers reviewed included Stephen
i| Foster
George
Edward
MacD^welli
MrsW.HChadwick,
H A Beach
and

Ll!STA<t(jlK FINISH

CLOVERDALE

1c SALE!

THURS.-FRL

TV7* ' P JT•.

He gave her
ten minutes
to turn from
ice—to fire I

5

Samuel
QOLDWYN

GLORIA

WANSON
IONI6HLWA
1,

TODAY AND TOMORROW
MAURICE CHEVALIER
in
Ernst Lubitsch's
“ONE HOUK WITH YOU”

.

Ca/rry

A Paramount Publix Theatre

Performance, at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30

(MClra/f vuruT-

... since I’ve learned

WED.-THURS.
NOT USS AR^Sc,
nor ms MEN.H

NOR HIS RIFLES
COULD TAME HER

about ELASTICITY*
my stockings simply

wear and wear

Braggart... rascal
be*' Caballero with tho
Icdics ... to be flouted
scorned, tricked, cubducJ
by this girl...,
but what a Si'll

DOE.ORE5 DEI RIO
LEO CARRILLO
NORMAN FOSTER J

HERBERT

BRENON’S
dramatization of wiuard

..MACKS SENSATIONAL
STAGE HIT 'THE DOVE'
R K O RADIO PICTU ftT

TODAY
GEORGE O’BRIEN
in
"GAY CABELLEKO”

/

j

*The Lux Way to
save the
that makes stockings
and

at PENOBSCOT GRILL

PENOBSCOT GRILL

GEOS.
A Paramount Publix Theatre

LUX for stockings 2minufes a<lay
,

I

keeps them like new

JAKE AND LENA WED

TIIE DIGEST'S POLL

MEAT RATIONS FOUND IN ARCTIC
HINT AT OLD POLAR TRAGEDY
Foods Packed Quarter Cen
tury Prove Pure in
Chemical Tests

ACK from Franz Josef Land, that
frigid, ice-clad grave-yard of
many a dauntless polar explorer,
there came recently to Armour and
Company, Chicago meat packer, three
cans of emergency rations packed
more than a quarter century ago.
For at least thirty years those three
cans—one of condensed soup, one of
soup and bouilli, and one of beef,
wheat and chocolate—have laid hid
den in a cache in that vast Arctic
region. Who placed them there and
when they were stored are questions
Armour and Company has been un
able to answer. Old records have
been consulted in vain. Oldest em
ployees have racked their brains fruit
lessly.
Few Clues Found
Only a few clues have been found.
For one, there is an old account book
which indicates that emergency ra
tions were supplied in 1900 to E.
Baldwin, a noted polar explorer of
his day, and. in 1901 to one of the
expeditions sent out by W. Zeigler, a
wealthy American.
For another, the wording of the
government inspection label on one
of the cans clearly proves that it was
packed after March 3, 1891, and prior
to 1906. The labels otherwise afford
little help. Only the word “Armour"
is decipherable on the condensed
soup. The emergency ration of beef,
wheat and chocolate, reads “Armour
Packing Co., Kansas City,” and the
soup and bouilli reads "Armour Can
ning Co., Chicago.”
History records that Baldwin in 1900
and Zeigler's expedition in 1901 “add'

Every-Other-Day'
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ed little to our
knowledge of polar
geography, but
some useful me
teorological, mag
netic and tidal ob
servations were
made.”
Whether it was
on either of these
These cans found in Arctic may have been emergency
exploration v e nrations of some intrepid explorer.
tures that the
emergency rations were cached or were fed to guinea pigs w’ith no ill
whether some other gallant souls effect,” to quote the report of the
placed the cans in the ice cairn and casehardened chemist who made the
then disappeared forever into the tests.
Arctic wastes are conjectures which
From appearance and odor all three
products were exceptionally well pre
probably never will be answered.
served. In the soup and bouilli, the
Tests Prove Purity
beef had a good color and still re
Curiosity prompted a chemical tained its original cubic shape. Pieces
analysis of the contents of these worn of carrots present had retained their
and battered cans which had for so original color to a remarkable degree.
many years reposed in the natural There was, however, fat separation
refrigeration of solid ice. Man's vic in both the soup and bouilli and in
tim in bacteriological tests — the the condensed soup. This was the
guinea pig—was called upon for the only objectionai feature found and
necessary sacrifice, but survived. this objection would prove no deter
"Cultures of the organisms isolated rent to starving men.

North Carolina Almost In Dry
Column. But Country's Wets Are
A Long Way Ahead
Kansas increased its dry majority
from ninety-eight to 252, and North
Carolina comes within 11 votes of
joining Kansas in the dry column.'according to the eighth report of “The
Literary Digest's” prohibition poll,
published in that magazine, This
country's tota! drv vote, on a basis
of 4,009.499 ballots, rose this week
from 25.75 to 2609 percent.
Thirty-two stales, with a ratio of
from two to one to six to one, have
voted wet. They represent a popula
tion of more than 85.000 000 Nine
states,
representing more
than
19,000.000 persons, have reported dry
by 40 per cent or more.
A special referendum to test the
relative showing of men and women
in Portland one of the country's fore
most prohibition centers, disclosed
that 24 36 percent of the men voted
dry, as compared with 38.45 per cent
dry vote from the women. The bal
lots were sent to the entire registered
electorate of the city. The women
returned 2928 ballots out of 11 958 and
the men 2981 out of 14.598
The effect of this special test, ac
cording to "The Digest." should con
vince “every reasonable person in
America that the poll gives full ex
pression to the will of the women of
America. " Dr. William Seaver Woods,
editor in chief of the magazine, ex
plains that duplications resulted from
supplementary polls conducted in ad
dition to the main referendum, and
that the duplications are not includ
ed in the final count.

WASHINGTON ALBUM

Relief Corps and Guests Junior High School In An
nual Entertainment Next
Have More Fun Than Bar
Thursday Night
rel of Monkeys

Junior High School is presenting
The gnics of laughter which Issued
forth from Grand Army hall Thurs its annual spring entertainment
day evening told passersby that some Thursday evening in the auditorium
very hilarious event was in progress. at 7.30. under the direction of Miss
You can have your Personal
Hayar,
departmental
This was true, for within the hall ap Elizabeth
and Business Stationery, An
proximately 150 persons were wit- teacher of music. Planned as an obnessing “The Wedding of Jake and | servance of the George Washington
nouncements, Weddings,
Lena " a mock wedding with the par- | bi-centennial, the program, shown
Cards, Etc., done at this office
ticipants drawn from the membership below, savors ol the Colonial period,
with our new Process Em
of Edwin Libby Relief Corps. True i and all the children will be in apto tradition and form tears were shed I propriate costume:
bossed Printing Machine.
at this wedding, but they were tears overture- Ambition
This printing looks like en
of mirth, for the "wedding" was high
Hl£h Schoo‘ Orchestra
graving and costs less than
comedy from start to finish.
Winona Newton, Margery Bartlett. Sam
Glover
Prior to the “ceremony" Miss Madehalf.
Album
lene Rogers read an original skit, “The Washington's
Reader.
Miss
Florence Dean
We print everything printable
Proposal of Jake and Lena,” and Mrs.
The Boyhood
Clara Kelsey sang two appropriate Robert Miles. William Anderson, Wesley
from a Calling Card to the
Knight William Cross. Ernest DeMass,
solos, and then to the strains of the
Largest Poster,
Fred Halnlng
wedding march played by Mrs. Alta
Washington Taking Leave of Hls
Mother
Dimick at the piano and Mrs. Blanche
Business and Professional
Edward Sylvester, Anna Murglta
Morton violinist, the wedding partyPrinting Our Specialty.
The Surveyor
formed. the members yielding up these
Edmand Ayotte
Lord Fairfax
Expert Workmanship, Finest
characters:
Clarence Bowser
Stock, Lowest Prices.
Parson Briggs—Mrs. Maud Cables.
Indians
Jake the Groom—Mrs. Adelma Mlklal Leo. Clayton Wltham. Egbert
Farnham. Domenico Cucclnello
Phone or mail orders to—
Mullen.
The General
Lena, the Bride—Mrs. Eliza PlumRussell Nash
The Surrender of Cornwallis
mer.
Russell
Nash.
Cobb
Peterson, Sam aiover,
Groomsman—Mrs. Mildred Condon.
Robert Hastings
Matron of Honor—Mrs. Velma
At Home—The Minuet
Winona Newton, Margery Bartlett,
Marsh.
Nathalie Waldron. Arlene Walker
Bridesmaids—Mrs. Lena Rollins
The Virginia Reel
and Miss Madlene Rogers.
Veruet Morgan. Adelaide Schclllnger,
Glenna Rankin. Thelma Whitehouse,
Ring Biarer—Miss Alice Barton.
Chisholm. Nell Little. Ken
Flower Girls—Norma and Martha Catherine
neth Morgan. Edward Hayes. Robert
Chandler. Charles Merritt.
Seavey.
Bride’s Brother—Mrs. Elizabeth Music—Norma’s Waltz
Orchestra
“Men." says a fashion note, "will
Barton.
PART 11
wear step-ins this spring." Which,
Jake's Parents—Mrs. Beulah Larra
Processional—Father of Liberty
of course means goodby to pulling
YOV'NG MEN'S CHANCE
bee
and
Mrs.
Caroline
Stewart.
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
Boys’ and Girls' Glee Clubs
your pants on over your head.—
Lena's parents—Miss Eva Rogers Cantata—Spirit of '76 ...... Ira B Wilson
Boys'
and Girls' Glee Clubs
Springfield Union.
Vacation At Uncle s“"’?
The college debating team is and Mrs. Julia Huntley.
Accompanist. Margaret Dunton
Esley and John Stebbins—Mrs. Mar
Altt id mg Citizens Military
i “talking its way" home from OkiaGirls’ Glee Club: Margaret Dun
ing Camp
homa where the three men made a cia Green and Mrs. Beatrice Bowen.
ton, president, Eleanor Ames, Vera
Hobble
Stevens
—
Mrs.
Lillian
Jud

fine record in the National Inter
Ames, Dorothy Boynton, Dorothea
Before long everyone will be won- collegiate
Debating Tournament. kins.
Burkhardt,
Catherine
Chisholm,
fteK°oHetredKthroughVthetFSiernadl Students are working hard on their
Guests and Relatives:
Edith Dondis, Marian Fernald. Gene
Virginia
Pennypecker
—
Mrs.
Millie
—
• --•*
vieve Gray, Ruth Harper, Mary Hav
government agency of- Citizens'
Mili I speeches for the six prize contests Higgins.
tary Tiaining Camps a wonderful which will be held within the next
Inchy Spencer—Mrs. Effie Walsh. ener, Geneva Hooper, Margaret
opportunity for any young man of few weeks.
Sara Browning Wilson—Mrs. Pris Hussey, Vieno Kangas, Ruth Mars
ton, Betty McAlary, Muriel McPhee,
good health and character, between
cilla
Smith.
The annual Freshman frolic, pre
Vernet Morgan; Pauline Oliver, Mar
the ages of 17 and 24. to obtain 30
Cousin Dooley—Fiances Marsh.
sented
by
the
men
and
women
of
the
days of life in the open at the govJake's grandmother—Mrs.
Ella gery Perry, Helvi Rivers, Margaret
Rogers, Gwendolyn Rubenstein, Eva
ernnrent's expense. The' Citizens' class of 1935, was held Saturday eve- Flye.
Military Training Camp for Maine ning.
Lena’s grandmother—Mrs. Peaslee. Stearns, Frances Storer, Dorothy
Thomas, Elizabeth Till, Jane Welch
bovs will be held at Fort McKinley, I
....
Elvira—Miss Annie Mullen.
and Thelma Whitehouse.
Portland Harbor for a month's period.
Schoolboy athletes from sever,
Cousin Elsie—Miss Ruth Rogers.
Boys’ Glee Club: Cobb Peterson,
starting July 2.
towns competed in the annual KenAunt Minnie—Miss Etta Blacking
president, Clarence Bowser. Robert
Tne government pays all necessary nebec Valley Interscholastic Track ton.
expenses for these thirty days’ enjoy- Meet Friday evening in the Colby
Two Boy Scouts acted as ushers and Ciane, William Cross,, Sanford Dela
ment—transportation, food, lodging. Field House. The 16 relay races, 10 Milton Rollins, Jr., was the "Popcorn no, Ernest DeMass, Charles Dorgan,
uniforms, and laundry service. Each hurdle races, 10 dashes, distance King.” The costuming showed ex- Otis Drake, Charles Fraeier, Bred
accepted student pays his own way to races jUmps and weight throws pro- , ciusive models ofvarious
vintages, Haining, Richard Harden, Francis
camp and is reimbursed at the rate ot , Vided an exciting meet for the large ; Decorationsfeatured
"cut flowers” Havener, Edward Hayes Jr., David
Huyler, Roy Joyce, Wesley Knight,
five cents each mile of travel from crowd of spectators.
1 and flags
home and return or he will be fur....
• During the ..receptiOn” which fol- Neil Little, Lawrence Lord, Kenneth
nished a railroad ticket upon request;
Th& annual phj Beta Kappa ban. lowed Mrs BartOn and Miss Mad- Morgan, Adelbert Newbert, Clarence
There is an allowance of seventy ) QUet t(x)k pJace Thursday ev^ at lene Rogers gave a skit, Mrs. Ruth Peters, Henry Simmons, William
cents per day or
., L PL
§ i which two seniors were initiated into Sewall sang "The Fatal Wedding,” Welch and Arnold Wright.
Orchestra: Violins. Ruth Harper,
three appetizing, satisfying and
and harmonica solos were played.
Margaret McMillan, Thelma Whitestrengthening meals. Fresh meats
" y'
....
The
wedding
feast
proved
to
be
box
and vegetables and fruits, prepared
The aRnua, gym
of
house, Sulo Gronros, Marian Fernald;
lunches, each sufficient for two. and saxophones, Charles Merritt, mana
by well trained cooks, are the basis of
women students was held Saturday the high light of the evening was the ger, Florence Dean, Meredith Dondis,
a well balanced diet.
In each training center there are !
J,P?nSOrWl by the C°lby auctioneering off of these lunches by Stirling Morse: trumpets, Francis
Esley Stebbins (Mrs. Green). Her Havener, Eleanor Harper; trombone,
dining halls where meals are served, Health League. * • * *
continuous run of wit rivalled the fa Richard WaldTon; drums, Reginald
rot in the army mess kits, but with
The 23d annual Lyford inter mous Esley of radio fame, and her McLaughlin; piano, Margaret Dun
the china and tableware of the ordi
nary home. Lodging in a C. M. T., scholastic
,
- prize speaking- contest is knowledge of auctioneering technique ton.
Camp means quarters in the regula- scheduled for May 6. This is open put to shame the best efforts of pro
Tickets, priced moderately, are now
tion army barracks. Each student Ihign school boys in Maine, New fessionals. There was also a “bride's on sale by Junior High students,
cake
”
made
by
Mrs.
Sarah
Griffin.
takes to camp the specified articles of ' Hainps.'.ire^^and Massachusetts, with
and all who purchase and attend are
underwear, pajamas, socks, handker r.ot more than two contestants from
assured of an evening of delightful
each
schcol.
chiefs and towels. Army shirts are
entertainment.
WALDOBORO
issued, and weekly washing done
HAIL, GENTLE SPRING
without charge. In case of sickness
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butters of
there is no expense for medical care
Watertown, Mass., have been recent
I For The Courier-Gazette I
although there is little need' of this
guests of Miss Grace Simmons.
service since the Citizens' Camps in J Oood />ye. frost and snow, you're welCharles H. Howard of Augusta was
.
j
come to gothe past 10 years have trained hun- 1 Adieu to your withering breath.
the weekend guest of his sister Mrs.
dreds and thousands of young men We welcome bland spring ln place of Dora Howard Yorke.
your sting.
with a much lower percentage of
Mrs. O. E. Ludwig, Mrs. Lincoln
savors of bleakness and death.
even minor ailments than can be SoWhich
hall, gentle spring! your advent will Orff and Mrs. Alva Achorn have re
bring
found in the healthiest home com
turned from a motor trip to Provi
To old Mother Earth a new gown—
munity.
A
vestment
bright green, of shimmering dence.
There is yet opportunity for the
sheen—
Mrs. S. H. Weston entertained thr
boys of Maine, between the ages of
To replace the one of drab brown.
Auction Club Friday evening at its
117 and 24, to avail themselves of this
pulses will throb to the life- last meeting of the season. Honors
wonderful form of health-making Earth'sgiving
orb.
were awarded each member accord
vacation. Full information regarding
Unloosing the fetters of cold.
enrollment may be obtained from Bare limbs of the trees that shake In ing to scores held during the time ot
play. The hostess served ice cream “I really am 39,” says this famous
the breeze
Fred D. McAlary, Civilian Aide to the
A new dress of leaves will unfold.
and cake.
Secretary of War for the State of With
twittering glee, we're beginning to
Mrs. Addie Wyman has returned star. ‘‘And I don’t see why any
Maine, whose office is in the Sav
see
woman should look her age.
Our bright feathered friends on the from Massachusetts where she has
ings Bank Building at Waterville.
wing;
“We on the stage must keep.our
been passing the winter.
At peep of day. with glad roundelay.
Mrs. Doia Howard Yorke was youthful freshness. To do this through
They hall the returning of spring.
NORTH WALDOBORO
hostess at the meeting of the Susan the years means, above everything,
•With grip like a vise the coating of ice nah Wesley Society Monday after guarding complexion beauty. For
Has prisoned the waters of rills.
Mrs. Sadie Davis who has been
years I have used Lux Toilet Soap
the sun's rays, ln balmy spring noon.
passing the winter with her daughter But now
Forrest Eaton has moved his store regularly—it keeps my skin amaz
days,
Mrs. Charles Odell ln Salem, Mass., Is slanting o'er valleys and hills
from the Moose block to the Kuhn ingly clear and soft.”
Till with a glad bound the waters have
returned home Friday.
block, which he recently purchased.
found
Mr. and Mrs. Will Eugley of Ohio
The social committee of the Bap
Their freedom and ripple along;
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. George All nature's awake—the woods and the tist Church will serve a baked bean Years ago Broadway stars eagerly
lake—
Eugley.
supper at 5 30 Thursday in the ves adopted Hollywood’s favorite beauty
Mrs. Geneva Eugley and son Don And murmurs Its joy like a song.
care—Lux Toilet Soap. Actually 98%
try.
ald visited Mrs. Vena Eugley Friday. Humanity, too. Its life should renew
Mrs. Alice Smith and B. W. Harris, of the lovely complexions you see on
In keeping with old Mother Earth;
George Flanders is working for
The soft, limpid air should lessen the who have been at Fred Simmons this the screen are cared for by this fra
Peter Hildebrandt.
care
winter, are now in Portland.
grant white soap that costs only ILK I
Mrs. Ida Mallett who teaches school
And give to us all a new birth;
The graduation of the senior class
[ in this district was much surprised So let us take heart and make a fresh of the Waldoboio High School will
when several ladies of the community Let'sstart;
be held June 3. The class parts
shake ofT our fetters of fear;
visited the school on the occasion oi The sun brightly beams, there's hope ln have been thus assigned: Jane Rider
Its gleams;
her birthday anniversary. She re
has the valedictory, with an average
Is here.
ceived several gifts and nice home The spring of new lifeLewis
rank of 95.7; Dorothy Lovejoy, the
E. Waltz.
made candy was served by the ladies.
Somerville. Mass.
salutatory, average rank of 91.5;
Dorothy French, class prophecy:
Beatrice Colwell, class will; Alfred
Jackson, class history;
Mildred
Brooks, essay; Carlton Jackson,
essay; Marion Waltz, class gifts.
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Gigantic Electric Fixture Sale—

Modernize your home with attractive new fixtures

at less than
half
regular prices
3

“WHY LOOK

YOUR AGE?”

Here’s an opportunity to install new lighting fixtures at
a price that saves you considerable money.

We have gone out of the wiring business and have on
hand a big stock of high class fixtures.
To dispose of this stock as quickly as possible, we offer

the entire lot at rock-bottom prices—most of it at half

regular selling prices—$1 5 to $20 fixtures for as little as
$4; brackets for $1 and up.

You can now re-fixture your entire home at the former

cost of a single room.

asks Billie Burke

Eat a FRESH

Slice of BREAD!
On

Sale Only at Our

Service Building
153 Union St., Rockland

To have real FRESH Bread, it MUST be made in Maine.
And to have “The BEST Bread in Maine,” it MUST be
GOLDEN HEART BREAD.

You’ll be interested to know that the Maine Baking Co.
of Auburn, Maine, has so arranged its baking schedule
that at 7 o'clock in the morning and 5 in the afternoon you
ran buy GOLDEN HEART BREAD that is actually WARM,
for its bakers rush the bread TWICE a day DIRECT from
the bakery to leading stores. Not only that but the trucks
are ELECTRICALLY HEATED to keep the bread warm.
Help Maine (o grow BIG, and help your family to grow
Healthy. Buy—

CENTRA MMAINE
POWEF COMPANY

GOLDEN HEART BREAD
“The BEST Bread in Maine”
Tunc in—Station WHDH, Boston—Golden Heart Duo—
Fridays, 6.45 P. M.

STICKNEY CORNER
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cramer
were callers on Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Sargent Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ripley are the
proud parents of a daughter, Doro
thy Anna, born April 2.
Mrs. Rachel Achorn who has been
caring for Lurlie Davis the past two
months was called to Old Town
Wednesday by the serious illness of
her brother John White. Miss Davis
who has been ill since Feb. 1 is im
proving slowly. Her cousin Clarabel
Miller is with her now.
Mrs. Mary Doucette was home
from New York at Easter time ac
companied by Mae Ryan.
Elmer Creamer has been suffering
with a sore in his throat the past
ten days.
Murdock Cramer was taking valu
ation Wednesday.
The road from Stickney Corner to
the Glidden field, this side of West
Washington is impassable for autos.
The mud in all places appears to be
deeper than in previous seasons.
Mrs. Laura Sidelinger arrived
home from the hospital in Massa
chusetts two weeks ago and has a
r.urse here.

ELECTRICIANS
For Reliable and Complete Elec
trical Service of Any Kind
First Class Work at Fair Prices

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

442 Main St.,
Kockland, Maine
Established 1920
Telephone 721

DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

DENTIST

If the dove of peace is hanging 302 Main St Tel. 915-M
over Shanghai, it is taking long
chances.—Dayton Journal.

